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Abstract

The World Wide Web has become the most used information system worldwide. It has fueled an un-
precedented commercialization of the Internet by turning this network system designed for academic
data exchange into a widely used social medium. After decades of operational experience with these
two systems, researchers and engineers continue to be daily confronted with the urge to accommodate
new users, scale up and deploy new Web services, and fulfill the users’ quality expectations. This dis-
sertation explores how these two systems influence each other. Namely, i) how the Web influences
Internet’s traffic dynamics, and ii) how the Internet’s infrastructure and protocols impair Web usage.

We argue that there are three fundamental enablers for today’s Web: content delivery, monetization, and
search. On the one hand, content delivery entails the mechanisms that allow scaling up and serving
Web content fast to end users worldwide. On the other, content monetization relates to obtaining the
economic resources needed to deploy such infrastructure, create content, and sustain services. Finally,
content search refers to the entire ecosystem that allows users to find resources on the Web almost in
real-time without the need to navigate from one Web site to another Web site.

We study network traffic at multiple vantage points on the Internet, including a residential broadband
network, backbone links of a tier-1 Internet Service Provider (ISP), two Internet eXchange Points
(IXPs), and servers of a large Content Delivery Network (CDN). We show two distinct facets of Web
traffic, for which we coin the terms front- and back-office Web traffic. The term front-office traffic
refers to traffic exchanged between users and front-end servers. By contrast, the term back-office traffic
designates traffic exchanged between two automated hosts (machine-to-machine traffic).

We analyze front-office Web traffic and more precisely content monetization via the advertisements that
are displayed to the end users in an access network. We also study the prevalence of adblockers, as
they can potentially disrupt the widely established business model of “free” content (one of the core
elements on which the Web builds). We observe how the deployment of front-end servers has reduced
latencies to many servers in the past years. By contrast, we note inflations of HTTP response times
caused by back-end servers’ activity related to content delivery and monetization. Hence, we devise a
methodology to identify back-office Web traffic from data collected at the Internet’s core. We find that
this represents not only a significant fraction of today’s Internet traffic but also today’s Internet transac-
tions. We further characterize it in the context of the three fundamental functions aforementioned, i.e.,
crawling (to find and index Web content), real-time bidding (to make advertisements more effective),
and request forwarding (mainly to improve performance and reduce traffic).

In turn, the Internet’s infrastructure and its operational protocols can alter the way users interact with
the Web. We focus on two aspects thereof. First, we study the Internet’s fundamental transition to
a newer version of its network-layer protocol (IP), which affects the way users can reach the Web. In
particular, we study IPv6 usage at a dual-stack ISP to reason about when and how users and Web content
providers exchange data over IPv6 and the reasons that hamper its usage. Second, fueled by the buffer
bloat debate, we investigate how buffer-sizing schemes and transport protocols like TCP influence QoE
metrics for applications like Web browsing. To this end, we use data from a large CDN and report on
the prevalence of excessive buffering in the wild.
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Zusammenfassung

Das World Wide Web ist zu dem am häufigsten verwendeten Informationssystem der Welt geworden.
Es hat die beispiellose Kommerzialisierung des Internets vorangetrieben und hat sich von einem Netzw-
erksystem, welches ursprünglich ein reines Forschungsnetz war, in ein weitverbreitetes soziales Medium
verwandelt. Trotz jahrzehntelanger Erfahrung mit Netzwerken sind Forscher und Ingenieure tagtäglich
herausgefordert, neue Nutzer in das Netzwerk aufzunehmen, neuartige Dienste bereitzustellen und die
wachsenden Qualitätsansprüche der Anwender zufriedenzustellen.

Die vorliegende Dissertation fokussiert sich auf drei grundlegende Aspekte, welche das Web zu dem
machen, was es heute ist: Inhaltsauslieferung, Monetarisierung und Websuche. Die Inhaltsausliefer-
ung stellt Mechanismen bereit, welche eine schnelle Skalierung und die Auslieferung von Inhalten zu
Benutzern weltweit ermöglicht. Die Monetarisierung der Inhalte liefert hingegen die wirtschaftlichen
Ressourcen, um eine solche Infrastruktur aufzubauen, neue Inhalte zu generieren, und die Systeme zu
warten. Die Websuche bezieht sich auf das gesamte Ökosystem welches es Nutzern erlaubt, Ressourcen
in Echtzeit im Web zu finden, ohne dabei von Webseite zu Webseite navigieren zu müssen. Diese
Dissertation untersucht die folgenden orthogonalen Aspekte: i) Datenverkehr im Internet, welcher der
Inhaltsauslieferung, Monetarisierung und der Websuche dient, und ii) Kernaspekte der Applikations-
, Transport-, und Netzwerkschicht des Internets, welche direkten Einfluss auf das World Wide Web
haben.

Wir untersuchen den Datenverkehr von mehreren Internet-Aussichtspunkten aus, darunter ein Anschlussnet-
zwerk, Backboneverbindungen eines Tier-1 ISPs, zwei Internetknoten (IXPs) und Server eines großen
CDNs. Hierbei betrachten wir zwei verschiedene Facetten des Web-Datenverkehrs und prägen die Be-
griffe des Front- und des Back-Office-Datenverkehrs. Der Begriff Front-Office-Datenverkehr bezieht
sich auf den Datenverkehr zwischen Nutzern und Frontendservern. Im Gegensatz dazu bezeichnet der
Begriff Back-Office-Datenverkehr den Verkehr zwischen zwei automatisierten Maschinen (Maschine-
zu-Maschine-Verkehr).

Wir analysieren Front-Office-Webdatenverkehr und insbesondere Monetarisierung durch Werbeanzeigen,
die Endverbrauchern in einem Anschlussnetzwerk angezeigt werden. Des Weiteren untersuchen wir die
Prävalenz von Adblockern, da sie möglicherweise das etablierte Geschäftsmodell des “kostenlosen In-
halts” stören können, ein Kernelement des aktuellen Webs. Hier beobachten wir, dass der Einsatz von
Frontendservern die Latenzen zwischen Endnutzern und Servern verringert hat. Im Gegensatz dazu
haben sich insgesamt die HTTP Antwortzeiten erhöht, als Folge der Interaktionen zwischen Frontend-
und Backendservern zur Inhaltsauslieferung und Monetarisierung. Wir entwickeln eine Methodik zur
Identifikation von Back-Office-Datenverkehr und zeigen, dass dieser Datenverkehr nicht nur einen sig-
nifikanten Anteil des gesamten Datenvolumens, sondern auch einen signifikanten Anteil der heutigen
Internettransaktionen ausmacht. Im Kontext der Websuche fokussieren wir unsere Arbeit auf den Anteil
des durch “crawling” verursachten Datenverkehrs. Im Kontext der Monetarisierung betrachten wir “real-
time bidding”, um Werbeanzeigen effektiver zu schalten. Im Kontext der Inhaltsauslieferung analysieren
wir “request forwarding”, welches der Verbesserung der Leistung und der Reduktion des Datenverkehrs
dient.

Front- und Back-Office-Webdatenverkehr werden jedoch auch von der Infrastruktur des Internets und
den entsprechenden operativen Protokollen beeinflusst. Wir betrachten zwei Beispiele. Zunächst studieren
wir die Transition des Internets hin zu einem neuen Netzwerkschichtprotokoll (IP), welches direkt bee-
influsst, wie Endnutzer Inhalte aus dem Web beziehen. Insbesondere studieren wir die IPv6 Verwen-
dung in einem dual-stack ISP um zu erörtern, wann und wie Inhalteanbieter ihre Webinhalte über IPv6
austauschen, und um die prävalenten Hindernisse aufzuzeigen. Im Kontext der Debatte über buffer
bloat untersuchen wir, wie die Dimensionierung von Puffern und Transportprotokollen wie TCP die
Quality-of-Experience (QoE) von Applikationen, wie dem World Wide Web, beeinflussen. Gleichzeitig
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verwenden wir Daten von einem großen CDN, um die Verbreitung von exzessiven Puffern im Internet
aufzuzeigen.
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1
Introduction

The Internet has revolutionized the way the world communicates: it has become a worldwide accessible
communication medium that allows individuals to interact independently of their geographical position
and disseminate or broadcast information. Although recent estimates state that still only 40% of the
World’s population uses the Internet [38], many already consider access to this medium a basic human
right [23]. After decades of operational experience with this network, a large number of researchers and
engineers continue to be daily confronted with the urge to accommodate new users, scale up and deploy
new services, and fulfill the users’ quality expectations.

Whereas the dominant application on the Internet in 1972 was e-mail [47], the World Wide Web (WWW
or the Web for short) takes this role today. As an information system accessible over the Internet, the
Web has been the driving force for the unprecedented commercialization of this network of networks,
turning a system designed for academic data exchange into a widely used social medium. Tim Berners-
Lee and Robert Cailliau developed the World Wide Web in 1991. Shortly after the first Web browser and
server software implementations appeared the number of Web servers on the Internet was approximately
50. At that time, Web traffic accounted for just 1% of the Internet’s traffic [197]. By contrast, in 2010
the WWW was so popular that it alone contributed to 52% of the total traffic on the Internet [203].

The Web has revolutionized the way people publish, access, and search for content. In fact, some argue,
it has also become the new “narrow waist” of the Internet (e.g., [245]), as manifested by the widespread
and rapid adoption of browsers and Web-based technology. Indeed, the HTTP protocol provides a
standard interface that many popular Internet applications rely on, including video, social networking,
e-commerce, and software delivery. Despite being a “content-centric” protocol, HTTP provides many of
the desired properties for new Internet architectures [245]. Consequently, HTTP –and by extension the
Web– has become the de-facto method to link users and services distributed across computers around
the world [197].

This dissertation investigates three fundamental enablers for today’s Web: content delivery, monetiza-
tion, and search. On the one hand, content delivery entails the mechanisms that allow scaling up and
serving content fast to end users worldwide. On the other, content monetization relates to obtaining the
economic resources needed to deploy such infrastructure, create content, and sustain services. Finally,
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Chapter 1 Introduction

content search refers to the entire ecosystem that allows users to find resources on the Web almost in
real-time without having to navigate from Web site to Web site.

These three enablers have been a driving force for the popularization of the Web. Access to the Web
at scale has, in turn, shaped the Internet itself. Today, millions of users scattered around the globe
simultaneously request Web objects distributed across the Internet’s infrastructure (who, at the same
time, expect this system to reply fast). Reciprocally, the Internet’s architecture and protocols can alter the
way users interact with the Web, and by extension the realization of content delivery, monetization, and
search. For example, Web users can employ technology that can block requests related to monetization,
or content providers can deploy overlay networks to improve Web performance, i.e., content delivery.
Thus, we posit that understanding today’s Web involves analyzing how these functions manifest on
Internet’s traffic, as this is a crucial and necessary step to improve current and develop future Web-based
services. Consequently, this dissertation explores the following orthogonal aspects: i) traffic on the
Internet related to Web content delivery, monetization, and search, ii) how the Internet’s infrastructure
decisions impair Web usage.

1.1 Traffic that enables the Web

Web traffic on the Internet has been thoroughly studied since the introduction of the WWW; the ma-
jority of these studies taking a user-centric perspective, i.e., how end users consume Web content. We
argue that “there is more to end-user interactions with the Web than is visible to end users”, and, conse-
quently, this dissertation explores the distinction between front-office and back-office Web traffic framed
in the context of content delivery, monetization, and search. The first term, front-office traffic, refers to
the traffic involving end users directly. In this case, content monetization is often realized with adver-
tisements that are displayed to the end user. The second term, back-office Web traffic, applies to Web
traffic exchanged between two automated hosts (e.g., back-end servers). In this dissertation, we focus
on back-office Web traffic that realizes the functions mentioned earlier.

1.1.1 Back-office Web traffic: Content delivery, real-time bidding, and
crawling

Although an end user typically views a Web page as a unit, recent studies demonstrate that a single Web
page often contains links to objects that are delivered by a large and diverse set of servers [103, 180].
For example, a single Web page may involve several Web companies: parts of the Web page may be
under the control of a content provider, a Web advertiser, a video streamer, a search engine, or a social
network. Furthermore, fetching an individual part of a Web page may require communication between
several of these servers. Today, when an end user requests Web content it involves not only the servers
that receive HTTP requests from the end user’s browser but also a whole service ecosystem consisting
of proxies, content delivery networks (CDNs), ad-sellers, ad-bidders, back-end servers or databases,
crawler bots, etc.

Note, not all back-office Web traffic traverses the public Internet. Some of it is carried over private
backbones or within data centers. We also remark that our focus is HTTP(S) traffic, and hence acknowl-
edge that other type of network traffic using different application-layer protocols may have the same
objective.

Although traffic between Web servers and Web browsers is readily apparent to many knowledgeable
end users, fewer are aware of the extent of automated Web traffic carried over the public Internet. This
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1.2 The Internet’s influence on the Web

traffic, which may or may not triggered by end users, is essential for today’s Web: it can relate to
the three enablers for the Web mentioned earlier, i.e., content delivery, monetization, and search. The
presence of this type of traffic and its implications for the Web ecosystem and by extension to end-users
are not well understood. The reason being the difficulties to gain access to a vantage point where this
kind of traffic is present.

1.1.2 Front-office Web traffic: Advertisements

Along with back-office Web traffic supporting the Web ecosystem, there exists also front-office Web
traffic doing the same function, i.e., content monetization via advertisements displayed to the end user.
Online advertisements (ads) allow content and services to be offered to users free of charge. The history
of this business model goes back to the first clickable Web ads, which emerged around 1993 with the
first commercial Web sites. HotWired was among the first to sell banner ads to companies such as AT&T
and Coors [40]. The first central ad servers emerged in 1995 to enable the management, targeting, and
tracking of users and online ads. The proliferation of ads on the Web started, which brought with it an
increasingly complex infrastructure to serve these advertisements. DoubleClick introduced the process
of online behavioral advertising in the late 1990s which used third party cookies to track users across
Web sites and display ads based on their browsing patterns [290].

Today, advertising on the Web has become a broad and complex industry where entire exchanges trade
user-specific information for the purpose of better ad placements [307]. This user specific profiling
has raised many privacy and security concerns, in particular, among privacy and consumer advocacy
groups. The debate has, for instance, led to agreements about the expiration dates of cookies as well
as clear statements regarding the process of collecting user information [13]. While the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) identifies problems with online behavioral advertisement it allows advertisers to
continue this practice with some safeguards such as greater transparency, provisions for consumers to
opt out, and special handling of sensitive data, e.g., related to health and financial information [17, 18].
The motivation underlying the FTC’s position is that the FTC views online advertisements as the key
enabler for “free” content on the Web.

1.2 The Internet’s influence on the Web

The Web and the Internet are in constant change. Hence, issues affecting one have immediate impli-
cations for the other. We next introduce three user and operational aspects present at the application,
transport and network layers of the Internet that affect how users interact with the Web.

1.2.1 Application layer: Blocking of advertisements

Many Web users perceive ads as being not only invasive to their privacy but also annoying since they
can distract them from the primary content they wish to consume, i.e., they degrade their Quality of
Experience. This situation has resulted in a proliferation of tools to evade or block the ads by block-
ing ad-related HTTP requests or hiding the ads on the user’s display. We refer to these tools as ad-
blockers. Among the most used ad-blockers are extensions for Web browsers like Adblock Plus [4]
and Ghostery [19]. According to Google and Mozilla usage statistics of browser add-ons, Adblock
Plus is the most popular. More than 30M users surf the Web daily using a browser with this extension
enabled [21, 27].
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The use of ad-blockers is, however, perceived by the advertisement industry and content publishers as a
growing threat to their business model [7,33]. Their rationale is that ad-blockers provide users a way to
“evade paying” for the content they consume. Thus, some players try to put pressure on the developers
of ad-blocking browser extensions to be excluded from the blocking. This exclusion is envisioned to be
implemented by i) removing them from the filter lists, or ii) adding them to a whitelist [7]. Others try to
detect ad-blockers and explicitly appeal these users to either whitelist their site or completely disable the
ad-blocker [228]. Another claim regarding the rise of ad-blockers is that “as more end users adopt them,
revenues decline, and the number of obnoxious advertisements increases” [3]. To break this vicious
cycle, some players in this domain encourage advertisers to adopt “acceptable ads” as a compromise.
The most important implication of this initiative is that advertisements that conform to these guidelines
are by default whitelisted by Adblock Plus [6], a setting that end users can still override.

Given the impact of such technologies to content monetization and therefore to content producers, this
dissertation explores the prevalence and adoption of ad-blockers by Internet users.

1.2.2 Transport layer: Queuing delays and buffer bloat

The advent of an Internet-based economy has fueled the growth of companies selling Internet-based
services to end users worldwide. To them, service performance is indeed important as often such per-
formance has a direct influence on their revenue [209]. For Internet Service Providers (ISPs) perfor-
mance is a measure of the quality of their network and their interconnects to other networks. Similarly
to telephone services, these ISPs offer Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to their customers via service
level guarantees, i.e., Quality of Service (QoS). They use various metrics to measure QoS and ensure
that they accomplish the requirements in the SLAs. The most common metrics in these SLAs are delay,
packet loss, and jitter [9, 20, 29, 202].

ISPs need to tune their networks often to satisfy the service level guarantees. Sometimes they apply
traffic engineering techniques to influence routing and steer some of the traffic towards a destination
over a specific path, usually using as criteria QoS metrics. Nonetheless, traffic engineering is not the
only operation that allows ISPs to improve QoS metrics. One example is dimensioning packet buffers on
their infrastructure: buffers can reduce packet loss rates in detriment of delay and vice-versa. Despite
decades of focused research efforts, standards for sizing and configuring buffers in network systems
remain controversial.

Recently, the buffer sizing debate has focused on the existence of large buffers in the network edge
(buffer bloat [302]) and stimulated a discussion on its potential adverse effects. Excessive buffering
can cause excessive queuing delays, e.g., in the order of seconds, in phases of congestion when the
buffer capacity is fully utilized. Resulting excessive delays can degrade the performance from a users’
perspective [302], e.g., by adversely affecting TCP due to increased round trip times or unnecessary
timeouts. While empirical studies have shown the existence of large buffers, little is known on how often
queues are utilized to degrade performance in practice. Also, the evaluation of the buffer bloat problem
has so far focused on evaluating their influence on QoS metrics. In the absence of a solid understanding,
the existence of large buffers on the Internet is currently used to drive engineering changes in Internet
standards (see, e.g., [153]) and motivate new AQM approaches (e.g., CoDeL [232]).

Consequently, we argue that a deeper understanding of buffering effects on Quality of Experience (QoE)
metrics is needed before altering important engineering choices affecting the Internet infrastructure.
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1.2.3 Network layer: Transition to IPv6

In 1969 the first group of computers at four different universities started communicating with each
other [47]. They formed the ARPANET, which many consider the progenitor of the Internet [207]. The
standardization of the Internet Protocol (IP) began shortly after in 1970. IP is “the” network protocol
that currently supports connectivity on the Internet. At that time, 32 bits seemed sufficient space for
addressing hosts. Today, however, 32 bits are not enough. Address scarcity has become a problem
because it affects the deployment of new services on the Internet. As a result, the Internet undergoes
a transition of the IP protocol: from IPv4 (32 bits) to IPv6 (128 bits). However, the pace is slow, and
much information on the Web is still not reachable over IPv6.

After almost two decades of IPv6 development and consequent efforts to promote its adoption, the
current global share of IPv6 traffic remains low. Urged by the need to understand the reasons that slow
down this transition, the research community has devoted much effort to characterize IPv6 adoption,
i.e., if ISPs and content providers enable IPv6 connectivity. However, little is known about how much
this is used in practice, i.e., which factors determine if two parties exchange data over IPv4 instead of
IPv6.

Thus, we argue that gaining insights on IPv6 usage (i.e., the reasons that hamper IPv6 traffic) can help
Web content providers to adapt their content-delivery strategy during the Internet’s transition to IPv6.

1.3 Contributions

This dissertation makes the following contributions:

1. Method to identify ad-related traffic in passively obtained network traces. We devise a
methodology to identify ad-related traffic in un-sampled full-packet traces. The method approx-
imates structural Web site information and leverages open source code and filter lists of the most
popular ad-blocker to date to realize the classification of HTTP requests.

The business model of many popular Web sites relies on monetizing Web content via advertise-
ments. At the same time, this ecosystem has raised concerns about end-users’ privacy. Hence,
this method enables the study the complexity of the ad ecosystem in the wild using as a vantage
point a residential broadband network with 19.7K subscribers. We complement related work that
mostly focused on analyzing this eco-system using active measurements.

2. Assessment of ad-blocker usage in a residential broadband network. Based on the results
from the prior method, we propose two metrics to detect browsers using ad-blocking software
and their configuration parameters.

The ongoing debate on ad-blockers motives our study to gain insights about how end-users inter-
act with advertisements. Our analysis on the same residential broadband network suggests that
22% of the most active users install an ad-blocker. However, most Adblock Plus users do neither
subscribe to EasyPrivacy (the list that protects them from trackers) nor opt-out from the list of
non-intrusive ads. We thus conclude that the main reason users install ad-blockers is to prevent
annoying advertisements rather than protect their privacy.

3. Method to identify Web traffic in sampled data. We devise a methodology to identify Web
traffic in high-volume fragmented data collected at the core of the Internet. Namely, we identify
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Web end points from sFlow data (at two Internet eXchange Points), and packet sampled net-
work traces (at long-haul links of a tier-1 ISP). The method combines active measurements (i.e.,
Internet-wide scans) with passive measurement techniques (i.e., payload signatures).

The characteristics of the traffic at the Internet’s core infrastructure poses various challenges to
monitoring systems designed to operate on access networks. First, due to the high rates of traffic,
monitoring systems need to sample data, truncate packets, or both. Second, due to split-routing,
flows are often incomplete. The proposed method circumvents these problems and allows us to
reason about Web traffic at the core of the Internet.

4. Characterization of back-office Web traffic on the Internet. We leverage the previous method-
ology to illustrate the extent at which machines interact with each other on the Internet to sustain
the Web, i.e., content delivery, monetization, and search.

We show how a significant part of the Internet’s Web traffic does not fit well into the classical
understanding of Web traffic: one end-point is an end user and the other a Web server. We
leverage multiple vantage points at the core of the Internet: two European IXPs with respectively
500 and 100 members, two long-haul links of a Tier-1 ISP, and server clusters of a large CDN.
Our results suggest that back-office Web traffic represents not only a significant fraction of today’s
Internet traffic but also today’s Internet transactions. Its volume contribution ranges on average
from 10% to 30% per vantage point and can even exceed 40% for some time periods. We further
characterize it and put it into the context of the three fundamental enablers aforementioned, i.e.,
crawling (to find and index Web content), real-time bidding (to make online advertisement more
effective), and request forwarding (mainly used by CDNs to scale with demand and improve Web
performance).

5. Assessment of the Internet’s transition to IPv6. We investigate IPv6-usage in a dual-stack ISP
and identify factors that limit the growth of IPv6 traffic.

Transitioning services to IPv6 has implications for content providers and ISPs: it fundamentally
affects the way users reach the Web, and, thereby, alters network traffic dynamics. Hence, it
has the potential to affect Web performance as well. Using traces from a dual-stack ISP with
12.9K subscribers, we contribute to related work on IPv6-adoption with a study on IPv6-usage
(when do they use IPv4 instead of IPv6 and vice-versa). We observe a strong intent for IPv6
traffic that IPv4-only content providers are not yet ready to correspond to, viz. users request
content over IPv6, but content providers do not support IPv6. Due to dual-stack applications’
preference for IPv6, dual-stack networks can experience a rapid and substantial increase of the
IPv6 traffic share if a few major service providers enable IPv6.

6. Use of QoE metrics to evaluate the performance implications of buffer-sizing choices. We
show how to use QoE metrics to assess the performance of network applications, e.g., the Web.
Concretely, we evaluate the impact of buffer sizing choices on QoE metrics in two testbeds emu-
lating i) an access network and ii) a backbone network.

We inform the ongoing debate on buffer bloat with the following observations. Network work-
load, rather than the choice of a buffer size, appears to be the primary determinant of end-user
QoE. As intuitively expected, sustainable congestion impacts both QoS and QoE metrics. Large
(bloated) buffers further impair them. In the absence of congestion, we corroborate that even
bloated buffers affect QoS metrics. However, our results suggest that the impact on QoE metrics
is only marginal.
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7. Comments on Web performance.

We further contribute to buffer bloat debate with a passive measurement study. Using data from
a large CDN (430 million randomly selected TCP/HTTP flows from 80M IPs in 235 countries)
we investigate when are buffers over-sized and sustainably filled. Such conditions indeed occur
in practice, as our empirical evaluation and other recent studies confirm, but their occurrence is
relatively rare.

We show how back-office Web activity has an impact on front-office Web traffic. We use data
from a residential broadband network to show how in the past years more front-end servers are
being deployed closer to end-users, indeed reducing RTTs. At the same time, we observe an
inflation of some HTTP response times, due to i) front-end servers fetching content from other
servers, and ii) real-time bidding for ad-related requests.

1.4 Structure of this dissertation

We organize this dissertation as follows. In Chapter §2, we discuss the related work about the topics
addressed in this thesis. First, we present literature concerning the mechanisms and infrastructure that
enable content delivery, monetization, and search on the Internet. Second, we discuss related work on
the Internet topology and studies reporting on traffic dynamics. Finally, we also report on performance
studies.

The first part of this dissertation relates to traffic that supports the Web. In Chapter §3, we investigate
front-office Web traffic at a residential broadband network. Precisely, we study advertisement traffic and
investigate the prevalence of ad-blockers in such network. Then, we characterize back-office Web traffic
at various vantage points on the Internet in Chapter §4.

The second part focuses on how Internet infrastructure-related choices affect applications. In Chapter
§5, we investigate how users in a dual-stack ISP use IPv4/IPv6 connectivity to reach the Web. Chapter §6
provides a QoE-centric study on the impact of buffer sizing choices for multiple applications, including
the Web, VoIP, and IPTV. Moreover, we also include a passive measurement study on the prevalence of
buffering in the wild.

We conclude this dissertation with Chapter §7, where we present a summary of this work and discuss
future work.
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2
Background

2.1 Enabling the World Wide Web

The World Wide Web (in short, the WWW or the Web) is an information system on the Internet that
interconnects documents and other digital resources with hypertext links. The Web is inspired by ideas
that Vanevar Bush proposed in 1945 [101]. In 1965 Ted Nelson coined the term hypertext to refer to non-
sequential writing, i.e., a “representation of information based on a collection of linked nodes” [92,197].
Tim Berners-Lee et al. [93,94] introduced the Web as we know it today in the early 1990s, and, rapidly, it
became the dominant application on the Internet [202,286]. The Web builds on the concept of hypertext
to allow users access the information in a Web page (a node) and navigate to another Web site via the
links contained in the former. The Web’s application-layer protocol is the HyperText Transfer Protocol
(HTTP), which is defined in various standards: HTTP/1.0 [95], HTTP/1.1 [144], and the most recent
HTTP/2 [85].1 As of today, the WWW contains information in a wide range of formats, including multi-
media content such as video or audio. Moreover, its worldwide popularization is a driving force for the
deployment of Internet infrastructure. Indeed, much of the Internet’s server infrastructure is devoted to
deliver Web content to end-users (front-office Web traffic). However, unnoticed to many users, many of
these servers communicate with other servers in order to provide this service to them (back-office Web
traffic). This observation motivates this section, where we describe the complex ecosystem of services
that enable today’s Web on the Internet. That is, how Web content delivery, monetization and search is
currently realized on the Internet.

2.1.1 Content delivery and CDNs

In its most basic form, content delivery is implemented with a single Web server that answers requests
from clients (end users). This simplistic model does not, however, scale with the current demand for
content on the Internet. Leighton [206] identifies four main approaches to deliver content in today’s
Internet: centralized hosting (a small number of collocation sites), big data centers CDNs (a dozen of

1Hereafter we use term Web and HTTP traffic exchangeably.
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high-capacity data centers connected to major backbones), highly-distributed CDNs (highly distributed
infrastructure, including servers inside ISPs), and peer-to-peer networks (P2P). While small content
providers can opt for the centralized hosting approach, as traffic increases managing the infrastructure
becomes tedious. Large content providers with worldwide footprint often outsource content delivery
to CDNs and shift their focus to their core business. The rationale for this decision is that CDNs can
improve the end-user experience, react to flash crowds, mitigate attacks, and reduce the cost of content
delivery using economies of scale [65, 206, 235]. The difference between the two CDN architectures
aforementioned is that, according to Leighton [206], highly-distributed CDNs can better circumvent
middle-mile bottlenecks and eliminate some problems that relate to peering, connectivity and rout-
ing. On the other hand, big data center CDNs typically involves lower maintenance and management
overhead at the cost of more latency [177]. In the following, we provide an overview on how CDNs
operate.

Deploying a commercial CDN. The fundamental operational principle of a CDN is based on deploying
front-end servers (i.e., reverse proxies) close to the end users, as well as back-end servers in strategic
locations. Back-end servers either host the content in data centers or are closer to the content origin
server, depending on the CDN’s deployment and operation strategy. If the front-end does not have
a requested object available locally, it fetches the object from another front-end, a back-end, or the
origin server. When the front-end proxies behave as clients they create back-office traffic (neither the
client and the server are end users); when they act as servers, they can create either front- or back-
office traffic. Hence, a CDN creates back-office traffic when none of the end-points IP addresses is an
end-user (although the CDN may transport user-requested data). For a detailed description of various
CDNs strategies we refer the reader to Akamai’s platform [235,273], Google’s backbone network [182],
Microsoft Bing and AT&T anycast-based CDNs [70,146], and Netflix’s technical description of peering
requirements and appliances [28].

From caching static content to improving dynamic content delivery. Caching is an important
and thoroughly studied technique to improve and scale up content delivery [80, 242, 295]. As stated
by Davison [126], caches reduce network bandwidth usage, lessen user-perceived delays, and reduce
the load on the origin servers. In other words, caching servers that are geographically closer to end-
users than the corresponding origin servers can serve content at lower latency regimes as well as help
reduce congestion at the core of the Internet. Thereby, caching is a fundamental technique for CDNs.
The central assumption behind caching is that a significant fraction of requests involves previously
requested objects (and that most of these do not change between requests) [132]. In 1997 Douglis
et al. [132] analyzed traces from two corporations and found that 22% of the queried resources could
have been cached (there were repetitions of the request). In 2011, Ihm et al. [180] analyzed the logs
of the CDN CoDeeN. On the one hand, they observe that servers could cache 35%-54% of the objects
and 15%-49% of the bytes. On the other, that 21-28% of the requests and 10-15% of the total bytes are
not cacheable, mostly because many HTML and JavaScript objects are dynamically generated. Indeed,
even for typical popular websites served by CDNs, the front-end hit rate is around 90% [273]. Hence,
CDNs are challenged by the dynamic character of the modern Web as it involves forwarding requests to
a remote origin. It is thus unsurprising that for a CDN being able to accelerate uncacheable content is
equally critical to delivering strong QoE [206].

Reducing latency. One of the most important factors for Web performance is latency. The overall con-
tent delivery time has a direct impact on application performance and end user engagement [131, 201],
as well as on revenue [97, 191, 209, 210]. For example, Linden [209] reports that every 100ms of la-
tency could cost Amazon 1% of their sales and that every 0.5s extra delay in returning results page
could drop Google traffic by 20%. In this content, Belshe [84] shows with controlled experiments that
doubling bandwidth without reducing latency has a minimal effect on page loading times. Despite the
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importance of reducing latency, CDNs do not yet operate at the theoretical maximum speed [272]. How-
ever, CDNs deploy a number of optimizations for creating overlays to improve end-to-end performance.
Leighton [206] provides a general set of optimizations related to transport, routing, pre-fetching, com-
pression and delta encoding, and offloading operations to the edge. Some optimizations focus on the
transport layer. Flach et al. [145] study the performance of billions of flows arriving at Google servers
and argue that the round-trip time (RTT) and the number of round trips required between clients and
servers largely determine the overall latency of most Web transfers. Therefore, they concentrate on
improving completion times by addressing packet loss at TCP flows, i.e., faster loss recovery methods.
Their work is motivated by the observation that 10% of the flows suffer from one packet loss at least
and that these flows take on average five times longer to complete. Moreover, 77% of the losses undergo
retransmission timeouts instead of a fast recovery. Sitaraman et al. [273] describe how to operate a
caching overlay that can provide speedups between 1.7 to 4 across continents.2 Krishnan et al. [200]
observe that mapping to a geographically close server does not always result in the best performance
due to inflated latencies. They use active measurement data obtained with the ping and traceroute tools
and correlate it with flow records and BGP paths. They conclude that routing inefficiencies and packet
queuing can “greatly undermine the potential improvements in RTT that a CDN can yield” [200]. While
some of these queuing delays may be avoidable by tunning the CDN (e.g., by improving peering), others
may be inevitable, e.g., due to buffer-bloat at the access network.

Avoiding inter-domain congestion. One of the optimizations proposed by Leighton [206] is to find
“better routes” (i.e., faster and less congested routes). Consider, however, that network conditions affect
content delivery differently, depending on the media that is being delivered to the end user. For exam-
ple, the available bandwidth is more important to video-on-demand services than latency [131, 201].
This implies that there is less need to accelerate video delivery via overlays (less back-office traffic).
Nevertheless, CDNs in general and video providers in particular may also generate a substantial amount
of non-user-triggered back-office Web traffic when they pre-fetch content on their front-ends. One il-
lustrative example is the video-on-demand provider Netflix, who accounts for 37% of the traffic in
the US during peak time [52]. To improve service quality Netflix offers to deploy appliances within
partnering ISPs and or establish direct peering at any of the multiple geographical locations they are
present [28]. The costs associated with the infrastructure needed to support this amount of traffic has
led to several peering disputes with ISPs [222]. If an ISP opts to deploy Netflix’s appliances, it needs to
consider that these will need to be updated with fresh content e.g., for 12 hours during off-peak hours at
2Gbps [28]. During this process they generate back-office traffic. Henceforth, back-office traffic may be
user-triggered (e.g., forwarding requests to accelerate dynamic content distribution), or it may be also
triggered by the CDN caching strategy (e.g., video pre-fetching).

Measuring CDNs. Much effort has been devoted to characterize CDNs. While most work has focused
on characterizing CDN front-office traffic, some work has taken into consideration the impact of front-
end and back-end communication. Huang et al. [177] compare a highly distributed CDN like Akamai
against a big data-center CDN like Limelight. Starting from a performance study, they investigate
each CDN infrastructure deployment strategy. For example, they use the King tool [165] to observe
that Limelight DNS resolution delays are 23% higher than those of Akamai (for the 95th percentile
of them) or that the Akamai content server delay is 103ms in contrast to the 222ms of Limelight. In
contrast to Akamai, Limelight uses anycast for its DNS system. At least 90% of the DNS requests
are answered by servers at most 25ms away. These measures are, however, subject to various factors
e.g., the number of data centers or user-to-server mapping strategies. Triukose et al. [291] conduct
a similar study on Akamai performance and in particular on the quality of Akamai server selection.
Adhikari et al. [63] perform an active measurement study to characterize the Youtube video delivery

2The ratio of the time to download the file directly from the origin compared to the time needed to download the file from the
overlay.
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system: they investigate Youtube use of anycast and unicast DNS name spaces in combination with
HTTP redirections. One of their findings is that some servers may take some tens of milliseconds to
start transmitting content. They most likely explanation for these delays is that these cache servers need
to fetch the content from some back-end data center (back-office traffic). Chen et al. [113] conduct a
similar study and investigate, via active measurements, the front-end back-end communication for two
search engines i.e., Google and Bing. They observe that a “closer” front-end (in terms of RTT) does
not necessarily imply better performance. In fact, they argue that front-end back-end communications
may be affected by load fluctuations at the data center, the search algorithm in use, or the quality of the
network connecting the servers. In other words, they argue that this —back-office— communication
plays a critical role in the overall user-perceived performance.

2.1.2 Crawling and search engines

Search is one of the essential Internet Web services. Without search, the Internet would hardly be usable
for most end users as their desired content would be difficult to locate. For example, using a three-day
long dataset from a commercial ISP, Ben Houidi et al. [86] report that 11% of the URLs visited by
users are due to search results from Google, one of the most popular search engines to date. Likewise,
Kammenhuber et al. [184] report that the share of Google search operations and subsequent follow-up
clicks in an educational network sums up to at least 6.8% of all transferred documents.

Search engines are build on top of three major services: crawling, indexing and searching [99]. Search
relies on a back-end database which is typically populated by crawling the Internet and indexing the
Web content found by the crawlers. For this purpose, search providers operate distributed server infras-
tructures that crawl the Web. Web crawlers (also known as crawl bots or spiders), are orchestrated to
partition the Web and index different parts of it to more efficiently cover it [81]. Crawling and indexing
involves requesting the Web page as well as following embedded links [99,189]. Once the crawler bots
have collected their data, they upload it to the search engine back-end infrastructure at large data centers,
where it is processed with massively parallel indexing algorithms to enable fast search queries [81,110].
When the end user receives the search results, they are typically sorted by relevance e.g., using algo-
rithms like PageRank [237]. These results might be directly delivered to the end users, via overlays
and/or the above mentioned CDNs [114].

Due to the size of the Web and its speed of change, effective crawling (e.g., index freshness) is a
challenging task in itself [99, 109]. According to Dean et al. [127], Google clusters processed more
than 20 petabytes of data per day in 2008. This data included: crawled documents, request logs or the
set of most frequent queries in a given day. The volume of crawled data that was stored in Google back-
end infrastructure by 2003 was more than 20 terabytes. Cho et al. [117] study how Web sites change
over time. Overall, they find that while 50% of the sites changed within 50 days, 40 % of the Web sites
change within a single week. Fetterly et al. [143] conduct a similar study and find that, usually, pages
only change their markup. They also mention that Google crawls over 3 billion pages once a month
to keep its index fresh. However, despite all engineering efforts devoted to retrieving and structuring
content from the Web, a large portion of the Web remains un-indexed [215, 251], e.g., in the Deep Web
(content that has not been yet indexed) or in the Dark Web (purposefully obfuscated content).

Along with the technical challenges imposed by the nature of the Web, there are numerous ethical
implications regarding the use of Web crawlers [288]. For example, crawlers can impose a significant
burden on Web servers, and badly-behaved crawlers could cause a denial of service [190]. Crawlers
could also access content that content owners do not want to be indexed. One method to address this
issues is based on a an exclusion protocol defined in the robots.txt file. Web masters can upload
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this file to their Web sites with guidelines for honoring Web crawlers. For example, which content is
available for indexing [57], and the rate limits for the crawler agents [39]. Along with honoring these
directives, best practices among the major search engines ensure that crawlers have appropriate reverse
DNS entries along with well-specified user agents to avoid being blocked by Web sites.

Today’s Internet search-engine landscape is concentrated around a small set of players i.e., Google,
Microsoft Bing, Baidu and Yahoo [51, 58]. For many of these companies Web-search engines the
primary source of revenue are the advertisements, i.e., those shown to users along with the search
results Web page. In the case of Google, the most popular search engine worldwide, roughly 90% of its
income is due advertising [256], and most of its revenue is due to ads included in search results [53].
This situation highlights that advertisements are fundamental not only for content publishers, as we next
describe, but also for Web-search services and by extension for users relying on search engines to locate
Web content on the Internet.

2.1.3 Monetization and the ad eco-system

To monetize their content, most Web sites rely on targeted online advertisements. In 2013, online ad-
vertising revenues in the United States were estimated to be $42.8 billion [24], an increase of 17%
over the previous year. The increasing revenue stream of Web advertisement has given rise to another
innovative part of the Web ecosystem: ad-sellers, ad-bidders, and ad-brokers—the ad-networks or ex-
changes [79,307]. These parties negotiate placement of advertisements on today’s Web. Advertisement
exchanges consist of (i) publishers that sell advertisement space (ad space) on their Web pages, as well
as (ii) advertisers that buy ad space on these Web pages. An ad exchange acts as a common platform
to bring publishers and advertisers together. The matching between offered ad space on a Web site and
interested advertisers is often performed using real-time bidding (RTB). Once an end user visits a Web
page where ad space is available, the ad exchange auctioneer contacts the potential advertisers (i.e., the
bidders), and provides information about the visitor to start a bidding process among the interested par-
ties [72, 79, 276, 307].3 Hence, a single visit of an end user to a Web page may trigger a larger number
of connections in the background. Moreover, the final advertisement content is typically delivered via
CDNs [72] which may in turn also generate more back-office requests in the process.

Content and services which are offered for free on the Internet are primarily monetized through on-
line advertisement. A rich body of literature seeks to understand the scale, dynamics, mechanisms,
economics and general interest concerns related to advertisements on the Web. In this section, we
provide a summary of the most relevant lines of research concerning our work.

Privacy and security aspects. The first and largest line of research includes studies that investigate the
extent to which advertisements violate or are in conflict with end users’ privacy [164, 168, 194]. Other
studies propose to address these issues with privacy-aware ad technologies [171]. Security-centric stud-
ies report the prevalence and properties of malicious ads [208, 308] and how to detect them [276, 277].
Another related study concerns ad-injecting browser extensions [306]. Other studies in this area paid
particular attention to targeted advertisements. The goal of this type of ads is to improve the effec-
tiveness of the displayed ads to the user by matching the users’ interest. Farahat et al. [140] report an
empirical evaluation and confirm the effectiveness of such advertisements. However, they also outlined
ways in which more sophisticated targeting algorithms can cause harm. A large body of related work
investigates privacy issues related to such user profiling, e.g., [125, 164, 168, 171, 194]. Gill et al. [157]
conduct a passive measurement study to quantify the information that is aggregators collect and assess,

3The bidders may also contact other entities (i.e., trackers) to get information regarding the profile of the visitor [156, 307].
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at the same time, the value of this data. Balebako et al. propose tools to mitigate behavioral advertise-
ments [77]. Krishnamurthy and Wills [198] investigate privacy diffusion in a longitudinal study, where
they report about the increasing aggregation of user-related information by a few companies, as well as
the limitations of existing protection techniques.

Ad content and traffic characterization. Another notable line of research concerns the empirical
characterization of the online advertisement landscape as well as its impact on Web site complexity.
Guba et al. [163] and Barford et al. [79] characterize the ad-scape and highlight its underlying complex-
ity. For instance, how ad exchanges enable real-time bidding to sell advert placements on a per user
basis. Pujol et al. [248] report the scale of such “hidden” interactions in a passive measurement study.
However, advertising has also a very visible and pronounced influence on today’s Web site complexity.
Krishnamurthy and Wills [199] report that 25–30% of the Web objects in the Alexa most popular sites
are extraneous.

Mobile ads. There is one branch of related studies that focuses on advertising in the mobile domain.
For example, Rodríguez et al. [292] quantify empirically mobile ad traffic via passive measurements.
They reveal insights in the delivery mechanisms and outline means for optimized ad delivery. Target-
ing mechanisms used in the mobile world (e.g., location-based or user-based targeting) are not rare in
today’s Internet [98]. In this regard, Nath [230] characterizes the ads displayed in mobile applications
and reports about the information that these apps collect for targeted advertising. Moreover, energy
consumption is an important topic in the mobile domain. Thus, some studies also devoted their at-
tention to quantify the energy consumed by mobile advertisements [67, 112, 124, 292]. In this regard,
energy savings can be achieved by either pre-fetching ads [112], or by blocking them to reduce radio
traffic [252].

Ad-blocking tech and tracking services. Butkiewicz et al. [102] report the share of extraneous con-
tent like ads in Web pages, and conclude that an ad-blocker can reduce the median number of requested
objects per site by up to 75%. Guglemann et al. [162] investigate how to detect privacy-intrusive track-
ers and services from passive measurements. Kontaxis and Chew [192] describe a tracking protection
mechanism for the Mozilla Firefox browser. Metwalley et al. [221] contribute to this line of research
with a passive measurement study about the extent to which Web trackers follow users in a residential
broadband network. One of their findings is that while many users install Adblock Plus (roughly 18%
of the households), most of them do not install an tool to protect their privacy. Metwalley et al. extend
this work and show that users with anti-tracking plugins still exchange data with trackers [220].

Online advertisement is a critical component of the Web, as it helps content providers to monetize their
work and continue their activity. This traffic supports the Web, and its present both as front- as well as
back-office Web traffic.

2.2 An overview on Internet’s traffic and infrastructure

Internet topology. A very diffused mental model of the Internet topology formulated during its early
days, described the Internet topology as a strong network hierarchy, mainly due to customer provider
relationships. As Internet users began to consume content at a large scale, content providers began to
search for direct connections to consumer networks with the objective of minimizing transit costs and
deliver a better performance. The process is usually referred to as “the flattening of the Internet”. One
explanation for this phenomena is that providers, pressured by commercial competition, opt to peer
directly with content consumers to i) reduce the costs imposed by using Tier-I networks and ii) improve
latency, which translates into better QoE for end users [116]. In 2008, Gill et al. [155] corroborated via
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active measurements to/from traceroute servers, that many large content providers deployed their
own wide-area networks, bypassing Tier-1 ISPs, to bring their content-delivery infrastructure closer to
users. This phenomena is still prevalent nowadays as shown by Chiu et al. [116], who use PlanetLab
nodes [31] and RIPE Atlas probes [34] to measure the number of hops between their probes and
popular services on the Internet. They also observe that these paths tend to be shorter than random
Internet paths: often a single hop.

Labovitz et al. [203] also corroborated this observation with a passive measurement study with data from
110 different networks. Based on their observations, they proposed a new and more dense model for
the Internet topology. The model accounts with more interconnections among networks, and is divided
into three strata: i) eyeball networks (customer IP networks), ii) regional and Tier-2 providers, and iii)
the core of the Internet. Transit and national backbones form the core of the Internet together with
“hyper-giants”, e.g., large content providers, hosting providers and CDNs. Often, these hyper-giants
are directly interconnected with customer networks and regional providers, or via an Internet eXchange
Point (IXP).

Deployment of infrastructure. When content providers (CPs) establish new connections to other
networks, they often extend the geographical coverage of their infrastructure. Lodhi et al. [213] report
about the geographic expansion of content providers using public data that some operators willingly
introduce into the PeeringDB database [30], These networks continue to increase their presence both
at IXPs and private facilities. As the connectivity with other networks improves, content providers face
the problem of mapping users to servers in an optimal fashion, e.g., to improve QoE or reduce costs.
Many of them rely on DNS to assign users to servers, e.g., those that are geographically close to the user.
A popular line of research focuses on characterizing how hyper-giants deploy infrastructure and inter-
connect to other networks. To circumvent the problem of deploying probes in every consumer network,
Calder et al. [105] and Streibelt et al. [278] use the EDNS-client-subnet DNS extension [123],
which enables to reverse engineer the DNS-based user-to-server mappings with a single vantage point.
Calder et al. describe how Google increased their server-side infrastructure sevenfold in just a few
months. For related work on CDNs front-end deployment, we refer the reader to §2.1.1.

Web traffic on the Internet. The flattening of the Internet has naturally influenced the traffic dynamics
on the Internet. To date, most inter-domain traffic is exchanged between large content providers and
eyeball networks [203]; a few Autonomous Systems (ASNs) contribute a significant share of the traffic,
e.g., 30 ASNs to 30% of the traffic. A study by Cisco reports the global IP traffic increased more than
fivefold from 2009 to 2014, and the estimates for the annual rate growth are at 23% for the period
enclosing 2014 and 2019 [50]. In this report Cisco estimates that metro traffic will surpass long-haul
traffic and will contribute to 66% of the total IP traffic by 2019. They attribute this change to Content
Delivery Networks (CDNs), which will further carry half of the Internet traffic by the same year. Other
recent studies [152,203,244] report that CDN traffic accounts for more than 50% of the total Web traffic.
This percentage is expected to further increase in part due to the increasing traffic volume attributed to
video delivery [131]. These studies imply that Web is, and will continue to be, the dominant application
on the Internet. Other studies report the prevalence of this traffic at specific vantage points on the
Internet, including:

• Edge routers of multiple service providers: Labovitz et al. [203] use data from a traffic mon-
itoring system deployed at 110 Internet providers to report that Web (HTTP) traffic in 2009
contributed to 52% of the Internet Inter-domain traffic. Based on payload analysis, they further
estimate that 10% of this traffic is actually video content. Czyz et al. [122] conduct a similar
study with 260 networks and report that the ratio of Web traffic is roughly 70%.
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• The public switching infrastructure of IXPs: Ager et al. [64] collect data at a large European
IXP and report that the fraction of HTTP(S) traffic is 55% using as traffic classification method
the port number. Richter et al. [254] use a payload signature-based approach to also classify
traffic at a large European IXP. They report that Web traffic contributes to 67% of the traffic on
that IXP.

• Aggregation infrastructure of eyeball networks: Maier et al. [216] study the traffic at a resi-
dential broadband network (RBN) and report that at least 57% of the traffic in the analyzed traces
corresponds to Web traffic. The also dissect this network data per HTTP Content-Type and
find that 25% of the HTTP bytes carry Flash video, followed by RAR archive files, which con-
tributed to 14% of the HTTP traffic.

While the aforementioned studies confirm that Web traffic is strongly present in almost every vantage
point on the Internet, they do not make a distinction between front- and back-office Web traffic. This
dissertation takes a step further and provides an analysis of Web traffic that takes into account this
difference and puts Web traffic in the context of content delivery, monetization and search.

2.2.1 Transition to IPv6

Claffy [119] argues that, given the pressure exerted on network operators by the Internet’s transition
to IPv6, there is a need to supply measurement data to properly inform technical, business, and policy
decisions. In this context, some works have reported the IPv6 traffic share at multiple vantage points
on the Internet. In 2008, most IPv6 traffic at a tier-1 ISP in the US was DNS and ICMP [186]. While
initiatives such as the “World IPv6 day” in 2011 instigated the increase of IPv6 traffic at various vantage
points [262], by 2013 the share of IPv6 traffic at European IXPs or at 260 network providers was
still below 1% [122, 187, 254]. Nonetheless, every year IPv6 traffic experiences a many-fold increase
[122]. Such development has encouraged studies on dual-stack networking performance [76, 118, 234,
241], active measurements of the Internet’s IPv6 infrastructure [96, 214] and analyses of the AS-level
topology [129, 158]. Moreover, a large body of literature has focused on measuring IPv6 adoption
among ISPs and service providers [121, 122, 129, 158, 185, 186]. Some works seek to understand the
root causes that slow down IPv6 adoption and find a slower pace of adoption at the edge compared to
core networks [129], or poor IPv6 quality in the early days of this transition [233]. As of today, the IPv6
control and data planes are —when applicable— almost on par with IPv4 [211], while both control
planes show signs of convergence [158]. In parallel to the research community, standardization bodies
have invested decades to address IPv6-related aspects. Relevant to our work are fall-back mechanisms
for dual-stack applications [304] (happy eyeballs) and their implementations (see e.g., [60, 178, 179,
264]). This dissertation complements this body of work with a passive measurement study at a dual-
stack ISP to shed light on why some data exchanges occur on IPv4 instead of on IPv6.

2.2.2 Queueing delays

Congestion on Internet links can lead to a degradation of QoS metrics e.g., high packet loss. In this
context, packet buffers are deployed in network devices to reduce the packet loss caused by transient
traffic bursts. Hence, a buffer works as a “knob” that trades packet loss for queuing delay (latency).
The effect of packet buffers highly depends on the characteristics of the traffic traversing the device
where the buffer is deployed. Dischinger et al. [130] observe that many DSL links exhibit queue lengths
higher than 130 ms.4 Specifically, they find that some uplink queues may add delays in the order of

4The recommended maximum end-to-end latency for interactive applications is set by the ITU G.114 standard to 150 ms.
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seconds. Kreibich et al. [196] argue that over-sized buffers are endemic in access devices. In particular,
they observe buffers that can introduce over 250ms (1s) delays for 8Mbps downlink (1Mbps uplink)
capacity. Allman [69] argues that these studies provide evidence that bufferbloat can happen, but not
if it does happen. In this study, conducted in a FTTH network with 90 homes for 14 months, Allman
concludes that the magnitude of full and bloated buffers is modest i.e., 50% (94%) of the samples are
bounded by 100 ms (250 ms) queuing delays. Chirichella and Rossi [115] exploit the BitTorrent protocol
to study queuing delays that affect remote hosts. They, as well, conclude that most peers (99%) suffer
a delay below 1 s. Martin et al. [218] study cable-modems and observe that that upstream traffic may
experience delays in the order of seconds in the presence of congestion. Jian et al. [169] investigate
buffering in the mobile domain.

These aforementioned studies fueled the recent bufferbloat debate [154,302] regarding a potential degra-
dation in Quality of Service (QoS). Indeed, prior work has shown that buffer sizing impact QoS metrics.
Examples include aspects such as per-flow throughput [246], flow-completion times [205], link uti-
lizations [83], packet loss rates [83], and fairness [296]. Sommers et al. studied buffer sizing from an
operational perspective by addressing their impact on service level agreements [274]. However, QoS
metrics and even SLAs do not necessarily reflect the actual implications for the end user.

2.3 Performance evaluation of networked applications

Le Callet et al. [48] provide a detailed description of the relationship between performance, Quality-of-
Service (QoS), and Quality-of-Experience (QoE) metrics, which we here summarize. The ITU defines
QoS as the “totality of characteristics of a telecommunications service that bear on its ability to satisfy
stated and implied needs of the user of the service.” [46].5 Tanenbaum and Wetherall [286] argue
that bandwidth, delay, jitter, and loss define the needs of a network flow.6 All together these metrics
determine the QoS (Quality of Service) required by a network flow and its corresponding application.
For example, Web browsing has low jitter and medium bandwidth, delay and loss requirements. In turn,
Le Callet et al. [48] define QoE as “the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application
or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with respect to the utility and / or
enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user’s personality and current state”. They
argue that while QoS metrics focus on performance aspects of physical systems, QoE deals with how
users assess the performance of a system.7 However, they conclude that, in many situations, QoE is
highly dependent on QoS. Given these two different perspectives, we discuss related work on these
topics in the following sections.

2.3.1 A QoS perspective

Due to the tight relationship between QoS and QoE metrics, it is unsurprising that service providers use,
despite their limitations, QoS metrics as key performance indicators. In fact, much effort is devoted to
improve QoS metrics (e.g., by placing caches close to users to reduce latency and avoid inter-domain
congestion). Latency is the QoS metric that has triggered most attention in the past years. We refer the
reader to Briscoe et al. [100] for a detailed survey of state-of-the-art techniques to reduce latency on the

5International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
6A set of packets grouped by certain fields e.g., source and destination IP addresses.
7Möller provides the following definition for performance: “The ability of a unit to provide the function it has been designed

for.” [223].
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Internet. QoS degradations may occur at the middle mile, at the first mile, or at the last mile.8 Thus,
much work has focused on understanding the characteristics of network links on the Internet.

A common belief is that the last mile is the current bottleneck on the Internet because it entails most of
the links with lowest bandwidth and highest latency. Hence, most related work tries to characterize this
segment of the Internet. More recently, the middle mile has also become a concern among operators and
researchers alike, as peering disputes have lead to congestion at inter-connects and thereby impaired the
quality of services (see, e.g., [222]).

Active measurements and platforms. Most of the related literature seeks to understand and char-
acterize the last mile using active measurements. Dischinger et al. [130] use the DNS to obtain a list
of 1.8K hosts in 11 major commercial cable and DSL providers in the US and study them using active
measurements from the outside (e.g., from an educational network). Sundaresan et al. [283] rely on
measurements from 4.2K SamKnows probes [35] installed within the customer premises of 8 different
ISPs in the US. The Broadband Internet Service Benchmark project (BISmark) seeks to deploy home
routers capable of realizing measurements [32, 282]. Instead of replacing the home router, the RIPE
Atlas platform provides probes that users can install at their premises. Researchers around the world
can use this platform to conduct measurements [34]. To date, this project accounts with 9K operative
probes and 25K users. Related work provides advise on how to use this platform [75], and highlights
potential sources of interference when using it [176]. Other approaches seek to leverage software in-
stead of hardware to conduct active measurements from the customer premises. Sánchez et al. [259,260]
propose to scale up measurements at the edge by developing a framework deployed as an extension for
a BitTorrent client (a P2P network). More than 90K users installed their extension Dasu. Finally, Oana
and Teixeira [159] report that some home gateways may introduce biases affecting the bandwidth esti-
mation results of state-of-the-art tools. A less extense set of works studies the middle mile and the first
mile. Chandrasekaran et al. [74] report on the path characteristics the paths between servers of a CDN
by using traceroute-based measurements. Clark et al. [120] design a technique tailored to expose
points of congestion across between ISPs. Their main finding is that links are, usually, adequately pro-
visioned. Paths exhibiting congestion are very specific, mostly involving sources of high volume like
Google or Netflix.

User-generated data. A different line of research relies on user-generated data to investigate access
performance. Kreibich et al. [196] develop a Java applet called Netalyzr, which users access via
their Web browsers and which allows them to perform a wide range of measurements e.g., unveil hidden
caches, DNS manipulations, or the capacity of access buffers. They provide insights based on a dataset
of 130K sessions recorded in 2009, from 6.8K organizations in 186 countries. A discussion on how and
why users perform such measurements is available in [195]. Similarly, Canadi et al. [107] use a data set
collected over six months at a Web site providing speed tests on demand [37]. Their data set consists of
54 million tests from 59 metropolitan markets. Bauer et al. [82] provide a detailed analysis about some
of the limitations and caveats that are employed to assess the quality of broadband networks.

Passive measurements. Maier et al. [216] conduct a passive measurement analysis on a Residential
Broadband network with roughly 20K customers and report on the impact of the access technology on
metrics such as RTT or the achieved throughput. Sargent and Allman [261] study performance at a fiber-
to-the-home (FFTH) network. Concerning the middle mile, Feamster [141] reveals that the aggregate
utilization across the interconnects of seven different ISPs is usually low, even during peak periods (≤
50%). Although this observation highlights that congestion is many times not a problem, the study also
shows that some links are in contrast very congested.

8Peering and transit links form the Internet’s middle mile, i.e., the Internet infrastructure where networks exchange data [206].
The first mile refers to the origin infrastructure. The last mile entails the infrastructure that connects the end-user premises
with the first IP router of the ISP.
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2.3.2 A QoE perspective

Assessing human quality perception is challenging due to its subjective nature. While network perfor-
mance is typically expressed by QoS metrics, QoS and QoE are fundamentally different concepts that
can influence each other; QoS represents a network-centric view whereas QoE is rather a user-centric
view (see Figure 2.1). QoE depends on a multidimensional perceptual space that includes i) system
influence factors (e.g., QoS measures, transport protocols, or device specific parameters), ii) human
factors (e.g., mood, personality traits, or expectations), and iii) contextual factors (e.g., location, task,
or costs). For an extensive discussion of factors influencing QoE, we refer to [48]. These features are
not necessarily independent of each other and do not always have clear mappings, e.g., users tend to
give different opinion scores for the same stimulus, e.g., depending on mood, expectation, and memory.
While some QoE influence factors include QoS metrics (e.g., packet loss), QoE depends on a larger set
of influence factors that cannot be derived from QoS metrics alone and requires a new set of metrics. In
fact, there exist ongoing work within standardization bodies to define QoE metrics for applications like
VoIP, Video, or Web browsing. These metrics are rooted in psychological tests that involved human sub-
jects in the metric construction phase. In the application phase, however, they allow automatic quality
assessments without user involvement; i.e., conclusions on user-experience can be drawn from testbed
evaluations without costly user involvement. This is an appealing property as it enables the automatic
exploration of a large state space that involves a significant number of different scenarios in controlled
experiments.

The Web browsing experience (Web QoE) can be quantified by two main indicators [135]. The first
indicator is the Page Loading Time (PLT), which is defined as the difference between a Web page
request time and the completion time of rendering the Web page in a browser. The second indicator is
the time to the first visual sign of progress. The PLT is often used as a proxy metric to measure QoE.
As argued by Möller and Raake [225], the PLT is a key factor impacting QoE. Moreover, it can be
measured without the need of obtaining users feedback and has the advantage that there exists an ITU
QoE model (i.e., G.1030 [45]) that can be used to map PLTs to user scores. The Web QoE does not
directly depend on packet loss artifacts, but rather on the completion time of underlying TCP flows.
Thus, factoring in various network conditions—which influence the TCP performance—is particularly
relevant for understanding Web QoE from a network only perspective. Given that the PLT as measured
in a browser can be approximated from flow completion times as parameter, the PLT is sometimes
considered as a QoS parameter. However, since the applied G.1030 model logarithmically maps PLT
to QoE, it can be mis-believed QoS parameters can (always) be mapped to QoE. We therefore note
that other QoE models are of higher complexity as the take different input parameters, which cannot be
directly derived from a QoS parameters, e.g., speech signals.

Page loading times. Many factors influence the PLTs. One of them is the characteristics of the ac-
cess network. Sundaresan et al. [285] observe that latency becomes more important as the bandwidth
increases. In particular, they find that PLTs do not decrease after reaching 16 Mbit/s of available band-
width. Moreover, they show that the latency of the last mile can contribute up to 23% of the time until
the client receives the first byte of a Web page. They propose a set of optimizations for home routers
that can reduce PLTs up to 53%. Similarly, Singla et al. [272] observe that the median PLT for popular
Web sites is 34× longer than the theoretical minimum (the speed of light). However, the PLT is not
only affected by network conditions but also by the structural design of Web pages. Wang et al. [298]
present a profiler to investigate dependencies within the page load process. They conduct a study on
350 pages to unveil that computation contributes to 35% of the critical path. Based on this observation,
they suggest that not only network but also computation time should be taken into consideration when
aiming to optimize PLTs. They also highlight that synchronous JavaScript objects may block the pro-
cess parsing HTML. In the context of CDNs, they find that reductions in the page load times are not
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual difference between QoS and QoE

proportional to the cached bytes. Wang et al. [297] highlight some of the inefficiencies in the page load
process and propose a proxy-based system to mitigate them. They find that 3⁄4 of the CSS resources are
not necessary for the initial phase of the rendering process, or that 15% of the PLT is wasted on waiting
parsing-blocking resources. The underlying application protocols also influence PLT. Naylor et al. [231]
use PhantomJS to show that using HTTPS significantly increases the PLT, e.g., on fiber HTTPS can
add more than 500 ms extra delay to 40% of the pages in their study. Likewise, Wang et al. [299] show
that while SPDY can reduce up to 7% for some specific scenarios, such benefits are less pronounced in
the face of object dependencies and computation.

Summary

The popularization and commercialization of the Internet and the Web has resulted in a large and com-
plex ecosystem of services and infrastructure devoted to provide immediate access to Web content to
millions of users around the world. Many users are not aware of this ecosystem’s complexity and how it
“enables” the Web for them: it realizes Web content delivery, monetization and search. While these en-
ablers influence the Internet’s infrastructure and traffic dynamics, the Internet infrastructure can impair
Web usage in turn. Hence, in the first part of this dissertation, we study front- and back-office Web traffic
using passive network traces obtained at various vantage points on the Internet. The second part of this
dissertation focuses on how Internet infrastructure influences the Web. In particular, we first study the
Internet connectivity, i.e., how users use IPv6 to reach the Web. Second, we shed light on the impact of
buffering-sizing schemes on QoE metrics.
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Enabling the World Wide Web:
Impact on Internet’s traffic
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3
Front-office Web traffic: Advertisements

Content and services which are offered for free on the Internet are primarily monetized through online
advertisements. This business model relies on the implicit agreement between content providers and
users where viewing ads is the price for the “free” content. Hence, an important part of the traffic that is
delivered to an end-user (front-office traffic) directly supports other content in the Web.

This status quo is not acceptable to all users, as manifested by the rise of ad-blocking plugins which are
available for all popular Web browsers. Indeed, ad-blockers have the potential to substantially disrupt
the widely established business model of “free” content—currently one of the core elements on which
the Web is built.

In this chapter, we shed light on how users interact with ads. We show how to leverage the functionality
of Adblock Plus, one of the most popular ad-blockers to identify ad traffic from passive network mea-
surements. We complement previous work (see §2.1.3), which mainly focuses on active measurements,
by characterizing ad-traffic in the wild, i.e., as seen in a residential broadband network of a major Euro-
pean ISP. Finally, we also assess the prevalence of ad-blockers in this vantage point. The contributions
of this chapter are the following:

1. We present a methodology to extract structural Web site information from packet header traces.
With this methodology at hand, we can use the Adblock Plus functionality to classify ad traf-
fic in passive measurements. We validate the effectiveness of this methodology with an active
measurement study based on different configurations of an instrumented browser, e.g., running
Adblock Plus.

2. We leverage two indicators to infer Adblock Plus usage: i) low ratio of ad requests, and ii)
connections to the Adblock Plus servers. Based on these metrics we estimate that 22% of the
most active users likely use this extension. Moreover, we have indications that, perhaps, most
Adblock Plus users do neither subscribe to EasyPrivacy (the list that protects them from trackers),
nor opt out from the list of non-intrusive ads.

3. We find that advertisement traffic contributes to a significant percentage of requests, roughly 18%
in both of the studied traces. We dissect ad requests by type and find that 11% of them match
the list of non-intrusive ads, while the rest is distributed among advertisers and trackers. Given
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the prevalence of this traffic in terms of requests, we also characterize various aspects thereof,
including object types and server-side infrastructure.

4. We show that back-end functionality can be inferred from front-office traffic characteristics. In
particular, we detect latency inflations in the HTTP response times that we attribute to content-
delivery and real-time bidding.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: we first discuss the basic functionality of Adblock
Plus and the corresponding filter lists in §3.1. We then describe in §3.2 our measurement methodology
and its subsequent evaluation. Section §3.3 summarizes the two data sets as well as the involved vantage
points. We present our first results about Adblock Plus usage in §3.4. We then elaborate on traffic- and
infrastructure-centric aspects of advertisements in §3.5. In §3.6 we show the effects of back-office
activity on front-office Web traffic. We discuss the limitations of our methodology and present our
conclusions in §3.7.

3.1 Background

There is a wide range of browser extensions available to end-users who want to evade or protect them-
selves from the ad-scape. Adblock Plus is arguably among the currently most popular ad-blockers [26].
Users can configure this browser extension to i) block or hide advertisements, and to ii) protect their
privacy by blocking trackers. Another popular tool is Ghostery, which mainly focuses on protecting
end-users’ privacy. The Electronic Frontier Foundation’s Privacy Badger [15] shares the same objec-
tive; but in contrast to Ghostery, which is proprietary software, Privacy Badger is open source—and
based on Adblock Plus. Another option is the NoScript plugin which is designed to interactively disable
executable Web content such as JavaScript, which is often used by advertisers and trackers.

To assess the popularity of these extensions we can refer to statistics reported by popular browsers or to
recent work by Metwalley et al. [221]. They report, relying on a passive measurement study, that 80% of
the households visible at their vantage point do not use any of these popular plugins. Among those that
do, Adblock Plus dominates, i.e., Adblock Plus is installed at 10%-18% of the households. Indeed, less
than 3% of the households exhibit evidence of other installed plugins. Given the popularity of Adblock
Plus, we next describe how this particular extension operates.

Adblock Plus

At the heart of Adblock Plus is the mechanism to filter adverts based on filter rules that appear in filter
lists. The regular expressions that form the set of filter rules follow a specific syntax, which is described
in detail in [5, 41]. If a filter rule matches a URL that is not otherwise white-listed, Adblock Plus will
prevent the Web browser from requesting the URL. Hence, this extension reduces network traffic as it
averts undesired ad-related objects from being fetched. However, some Web pages embed advertise-
ments into the (main) HTML document, e.g., textual advertisements. Since this document is required to
render the page, the tool does not block the download of these HTML documents. However, Adblock
Plus includes functionality to hide such —otherwise displayed— embedded ads via CSS modification.
Note that these ads are still transferred over the network even though they will not be displayed in the
browser to the user.

Adblock Plus users can obtain various lists of filter rules via a subscription mechanism. There are several
filter lists available for different purposes. When an end user installs the Adblock Plus extension for the
first time, the plugin subscribes itself to two filter lists. The first one is named EasyList and its goal is to
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remove ads from English Web pages. The second list is called non-intrusive advertisements (acceptable
ads) and its purpose is to white list the advertisements that are blacklisted by EasyList but comply with
the directives summarized in [6]. This list and, in particular, its activation by default is most likely the
origin of the controversy described in [7] (i.e., advertisers paying to be white-listed). Note that users
may still opt to deactivate this list with a single click. There are additional lists to which Adblock Plus
users can subscribe. Examples include i) customizations of EasyList to non-English Web pages, or ii)
EasyPrivacy, which aims to protect the end users’ privacy by blocking Web trackers.

Measurement challenges. At first glance, given that this ad-blocker only uses filter lists, it should
be easy to emulate its behavior on a passively collected network trace. However, this is not that simple
as Adblock Plus relies on the information contained in the DOM tree of the Web site to classify Web
elements as adverts. For example, the classification can be based on whether an image is displayed in
an iframe, which cannot be detected by inspecting the URL. Thus, this ad-blocker relies on the entire
structure of a Web page rather than purely the URLs. To reconstruct the entire structure of the Web page
one needs parse the payload part of the traces. For privacy reasons we cannot and do not have access
to this part. Our traces only include HTTP header information. Hence, our methodology has to rely on
the information available in the HTTP headers. How we tackle this challenge is discussed in the next
section. Our methodology enables us to approximately reconstruct the Web page meta-data from HTTP
headers.

3.2 Methodology

In this section we describe our approach for identifying ad-related traffic, i.e., we need to devise a
methodology for identifying Web objects and separating them into ad-related or non ad-related objects.
This is where we rely on Adblock Plus, as this plugin itself includes an engine capable of performing
this classification. We rely on Adblock Plus functionality because it is the most popular ad-blocker to
date. The main requirement for our methodology is that it has to classify ad traffic in TCP/HTTP header
traces captured via passive measurements. Thus, instead of using a Adblock Plus browser directly we
use libadblockplus [25], a C++ wrapper around Adblock Plus, available as part of the project. This
wrapper allows us to classify URLs (Web objects) from the traces in an off-line fashion without the
need to operate a full browser. Figure 3.1 shows a sketch for the classification methodology.

3.2.1 Identification of ad-related traffic

We use Bro [239] HTTP analyzer to extract information about all HTTP transactions in network traces.
This information includes i) both the Host and the URI fields in the request header, ii) the referer
field in the request, iii) the Content-Type field in the response, and iv) the Content-Length field
present in HTTP responses. We also extended the Bro analyzer to parse and include v) the Location
header field present in response headers that relate to HTTP redirections. Processing passive traces with
Bro gives us a list of Web objects. We then invoke libadblockplus to classify each of these objects into
ad and non-ad objects. However, libadblockplus cannot properly classify a URL as an advert using only
the information that is self-contained in the URL’s string. Many rules in the filter lists apply to specific
combinations of domains, i.e., a Web object hosted in a specific (advertiser) domain from a specific
(publisher) domain. Thus, libadblockplus requires the following information to properly classify a URL:
i) the requested URL itself, ii) the rest of URLs in the Web page that triggered the request that is
currently processed, and iii) the type of the content that is being requested e.g., document, script,
stylesheet, image, media or object. As mentioned above, the Adblock Plus browser extension
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Figure 3.1: Approach to classify ad requests.

relies on information contained in the DOM tree. We, in contrast, have only the information available in
the HTTP headers. However, we can still use this information to obtain a partial view of the relationships
between the Web objects in a Web page. We tackle this challenge in the following way. See the middle
boxes in Figure 3.1 for an illustration of the approach.

1. Construct a “Referrer Map”. First, we extract the set of related URLs for a given request. To
this end we construct a referrer map that approximates the set of URLs in a Web page based on
the chain of observed HTTP referrers. Our approach is based on the StreamStructure and ReSurf
methods discussed in [180,305]. We also use these methods to obtain the Web site that triggered
the request. We construct the referrer map out of the values in the referer header fields in
the requests. However, there are a few cases in which this chain may be “broken”. One typical
example is when the request following a redirection to a new URL has no referer. This is
the reason why we extend Bro to also parse the Location response headers. With this small
modification we can add this type of missing referrers to the map of referrers. Furthermore, we
also insert the URLs that we can find embedded within the URL of a request into the referrer
map.

2. Infer the “Content Type”. Second, we infer the type of the content in the following way:
one of the pitfalls in HTTP traffic analysis are mis-matches between the Content-Type of
the request and the actual content. Schneider et al. [265] showed that while mis-matches often
occur due to the format (e.g., jpeg vs. png), they actually agree on the general category (e.g.,
image). In these cases the mismatch does not impair our classification because libadblockplus
relies on general categories. For other mismatches we parse the URL to map the following file
extensions to content types: i) .png, .gif, .jpg, .svg, .ico (image) ii) .css (stylesheet) iii) .js
(script) iv) .mp4 and .avi (media). As a rule of thumb, we rely on the Content-Type field
when the file extension does not yield a type. Some redirections may lead to mis-classifications.
For instance, there are cases where a URL within an <img> HTML tag results in a redirection.
Suppose there exists an exception filter for that URL and its content type is image. To Adblock
Plus this request is an image, since it can glean this information from the tag. We, on the other
hand, would filter it because we do not have access to this information. Here, the referrer map
helps us to set the appropriate content type for the URL that is being redirected by inspecting the
type of the consequent request.

3. Infer the “Base URL”. Third, we process the URLs to avoid conflicts with the filter lists.
Namely, we noticed that libadblockplus mis-classifies some requests because they include parts
of the URL of a previous request in the query string. While the Adblock Plus plugin does not filter
the second request, libadblockplus does. To prevent this type of mis-classifications we normalize
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the query strings by removing dynamic values. However, there are some filters in these lists that
specify values for the fields in the query strings of a URL, e.g., @@*jsp?callback=aslHandleAds*,
where * represents a wild-card. If we would normalize this string to jsp?callback=X, it would not
match anymore the previous exception filter and thereby we would mis-classify the correspond-
ing URL. Hence, we take care not to overwrite the values in the query strings that appear in the
filter lists.

Finally, recall that Adblock Plus also includes functionality to block text advertisements that are included
in the HTML itself. Quite a number of HTML documents embed these advertisements, which means
that the browser extension will not block the associated request because blocking it would also imply
blocking non-ad content. Instead, the browser plugin hides this ad content during the rendering phase of
the page, in a process called element hiding. Since we cannot and do not have access the packet payload
we cannot parse the Web page’s content and thereby, can neither detect nor comment on this type of
advertisements.

3.2.2 Metrics to detect ad-blocker usage

To identify if an end user has installed an ad-blocker we rely on the following observation: a browser
with such an extension should issue less ad requests than a browser without any ad-blocker. In other
words, a low number of ad requests is a strong indicator for the presence of an ad-blocker.

Hence, we have to identify all requests of a particular end user and compute the ratio of ad requests.
The ratio for an end user depends on i) the browser configuration, i.e., whether there is an ad-blocker
installed and, if so which ad-blocker with which configuration, and ii) which sites the user visits. Given
that many of the most popular sites do indeed have extraneous content [79,102,199], the likelihood that
an active user visits such a site is substantial. Thus, we can use an active measurement study (see §3.2.3)
to find ad-ratio thresholds that distinguish between ad-blocker and non ad-blocker users.

Although our primary goal is to identify any ad-blocker user, we can additionally rely on plugin updates
to identify specific ad-blockers like Adblock Plus or Ghostery. For instance, the former plugin regularly
checks for updates of the filter lists to which the user has subscribed. The update frequency is driven
by the expiration time specific to each list, e.g., EasyList has a soft expiration date of 4 days [1] and
EasyPrivacy soft-expires already after a single day [2]. In fact, the Adblock Plus contact frequency is
quite high: typically upon browser bootstrap or once per day [221]. Hence, monitoring connections to
Adblock Plus servers is a good indicator for the presence of Adblock Plus. To identify Adblock Plus
servers in the traces we rely on multiple DNS resolvers to obtain an up-to-date list of Adblock Plus
server IPs.

3.2.3 Method evaluation and validation

We complement our passive analysis with an active measurement study that has two goals i) validate
that our methodology can classify ad traffic, and ii) identify ad-ratio thresholds to differentiate between
end users that browse the Web with an ad-blocker and those who do not. Accordingly, we instruct a
popular Web browser to fetch Web sites using different configuration modes, e.g., with Adblock Plus
enabled or disabled. In parallel we capture the browsers network traffic with tcpdump and apply the
above methodology to the passive traces.
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Active measurement setup

We instrument the widely used browser Chromium with Selenium [36] to crawl the Alexa top 1000
sites. We run the browser in a virtual frame-buffer on a dedicated GNU/Linux machine connected to a
university campus network. For each URL in the Alexa top list we start a new browser instance with
an empty cache, wait 5 seconds before starting a tcpdump traffic trace, load the URL and wait another
5 seconds before closing the browser and tcpdump. For each URL we repeat this process 7 times, once
for each of the following browser profiles:

• Vanilla: We do not activate any plugin.
• AdBP-{Ads|Privacy|Paranoia}: We activate the Adblock Plus plugin and configure three sepa-

rate profiles using the following lists i) the EasyList and non-intrusive advertisements (Ads), ii)
EasyPrivacy (Privacy), and iii) EasyList and EasyPrivacy (Paranoia).

• Ghostery-{Ads|Privacy|Paranoia}: We activate the Ghostery plugin and configure three sep-
arate profiles, which block the following object categories i) Advertisements (Ads), ii) Privacy
(Privacy), and iii) all categories, including Analytics, Beacons and social media widgets (Para-
noia).

This experiment results in seven sets of passive traces for each of the top-1000 Alexa Web sites corre-
sponding to the seven different browser profiles viz., with and without Adblock Plus and/or Ghostery
enabled. With this information—the configuration of the Web browser that produced the network
trace—we can apply our methodology to each set of traces and, thereby, assess the accuracy of our
methodology.

Impact of ad-blockers on traffic

As described in §3.2, we use Bro HTTP analyzer to extract the HTTP information from the set of
traces collected during the experiment. We then classify the requests using libadblockplus. Table 3.1
summarizes the total number of HTTP(S) requests in the traces and the corresponding classification of
requests according to the filters of EasyList and EasyPrivacy.

Our first observation is that ad-blockers indeed significantly reduce the number of HTTP and HTTPS
requests. For instance, in the AdBP-Paranoia mode the browser issues 9K less HTTP requests than in
the Vanilla mode. The number of HTTP requests issued by a browser configured with Adblock Plus
in the most aggressive mode is roughly 80% of the corresponding value for the Vanilla mode. In this
context, 6% of the ad requests in the trace for the Vanilla mode either match a filter in EasyList (8.1%) or
one in EasyPrivacy (8.3%). These observations are consistent with those reported in related work, e.g.,
see [102, 199]. The number of HTTPS connections follows likewise this trend, i.e., 2.9K connections
less. This implies that browsers and servers also exchange ad traffic over HTTPS, a case not covered by
our methodology.

The number of requests for both plugins configured in the Paranoia mode also differs. We remark that
the numbers reported in Table 3.1 are subject to configurations and do not strictly reflect the actual
filtering performance of each plugin; rather, they reflect the existence of the filtering process. Nonethe-
less, Table 3.1 shows that the number of objects classified as ad requests is a strong indicator for the
presence of an ad-blocker. As expected, ad-blockers hinder many requests from being issued and thus,
the number of identified ads with our methodology is small (indicated in bold numbers in the table). In
the absence of an ad-blocker, the number of ad requests is significantly larger (see the vanilla browser
configuration row).
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Browser Mode #HTTPS #HTTP #ELhits #EPhits

Vanilla 7,263 57,862 4,738 4,807

AdBP-Pa 4,287 48,599 6 * 6 *
AdBP-Ad 5,254 53,435 10 * 4,279
AdBP-Pr 5,189 55,717 3,627 7 *

Ghostery-Pa 2,908 48,765 940 624
Ghostery-Ad 5,734 57,425 1,326 4,668
Ghostery-Pr 6,902 55,394 4,514 2,865

Table 3.1: Active measurements: Aggregate results for the Alexa top 1K list. Browser modes include
Paranoia (Pa), Ad-blocker (Ad) and Privacy (Pr). Classification of URLs based EasyList (EL)
and EasyPrivacy (EP). Ad-blockers lessen the total number of requests and lower the ratio of
ad requests.

We note that our approach mis-classifies a small number of requests. We indicate false positives with
a ∗ in Table 3.1. False positives are requests that the Adblock Plus browser plugin does not block but
our methodology classifies as ad-related objects. We manually investigate these cases and offer the
following explanation: some are due to inconsistent Content-Type values in the responses. For in-
stance, in one case Bro reports the MIME text/x-c. Our methodology maps this request to the content
type object, but a manual inspection of the object reveals that this object is in reality a JavaScript
object. Remapping the content type to script triggers an exception filter that prevents the mis-
classification. In fact, the main source of mis-classifications are URLs to JavaScript objects where
the Content-Type field is set to text/html. Modern browsers circumvent this problem since they
infer the type of the object without relying on the HTTP headers. Our methodology has to rely on the
HTTP headers and thereby is affected by such inconsistencies.

Identifying ad-blocker users

Table 3.1 illustrates the effectiveness of our approach for classifying ad requests in a network trace in
a fashion similar to an ad-blocker. An important question relates to the ratio of ad to non-ad requests,
and in particular, which values are useful indicators to infer ad-blocker usage. To answer this question
we show in Figure 3.2 a series of box-plots for the ratio of ad requests across the following browser
configurations: Vanilla, AdBP-Pa and the Ghostery-Pa configuration modes. For each of these three
modes we execute three experiments. We randomly select 1, 5 and 10 sites of the Alexa top 1K list, and
compute three ratios of ad requests. Our motivation for choosing different number of sites is to represent
users with different levels of activity. We repeat this 1K times. When comparing the box plots we can
see that the ad-ratios differ significantly if the number of page loads is sufficiently large, i.e., when
users are active. Accordingly, we use a discrimination threshold of 5% when the number of requests is
sufficiently large, e.g., 10 page loads or 1K requests. Using a slightly higher or lower threshold does not
alter the results significantly.

3.2.4 Limitations

Our methodology leverages Adblock Plus functionality to provide insights into how ad-blockers may
influence ad traffic dynamics and thereby, Web traffic. Although we show that the proposed methodol-
ogy is capable of classifying ad requests in HTTP header traces, the classification approach comes at a
price.
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Figure 3.2: Active measurements: ratio of ad-requests per browser configuration. Comparison among
1K iterations of 1, 5, 10 randomly selected page loads. The presence of an ad-blocker is
more evident when the user becomes more active.

First of all, the classification of ad requests in header traces is complicated by the lack of structural
information in the absence of the HTML payload; individual HTTP requests cannot be associated with
Web objects (e.g., if an image is embedded in an iframe). This structural information is leveraged
by Adblock Plus to improve the ad detection. To tackle this challenge, we propose a methodology to
partially reconstruct the Web page structure. Our methodology mainly employs the construction of a
referrer map which associates individual requests (e.g., images, video, CSS, or JavaScript) with the
accessed page. While this approach allows us to cluster related requests by page, it cannot reconstruct
the entire Web page structure as needed by Adblock Plus to achieve higher detection accuracy. We
suggest that a complete reconstruction is only possible by accessing the payload and executing the
embedded JavaScript code, which might further manipulate the Web page structure. Moreover, ad and
non-ad objects can be transferred over HTTPS, or a mixture of HTTP and HTTPS (e.g., the landing page
over HTTPS and the ads over HTTP). Since URLs in HTTPS transfers cannot be analyzed, we cannot
always associate all requested objects with a page when constructing the referrer map of such a page.
We are, thus, also unable to reason about the prevalence of ad traffic carried over HTTPS connections.

Second of all, our methodology can underestimate the volume of ad traffic in the presence of hidden
ads, i.e., ads embedded in the main HTML of the page whose retrieval cannot be blocked. To identify
these kind of ads we would require access to the entire HTML document (i.e., packet payload), which
is not possible in our study. In cases where the payload can be analyzed, our methodology can be
extended to detect hidden ads and address the challenges discussed above. Lastly, we remark that there
are many other ad-blockers available to end users besides Adblock Plus. We may not be able to detect
users with different extensions (or even Adblock Plus with custom configurations) if they are tailored to
block different objects than those affected by EasyList.

Furthermore, analyzing the number of ad requests (indicator 1, see §3.4.2) involves a set of potential
biases: i) custom configurations and different filter lists (e.g., Web site whitelisting), ii) cascaded effects
in which the blocked ad request triggers subsequent requests, or iii) the interaction of Adblock Plus with
other blocking extensions. The immediate consequence of such biases is that we may underestimate the
overall usage of ad blocking browser extensions. Moreover, caches and ad blocking middle-boxes or
proxies can also decrease the number of observed ad requests. Consequently, confusing Adblock Plus
instances with ad blocking proxies will lead to overestimation of the number of Adblock Plus users. To
limit the effect of these biases, we introduced the filter list download indicator (§3.4.2) which monitors
updates triggered by Adblock Plus. However, since such updates are fetched via HTTPS, we cannot
observe the User-Agent string required to differentiate different browsers behind a NAT. We point out
that this is a general limitation of the presented results, which we produced using the lists mentioned in
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Section §3.1, rather than of the applied methodology. We selected Adblock Plus based on its popularity
among end users and note that our approach can be extended to consider other ad-blockers.

3.3 Vantage point and datasets

We had access to two anonymized traces from a Residential Broadband Network (RBN) of a large
European ISP. These two traces were collected within two customer aggregation networks in the same
city. The first trace was captured at a low level which carries the traffic of about 7.5K DSL customers
to the Internet. The second trace was captured at the next higher level, which carries the traffic of about
19.7K DSL customers. The up-link speeds are 3 and 10 Gbps, respectively. Table 3.2 reports the dates
when the traces were collected.

The monitoring infrastructure uses Endace DAG network monitoring cards [16]. These cards support
a port-based classification, which is appropriate for HTTP(S) traffic (see [216, 254]). Hence, HTTP
traffic can be associated to TCP traffic from (or to) port 80. Likewise, HTTPS traffic relates to EasyList
downloads can be associated to TCP traffic from (or to) port 443 from (or to) IPs in the list of Adblock
Plus servers that host these lists. We obtained this list with active measurements before and after the
trace was captured. They did not exhibit differences.

Like many other ISPs, most of the customers of this ISP have a home gateway at their premises that per-
forms Network Address Translation (NAT). These gateways multiplex many user devices, and thereby
also browsers, to a single IP address. To report the prevalence of ad-blockers in residential broadband
networks we have to identify unique devices and more specifically Web browsers. Maier et al. [217]
showed that a good indicator for separating HTTP traffic from multiple devices behind the same NAT is
the HTTP User-Agent strings of the browsers (in contrast to the strings used, e.g., by software update
tools or media players). The rationale behind it is that the User-Agent string includes information
about the operating system, browser version, etc. Thus, we use the pair end-host IP and User-Agent
to separate our data by end device. Given that most ISPs assign addresses to their customers dynami-
cally, we can only associate an IP address to a household for traces with short duration. Table 3.2 gives
an overview of the two traces collected in this ISP. The first data set corresponds to a 4-day long trace
of the smallest set of customers for which we only capture HTTP traffic, i.e., 7.5K . The second trace is
a shorter trace, but it captures peak time traffic for a larger number of end users, i.e., 19.7K . In the re-
mainder of this work we use the latter trace to elaborate on ad-blocker usage, and the former to describe
general characteristics of ad traffic.

We pay careful attention to respect and preserve the privacy of end users in our study. First and foremost,
we process, aggregate, and analyze the data on a private and secured infrastructure. Second, the IP
addresses of the end users are anonymized at the time of the packet capture, i.e., the real IP addresses of
the end users were never stored to disk and are unknown to us. Third, we automate the ad classification
process which, when completed, truncates every URL in the logs to a fully qualified domain name
(FQDN), thereby removing sensitive information.

3.4 Prevalence of ad-blocking technology

Using the methodology from §3.2 we can proceed to assess ad-blocker usage in the residential broad-
band network trace RBN-2. To infer if an end user is using an ad-blocker, we use the following two
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Trace RBN-1 RBN-2

Date 11th Apr. 2015 11th Aug. 2015
Time 00:00 15:30
Duration 4 days 15 and ½ hours

Subscribers 7.5K 19.7K

HTTPbytes 18.8T 11.4T
HTTPreqs 131.95M 85.09M

Table 3.2: Dataset overview

indicators: i.e., i) the ratio of ad to non-ad requests, and ii) automatic EasyList downloads by Adblock
Plus (see §3.2.2).1

To this end, we have first to identify browsers in the trace. Along with browsers, residential broadband
networks indeed manifest a rich and complex mix of other HTTP-based applications. To illustrate this
mix, we show in Figure 3.3(a) the total number of retrieved HTTP objects vs. the number of retrieved
ads for each IP address and User-Agent pair on a log-log scale.2,3 Due to the large number of
data points, we use a heat map to capture the density within each area of the plot. We find in total
508.7K tuples of IP and User-Agent in RBN-2. We see the whole range: some pairs only account
for a few requests while others issue orders of magnitude more requests. Overall, we observe 18.89% ad
requests in this data set.

Most relevant for us is that there is a substantial number of pairs that request many Web objects but
hardly any ads. These are the ones in the lower right hand side of Figure 3.3(a). They are most likely
browsers that have an ad-blocker installed or visit only sites without advertisements. However, there are
many more points in this plot than we would have expected given the number of monitored DSL-lines
(19.7K different households); more than 25 different User-Agent strings per household in average.
Upon closer manual inspection we find pairs that identify devices like consoles and Smart TVs. On the
other hand, given that most modern end-user devices run many HTTP-based applications in parallel, we
also find pairs that correspond to desktop-based gaming applications or mobile apps (these applications
use custom User-Agent strings). Since advertisements typically appear within Web sites and mobile
applications, we can discard User-Agent strings that do not correspond to this type of applications.
Moreover, since in-app ads differ substantially from browser ads, we here limit our analysis to Web
browsers. Namely, we restrict our analysis to sessions for which we can associate the User-Agent
either to a well-known desktop browser or to a mobile device browser. Indeed, a manual inspection of
the pairs shows that some of the points on the right hand side of Figure 3.3(a) correspond to mobile apps,
which we do not want to consider. Thus, we next use the User-Agent strings to identify popular Web
browsers.

3.4.1 Annotation of active users

Our approach is to manually label the User-Agent strings in a subset of the data. We use this as a
starting point to subsequently classify the entire data set. Our starting subset is the active users. More
precisely, we select tuples that issue more than 1K requests (the heavy hitters) e.g., those corresponding

1We here use term “user” to refer to the pair formed by an IP address and a browser’s User-Agent string.
2We use term “ad”, “ad object” and “ad request” interchangeably in this work to refer to a request that is blacklisted by EasyList

and its derivatives, as well as those that are blacklisted by EasyPrivacy. We also use this term to refer to requests that are
whitelisted by the list of non-intrusive advertisements.

3 Note that fetching and displaying an advert can involve several executions and thereby multiple requests [79].
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Figure 3.3: Detection of ad-blockers in passive traces

to a few page retrievals. As a result, we obtain a more tractable set of 15.2K pairs, with 1.6K unique
User-Agent strings. Among this set of strings, we are able to manually annotate 601, which appear
in 9.6K of the heavy-hitter tuples.

With this set of annotated strings, we proceed to classify browsers in the entire set of pairs. We identify
44.1K additional browsers. All these browsers generate 57.2% of the observed requests and 82.2% of
the ad requests in the RBN-2 trace. As expected, the heavy hitters issue most of these requests, i.e.,
50.6% requests and 72.5% ad requests. We thus continue our study with the set of heavy hitters, i.e., the
most active browsers.

We separate these browsers into i) mobile and ii) desktop versions. We identify 1.9K browsers in the
mobile category. They correspond to iPhone and Android phones. These browsers issue 5.9% of both
the ad and the total number of requests in the RBN-2 trace. The desktop category accounts for the rest of
requests and it is constituted by 7.7K browsers which we further separate into Firefox (3,423), Chrome
(2,267), Internet Explorer (654) and Safari (1,324) browsers.

3.4.2 Inferring ad-blocker usage

With this set of annotated browsers, we continue our analysis of ad-blocker usage at our vantage point.
We use two indicators: (a) ratio of ad requests, which applies to any ad-blocker, and (b) HTTPS con-
nections to check for filter updates, which is specific to Adblock Plus.

First indicator: low ratio of ad requests. We use this indicator to detect the presence of an ad-blocker
from the HTTP requests. Our motivation for this indicator stems from the insights of the active mea-
surement study (see §3.2.3). The rationale is that users that installed an ad-blocker retrieve significantly
smaller number of ads than those that have not.

Figure 3.3(b) shows the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the percentage of ad
requests per browser for the annotated set of active browsers. Since not all filter lists are installed by
default, e.g., the EasyPrivacy list, we only consider ads classified by EasyList, which indeed is installed
by default. In this context, 40% of the Firefox and Chrome active browsers issue less than 1% ad-
requests; they qualify as ad-blocker candidates. By contrast, only for 18% of the Safari and 8% of the
IE instances the ratio of ad requests is below the threshold. This can be due to the fact that installing
and ad-blocker like Adblock Plus in these browsers is a bit more cumbersome and thus might deter their
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usage. Based on these observations and the results from the active measurement study (see §3.2.3), we
set the threshold for identifying ad-blocking browsers to 5%, to i) tolerate mis-classifications due to
content type, and ii) take into consideration users that disable blocking for specific sites.

Second indicator: downloads of filter lists. As mentioned above, Adblock Plus frequently checks for
updates to the filter lists. These updates typically occur during browser bootstrap or when a list soft-
expires (see §3.2.2). Thus, we can estimate the number of Adblock Plus users by monitoring EasyList
downloads. However, the Adblock Plus browser extension uses HTTPS to download the lists. Hence,
we cannot differentiate between multiple browsers hidden behind a single IP (e.g., in the presence of a
NAT), since the User-Agent is not visible. Instead, we can only report the number of households in
which there is at least one device with an Adblock Plus installation.

We find several thousands of HTTPS connections to Adblock Plus servers in the RBN-2 trace. These
connections are issued from 19.7% of the households in this data set. This number is slightly larger than
what has been previously reported. Metwalley et al. [221] reports that the fraction of households with
at least one device using an Adblock Plus plugin is between 10% and 18%. As stated previously, this
information is not sufficient to discern browsers that likely run an ad-blocker, but we can leverage it as
indicator and correlate it with the ad-ratio indicator.

Correlation of indicators to assess Adblock Plus usage. We proceed to correlate the ad-ratio with the
EasyList downloads indicator. We obtain four classes as the cross product corresponding to a combina-
tion of the two indicator values. We summarize these 4 classes along with their corresponding traffic
statistics in Table 3.3. We find that 46.8% of the 9.6K active browsers neither classify as an ad-blocker
candidate nor contact Adblock Plus servers (denoted in the table with the type name A). The orthogonal
case, i.e., those annotated with type C, constitute 22.2% of the active browsers population. As expected,
this class is dominated by Firefox and Chrome browser User-Agents. These two types of browsers
represent 51% and 32% of the occurrences respectively. Safari on the other hand accounts for 11%. In
practice 31% of the Firefox and Chrome instances fall into this class and thereby they probably have
Adblock Plus installed. This share is slightly larger than the official statistics [21, 27]. This difference
could be explained by a permissive threshold value or by a bias due to the population at our vantage
point.

There are many browsers for which the download information and the ratio of ad requests produce
inconsistent outcomes (types B and D). Type-D browsers exhibit ad-blocker-like behavior, albeit they
did not attempt to download EasyList. Browsers in this category sum up to 15.3% of the active browser
population. There are two possible explanations for this apparent inconsistency. The end users might
i) have installed a different plugin, e.g., Ghostery or NoScript, or ii) have requested content from sites
with few advertisements. Based on the observation that other ad-blockers are much less prevalent than
Adblock Plus [221], we speculate that the most likely cause for this inconsistency is the latter scenario.

The second type of inconsistency relates to type-B browsers. They add up to 15.7% of the active browser
population. For these instances we observe an EasyList download but the ratio of ad requests is higher
than 5%. The most plausible explanation for this contradictory information is that there may be many
users in the same household, some of them using Adblock Plus and others not.

3.4.3 Adblock Plus configurations

There are various filter lists with different objectives available for Adblock Plus users. Most notably,
there are lists to i) block and hide adverts (e.g., EasyList), ii) whitelist adverts (list of non-intrusive
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Type Ratio EasyList Instances % requests % ad reqs.

A X X 46.8% 22.5% 46.3%
B X X 15.7% 8.1% 15.8%
C X X 22.2% 12.9% 6.5%
D X X 15.3% 7.1% 4.0%

Any - - 9.6K 50.6% 72.5%

Table 3.3: Ad-blocker usage: classification and statistics for the annotated set of active browsers us-
ing the indicators i) Ratio: low ratio of ad requests, i.e., ≤5%, and ii) EasyList: HTTPS
connections to an Adblock Plus server.

ads), and iii) protect user privacy by blocking Web trackers (e.g., EasyPrivacy). To further elaborate on
ad-blocker usage we dissect our corpus of adverts by the list that triggered the classification.

Our first observation is an unexpected high share of ad requests among the likely Adblock Plus users
(type-C). For this observation, we refer to Table 3.3, which reports the contribution of each user category
to the total number of ad requests in RBN-2. One would expect the relative share of ad requests for
Adblock Plus users to be close to 0%. Instead, we find a share of 6.5% ad requests. The explanation
for this high percentage is that our threshold-based classification is based on EasyList hits. We use
this list because it is by default activated upon Adblock Plus installation; along with the list of non-
intrusive advertisements whitelist. However, the numbers that we report in Table 3.3 correspond to all
hits, including those triggered by the other lists, i.e., EasyList derivatives and EasyPrivacy. Indeed, we
observe that 82.3% and 11.1% of the positive classifications for Adblock Plus users relate to filters in
EasyPrivacy and in the list of non-intrusive ads respectively. This observation motivates the consequent
analysis about the lists that Adblock Plus users subscribe to.

EasyPrivacy. Metwalley et al. [221] report that 77% of the users contact a tracker immediately after
they start browsing the Web. We can leverage this observation to estimate the extent to which (if at all)
an Adblock Plus user interacts with a tracker. Our assumption is that such interactions should only occur
for those users who do not install the EasyPrivacy list. We observe that only 0.1% of the non-adblock
users do not issue requests matching EasyPrivacy filter rules, i.e., almost every user contacts a tracker.
By contrast, the corresponding fraction for Adblock Plus users is 5.1%. If we use a more permissive
value, i.e., 10 requests to account for mis-classifications, then the percentage of Adblock Plus users
that likely installed EasyPrivacy is 13.1%. Overall, we see a consistent difference around 15% using
different values.

In light of these observations, we speculate that most Adblock Plus users, i.e., more than 85%, do not
subscribe to EasyPrivacy but just to EasyList. In fact, this argument is supported by a blog post from the
EasyList maintainers, which reported back in 2011 that only 4.1% of their 12 million users subscribed
to EasyPrivacy [14]. The key take-away is that it seems that Adblock Plus users install this software to
block annoying advertisements but do not configure it to protect their privacy.

Non-intrusive adverts. We conduct a similar analysis to elaborate on the prevalence of the non-
intrusive ads list. We find that Adblock Plus users issue 7.9% of the total number of whitelisted requests.
In comparison, non-adblocker users generate 37.9% of this type of requests, despite the fact that the
population of this set is almost twice the population of the former set. This first observation highlights
the importance of this list for advertisers and publishers alike, i.e., Adblock Plus users still generate a
significant fraction of ad requests.

When trying to elucidate whether an Adblock Plus user opts out of this whitelist, we find that 11.8% of
the Adblock Plus users issue no requests of this kind. The corresponding percentage for non-adblock
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users is 6.1%. The reason why many non-adblock users do not issue ad requests of this kind is because
this type of adverts are less prevalent. At less than 10 issued whitelisted requests, the difference between
both groups is roughly 20%, a pattern that is repeated across different values. This is, perhaps, an
indication that at most 20% of the users actually deactivate this list, thus disabling the whitelisting of
adverts that conform the non-intrusive ads guidelines. We emphasize a word of caution on this last
statement and remark that corroborating this observation would require to conduct an analysis of the
browsing patterns of Adblock Plus users.

Summary. Our main observation is that a significant fraction of the most active users in our traces
browse the Web with Adblock Plus, i.e., 22.2% of the active users. This extension is especially popular
among Chrome and Firefox users, i.e., 30%; and less popular among Safari and Internet Explorer users.
We find that most Adblock Plus users do not install the EasyPrivacy list that protects them from trackers.
Hence, it seems that Adblock Plus users are mostly interested in blocking ads rather than protecting
their privacy. However, this might be an awareness problem. We also find that most Adblock Plus users
probably do not opt out from the list of acceptable ads (non-intrusive ads) which is enabled by default.
In fact, we find that the set of heavy-hitter Adblock Plus users still generates a substantial number of
such ads, even when compared to non-adblock users. This observation suggests that conforming to the
acceptable ads guidelines may benefit some players in the advertising domain.

3.5 Characterization of ad-related traffic

One under-explored aspect of the ad-scape is the prevalence of ads that end users experience during
regular browsing sessions. Most previous work (see e.g., [79, 199]) has relied on active measurements
and therefore cannot capture how the average user interacts with the ad-scape while browsing the Web.
Thus, in this section we use our passive measurement methodology to study basic properties of ad traffic
in the wild. Concretely, we investigate i) basic ad-traffic properties, ii) content-related properties of the
observed ads, and iii) whitelisted ads.

3.5.1 Traffic patterns

To comment on the temporal characteristics of the ad-traffic we conduct our analysis on the RBN-1
trace, as it spans a longer period than RBN-2. We find that 17.25% and 1.13% of the requests and bytes
respectively correspond to ad objects in the RBN-1 trace.

We highlight the variability of ad traffic in Figure 3.4(a), where we depict a time series for the number of
requested Web objects vs. the number of ad requests using bins of 1 hour. The non-ad requests manifest
the characteristic time of day and of week pattern of residential networks. During the night there are
relatively fewer requests and the busy time is in the evenings, right before midnight. On the weekend
there are fewer requests than during the week, in particular on Saturday. Moreover, the lunch break is
also clearly visible. Surprisingly, the ad-related requests do not show the same pattern. To visualize
these differences we plot in Figure 3.4(b) the percentages of ad requests and ad bytes over time. Here
we only consider ads reported by filters in EasyList and EasyPrivacy (excluding Non-intrusive ads).
The figure reveals that, surprisingly, the ratio of ad requests also manifests a diurnal pattern, ranging
from 6% up to 12%, instead of having a constant rate.

To explain this surprising diurnal pattern we offer two possible explanations. The first one is that users
request different content and that the pages that serve this content have a different ratio of advertise-
ments. For example, streaming video chunks might result in a very low ratio of ads. Another example
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Figure 3.4: Time series for ad and non-ad traffic (1h time bins, RBN-1 trace). Ad traffic exhibits a daily
pattern, both in terms of number of requests and in terms of its ratio to all requests in the
trace.

Content-type Ads Non-Ads
Reqs Bytes Reqs Bytes

image/gif 35.1% 14.1% 3.5% 0.7%
text/plain 28.7% 34.2% 14.3% 2.1%
text/html 14.4% 11.8% 7.6% 1.1%
- 11.8% 5.4% 28.7% 63.4%
application/xml 4.5% 2.2% 1.8% 0.2%
image/png 1.9% 1.6% 5.1% 0.8%
image/jpeg 1.8% 5.2% 19.8% 3.4%
application/x-shockwave-flash 1.4% 8.1% 0.2% 0.1%
video/mp4 0.0% 10.9% 0.3% 8.6%
video/x-flv 0.0% 5.4% 0.1% 3.1%

Table 3.4: Trace RBN-1: ad traffic by Content-type.

are Web site categories, e.g., the news category has more objects than other categories (see [102] for
a detailed study about the complexity of popular Web sites). Our second explanation for the diurnal
pattern is that the share of ad-blockers users varies at different times of the day. We leverage the classi-
fication described in §3.2.3 to investigate this for RBN-2. Our finding is that at peak time the number
of non-adblocker active users is twice the number of active Adblock Plus users. By contrast, during the
off hours the number of active Adblock Plus and non-adblocker users is roughly the same.

Our next question relates to the type of adverts that we see. To answer it we dissect the ad requests by
the list that triggers the classification. EasyList causes significantly more hits than EasyPrivacy, which
in turn triggers more classifications than the Non-intrusive ads list. More precisely, EasyList classifies
55.9% of the ad requests in RBN-1. The EasyPrivacy is responsible for 35.1% of the requests. The
Non-intrusive ads list triggers the remaining matches. We observe the same trend in RBN-2.
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Figure 3.5: PDF of the object size distribution of the requests according to their MIME type (RBN-1).
Ad-related objects exhibit characteristic sizes.

3.5.2 Web objects

Next, we consider the types of the requested ads (e.g., image vs. video ads) and their prevalence. There-
fore, we analyze the Content-Type of the Web objects in RBN-1. Table 3.4 shows the most preva-
lent objects according to the MIME type reported by Bro HTTP analyzer along with their corresponding
contribution to the total traffic and to the ad traffic in terms of requests and bytes. Most ads are either
image/gif, text/html, or text/plain. The fraction of bytes is dominated by text/html objects, while the
fraction of bytes for the type image/gif is relatively small. The latter is not surprising given that many
of the ad objects used to track users are small, i.e., 43 bytes. At the other extreme are videos (i.e.,
video/mp4, video/x-flv), flash objects (i.e., x-shockwave), and non-gif images such as image/jpg. All
these types contribute a higher fraction of bytes than requests.

To highlight the different distributions, we show in Figure 3.5(a) the density of the ad-object size on
a log scale separated by the Content-Type. We consider four different classes: images (gif, jpeg,
and png), text (html, plain), video (mp4, flv), and applications (xml, flash). The density of the logarithm
highlights that most images are very small (43 bytes), while most videos are rather large (> 1 MByte).
If we compare these values to the typical object size of non-ad objects, see Figure 3.5(b), we notice
significant differences. Most non-ad videos are smaller than ad videos, while most non-ad images are
larger. One of the reasons is that most video-streaming providers split regular videos into multiple
chunks and each chunk corresponds to one Web object. Since most video ads only last for 15-45
seconds and advertisers expect end users to see the complete video stream, chunking may be considered
to be unnecessary. Moreover, most ad videos typically have a length in the same order of magnitude.
Surprisingly, we see that non-ad text objects are likely to be smaller. These are likely requests involving
high-interactive sites, e.g., for auto-completion or for suggestions.

3.5.3 Non-intrusive advertisements

Next, we look at the relevance of the list of non-intrusive ads. On the one hand, ad-blockers threaten
the financial backbone of the Web. On the other hand, they also ensure some balance by preventing
ads from becoming too intrusive [33]. The result is the Non-intrusive ads list which whitelists adverts
and is enabled by default. Indeed, according to Financial Times [7] some companies including Google,
Microsoft and Amazon, pay money to Adblock Plus to be whitelisted. But what is the effect of this
list? Given our vantage point and our ability to classify traffic the same way Adblock Plus does, we can
investigate the impact of the whitelist using the RBN-2 trace.
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We first ask how many of the ad-related requests match the whitelist. This is the case for 9.2% of the ad
requests. While this number may seem low at first, we calculated it using also the hits triggered by an
EasyPrivacy filter. If we restrict ourselves to ad requests identified by EasyList and Non-intrusive ads,
then the percentage that is subject to whitelisting grows up to 15.3% viz., these adverts would not be
blocked by the default Adblock Plus installation.

List accuracy. However, these numbers likely overestimate the real impact that this list has. We
manually inspected the filter rules and found some anomalies: some rules are overly general, e.g., they
whitelist an entire domain rather than specifically addressing ad-related parts. For example, many re-
quests match the @@||gstatic.comˆ$document filter rule, which whitelists the entire gstatic.com
domain. This domain hosts unsuspected fully qualified domain names (FQDNs) e.g., fonts.gstatic.com
and services such as Street View. Hence, this filter list may also whitelist non-ad-related traffic. On the
other hand, and referring to the previous example, font objects may very well be necessary to display an
advertisement e.g., Google’s AdSense.

Therefore, we ask how much of the whitelisted traffic would have been otherwise blocked by a blacklist,
i.e., when Adblock Plus users choose to stop allowing non-intrusive advertisements. The ratio is surpris-
ingly small: only 57.3% of the whitelisted requests would have been blacklisted. Moreover, 23.2% of
those would be filtered by EasyPrivacy. These observations highlight that the list of non-intrusive ads
should be handled with caution when trying to identify adverts. In the remainder of this subsection we
consider only those whitelisted requests which “match the blacklist”.

Publishers. Recall, we can identify the main page that originated the request using the methodology
described in [305]. We find 991 unique FQDNs with more than 1K blacklisted requests to which we
can associate 84.0% of the total requests blacklisted by EasyList and its language derivatives. The non-
intrusive ads list whitelists 8.6% of these requests. We find that some sites in the dating, shopping,
translation, audio and video streaming categories, as well as some sites in the mixed content categories
benefit the most from the whitelist.4 On the other side, we find that most of the sites without whitelisted
requests belong to the adult content category, followed by Webs in the mixed content category. Here, we
also find another one in the file sharing / video streaming category. It is not surprising to see that these
sites are not whitelisted. However, it is surprising to find a few instances of popular sites in the news
category (in fact they appear in the Alexa top 1K). Thus, an Adblock Plus user would block every ad-
related request related to these sites. We manually checked these sites with Adblock Plus to corroborate
this observation.

Ad-tech companies. We repeat the same analysis to shed light on how the non-intrusive ads list affects
ad-tech companies. We select FQDNs with more than 10K blacklisted requests. These domains sum
up to 82.1% of the total blacklisted requests, from which 11.1% are whitelisted. Like in the publisher
case, we see a mix. The list of non-intrusive ads whitelists 47.9% of Google’s requests (recall we
exclude HTTPS traffic). Some of its services do get most of their requests through (e.g., analytics, ad-
services) while others do not. While the bulk of these requests corresponds to Google, we also see other
companies benefiting from the non-intrusive ads list. One particular example is a technology/Internet
Web site that operates its own ad-platform, for which the non-intrusive ads list whitelists 94% of the
otherwise blacklisted requests.

Summary. Our main observation is that a significant share of the requests and bytes in a residential
broadband network are due to online advertising e.g., 17.25% and 1.13% of the requests and bytes
respectively for trace RBN-1. We observe that ad-related traffic exhibits a different diurnal pattern
than regular traffic. Moreover, ad objects have more characteristic sizes than non-ad objects. In ads gif

4We use http://sitereview.bluecoat.com to classify Web sites into categories.
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images dominate in terms of number of requests, followed by text/plain objects, which in turn dominate
the share of ad traffic in terms of bytes.

Moreover, our analysis of the potential benefits of whitelisting i.e., the list of Non-intrusive ads, shows
that some content publishers substantially benefit from this list, while others not. Among the latter
are sites in the adult category. However, we also find popular sites in the news category among them.
Some ad-tech companies also benefit from this list; for instance Google, which carries the bulk of
the whitelisted traffic and for which 47.9% of the ad-related traffic is whitelisted. Another example is a
popular technology/Internet Web site. This site operates its own ad-platform, for which the non-intrusive
ads list whitelists 94% of the otherwise blacklisted ad traffic.

3.5.4 Server-side infrastructure

Next, we turn our attention to the infrastructure that serves ad-related objects. This study is motivated by
the need to better understand the ad-scape [12], a complex and diverse ecosystem composed by hundreds
of companies that provide numerous services and closely interact with each other, e.g., ad-networks and
exchanges. In this section we study the server-side infrastructure from the perspective of an end user
using Adblock Plus. Namely, which infrastructures end users contact, how often and how many.

The first aspect of the ad-scape infrastructure are the characteristics of the Web servers that deliver
ad objects to the end users. We use the term server to refer to an IP address. Note, that any of these
addresses may on the one hand be only a front-end of a large server farm or on the other hand a server that
is co-located with other virtual servers. We find 29.0K and 19.6K servers in RBN-1 that serve ad objects
according to EasyList and respectively EasyPrivacy. Some servers (i.e., 5.2K) serve objects matching
both lists. As one may expect—like almost every other distribution in the Internet—the distribution
of requests per server is heavy-tailed (not shown). If we use only EasyList driven classification, the
median number of ad objects per server is 7, the mean is 438, and the 90th / 95th / 99th percentiles are
respectively 320 / 1.1K / 6.8K ad objects. The busiest server in the RBN-1 trace, which is operated by
Liverail, received 312.3K ad requests in total.

The second aspect relates to the objects served by these servers: do they exclusively serve ad-related
objects or do they serve regular content as well? One argument for the first case is that by now there
is a separate infrastructure and market dedicated to the ad-tech ecosystem. The opposing argument is
that one can take advantage of synergy effects by delivering ads via the same infrastructure as regular
content. We find 222.2K servers in RBN-1. For 21.1% of them we classify at least one request as an
ad object. These IPs serve 54.3% of the total number of non-ad objects in RBN-1. However, about
6.9K servers deliver exclusively ad objects. Here, we consider that a server is exclusively dedicated to
deliver ad objects if our methodology identifies more than 90% of its requests as adverts. We consider
this reasonable since our methodology may not be able to identify all ads and thus provides only a lower
bound. We use the previous threshold to find 10.1K ad servers, which altogether deliver 32.7% of the
adverts. Likewise, we define the notion of “tracking server” to refer to the set of servers that only serve
ad-related objects identified using EasyPrivacy. We find 3.3K of these servers, which deliver 18.8% of
all the ad-related objects reported by EasyPrivacy.

Next, we consider the Autonomous Systems (ASes) which host the ad servers since we want to under-
stand if ad traffic is highly concentrated in a few large infrastructures. To this end we use the global
routing information in order to determine the AS that is responsible for the IPs of the servers. The top-10
ASes contribute to the majority of the ad objects in the RBN-1 trace, namely 56.8%. Among these ASes,
see Table 3.5, we find four categories of players: search engines, cloud providers, CDNs and two ad-tech
ASes, i.e., AppNexus and Criteo. Google leads this ranking with 21.0% and 33.9% of all ad requests
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Autonomous System (AS) %ads relative to % ads relative to
ad objects in trace all objects per AS
Requests Bytes Requests Bytes

Google 21.0% 33.9% 50.7% 15.9%
Amazon EC2 7.0% 4.6% 19.8% 2.8%
Akamai 6.5% 19.0% 6.4% 1.0%
Amazon AWS 5.5% 1.1% 45.9% 16.6%
Hetzner 3.4% 1.4% 23.4% 3.5%
AppNexus 3.1% 0.4% 32.9% 50.2%
MyLoc 2.9% 3.0% 64.0% 14.9%
SoftLayer 2.8% 0.4% 48.5% 1.9%
AOL 2.7% 0.3% 74.7% 25.4%
Criteo 1.9% 1.1% 78.1% 88.2%

Table 3.5: Trace RBN-1: Ad traffic by AS for top-10 Autonomous Systems.

and bytes, respectively. The relative ratio of ad objects for Google traffic is 50.7% and 15.9% of the total
ad requests and bytes to this AS. This ratio may at first seem large and one may ask if our methodology
is sound. However, recall that Google switched many of its services to HTTPS—apparently mostly for
their “core” content, i.e., search results and video streaming.

Among the other top contributors are also cloud providers, including Amazon, Hetzner, and MyLoc.
Finding cloud providers in the list of top contributors highlights that clouds are also used by the ad-
vertisement industry. While some companies opt to manage their own AS to better control and operate
their ad infrastructure, others opt to take advantage of the massive amount of resources and flexibility
that cloud providers offer. Finally, CDNs like Akamai (which deploys caches within ISPs or within their
own address space) and SoftLayer form the third category of ASes that serve ad objects. The presence
of CDNs in this list of top contributors supports the argument that the same infrastructure that serves
regular content delivers also ad objects.

The last category of ASes in Table 3.5 includes the relatively unknown ASes AppNexus and Criteo.
These are companies whose main business is online advertising. They operate just a few servers (those
visible in our traces), e.g., 39 for Criteo. Excluding the landing pages of these companies, we expect
these ASes to mostly serve adverts, which is not strictly the case. While we classify 50.2% of the
AppNexus bytes as advertisement traffic, the ratio of the requests is much lower (32.9%). Hence, our
methodology probably underestimates the number of ad requests for this AS. One possible explanation
for this mismatch is that the lists are conservative and do not address all possible URLs to prevent
blacklisting desired traffic. Another possible explanation is that fetching an advert can require several
JavaScript executions (see [79]) and thereby involve multiple non-ad requests as well. If we do not
classify all requests in this chain as ad objects, except for one, the ratio of adverts per AS may decrease.
In contrast to AppNexus, the percentage of ad traffic for Criteo in terms of requests and bytes is as high
as 78.1% and 88.2%, respectively.
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3.6 Front-end and back-end servers communication: impact
on front-office Web traffic

Central to this dissertation is the distinction between front- and back-office Web traffic (§1.1). One
fundamental question regarding these two categories of Web traffic relates to how they interact with
each other. In this section, we tackle this particular question and investigate whether back-office activity
affects the traffic dynamics of front-office Web traffic. In particular, we study the following cases:

1. Content delivery: front-end servers fetch remote content. Improving the end-user experience
can lead to a significant increase in revenues and drive up user engagement [131, 201]. These
benefits have catalyzed the competition among service companies to offer faster access to content
and thereby improve the end-user experience. Two “straightforward” ways of improving the
end-user experience that can be implemented by ISPs are to (a) upgrade access networks, and
to (b) improve the Internet’s middle mile (backbones, peering points, and transit points); both
approaches, however, are expensive. Content and application providers, on the other hand, can
provide better service by installing servers deep inside ISPs or through increased peering at IXPs
and co-location facilities. These approaches have been reported in [111, 145, 235] and have led
to an increase in back-office Web traffic.

2. Advertisements: real-time bidding (RTB). This term is used to describe the process of selling
advertisement space on a per-impression basis, i.e., per user. RTB is a standard process in today’s
Internet (see [72, 79, 276]). The process works as follows. When a user requests an advert from
an ad exchange, this exchange contacts multiple advertisers and the highest bidder among them
wins the right to display the ad to the user. Advertisers can use many pieces of information to
decide on their bid, including but not limited to geographical location, age, or gender. Usually,
exchanges wait for around 100 ms before closing the auction [22]. Earlier work revealed the
complexity of the ad ecosystem which involves multiple players [72, 248, 307].

3.6.1 Deflation of RTTs

Content providers deploy front-end servers close to end users or in strategic locations to reduce Round-
Trip Times (RTTs) and thereby improve QoE. Given our vantage point, we can study if RTTs have
indeed reduced over time. There exist tools like TCPtrace [236] that can extract various RTT-related
statistics from TCP flows. However, as they analyze the TCP behavior, they are computationally ex-
pensive. Jiang and Dovrolis [183] proposed a lighter approach to estimate the RTT using the packets in
the handshake of a TCP flow, viz. the timestamps of the SYN, SYN/ACK, and ACK packets. Given that
our vantage point is located between servers and clients, we need to use a variation of this method. In
particular, we can extract two RTTs (see Figure 3.6):

1. Backbone latency: this statistic corresponds to the RTT from the vantage point to the server, and
corresponds to the difference between the SYN-ACK that the server sends and the SYN packet
sent by the client.

2. Access latency: this statistic corresponds to the RTT from the vantage point to the client. To
produce this statistic we have to compute the difference between the packet that acknowledges
the SYN-ACK packet and the SYN-ACK packet itself.

The analysis is based on anonymized packet-level traces captured in a residential network within a
large European ISP in 2008 and in January 2014. For more details on data capturing, processing and
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Figure 3.6: Estimation of latencies.

anonymization, we refer to [216]. We note that we do not consider flows with packet retransmissions
during the TCP hand-shake as they can bias the metrics.

Figure 3.7(a) shows the backbone delay between the aggregation point of the ISP and the front-end
servers that end users of the same residential network experienced in two different years — 2008, and
2014.5 While the access technology, and the corresponding delay between end users and the access
aggregation point, have not changed over the last six years (not shown), the delay between the aggre-
gation point and servers has seen a significant shift towards shorter delays. A significant fraction of the
requests are now terminated by servers within the same city (see the new bell curve around 1 ms delay
which was not present in 2008).

3.6.2 Inflation of HTTP-response times

Having learned that in this vantage point many requests are being served by front-end servers that are
very close to end-users, we next proceed to investigate whether these servers engage in communications
with back-end servers. We can use a similar approach and instead of using the TCP handshakes, we
use the “HTTP handshake”. This metric has been already proposed in related work and applied in a
different context [170]. The key observation is that CDNs and ad exchanges add extra delay to the
HTTP handshake, i.e., the time difference between the first packet in an HTTP response and the first
packet of the HTTP request. We illustrate this metric on the right part of Figure 3.6 (HTTP response
latency inflation).

Given the position of our vantage point, we cannot just use the difference between the two HTTP pack-
ets, as they may include significant network delays. To circumvent this problem we use the backbone
latency as a proxy for the network round trip time (RTT) to the server. By doing so, we also remove
biases due to the servers’ locations, viz. otherwise servers in Europe would serve data faster than servers
in the US or Asia. If the HTTP object is in a persistent TCP connection we still use the TCP handshake
time from this connection as the delays usually do not vary that significantly within a few seconds—the
expected durations of these persistent connections.

Next, we proceed to identify real-time bidding by leveraging a threshold of 100 ms for answering a
request. Figure 3.7(b) shows the density of the logarithm of the difference between the HTTP and
TCP handshake times for the RBN-2 trace, dissected into ad and non-ad HTTP transactions. The first
observation is that most of the handshake time differences are small, i.e., 1 ms. They relate to noise
on the network path or to the processing overhead at the server to determine the HTTP response. The

5We note that not necessarily all traffic is exchanged with front-end servers.
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Figure 3.7: Inferring back-office activity from front-office traffic.

second observation is that while most of the non-ad objects have a short handshake time, namely less
than 10 ms, ads have— more often than non-ads—larger handshake times. This can be seen from the
three modes at 1 ms, 10 ms and 120 ms in Figure 3.7(b). Compared to the non-ad objects a much larger
share of ad objects exhibits a time difference between handshakes of more than 100 ms. This suggests
the presence of back-offices, which include ad-exchanges to enable RTB and CDN to fetch objects from
other distant servers.

In fact, a manual inspection of the fully qualified domain names with such large handshake time dif-
ferences (≥90 ms) reveals that these host names belong to ad-tech companies. For example, Google’s
DoubleClick, which offers RTB, contributes to 14.5% of the ads in this range. We also find other or-
ganizations offering RTB, e.g., Mopub (an RTB exchange for mobile in-app ads), the Rubicon project,
Pubmatic or Criteo. Each of these organizations contributes roughly 5% to the total number of ads in
this range. We also find Web tracking companies, e.g., AddThis.

3.7 Summary

The goal of this chapter is to expose and characterize the interactions between the end users and the ad
ecosystem. We conduct a passive measurement study using traces collected at a residential broadband
network of a major European ISP with two objectives in mind. First, elaborate on the prevalence of
ad-blockers to inform the ongoing debate regarding these tools. Second, complement related work by
characterizing ad traffic at this vantage point using Adblock Plus functionality.

Our main observation is that a significant fraction (22%) of the most active users in our traces browse
the Web with Adblock Plus. Surprisingly, we find little evidence that Adblock Plus users install the
EasyPrivacy list of filters, which aims to protect end users’ privacy by blocking trackers. Likewise,
our results suggest that most Adblock Plus users do not opt out from the list of acceptable ads that is
enabled by default in Adblock Plus. Based on these observations we conjecture that Adblock Plus users
are mostly interested in blocking annoying ads rather than protecting their privacy, or that they are not
aware of these options or how to change them.

Motivated by these observations, we also investigate the potential benefits of whitelisting, i.e., the list
of Non-intrusive ads. This list can be tremendously beneficial to some content publishers and ad-tech
companies given the number of Adblock Plus users. We find that 9% of the ad-related requests are
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whitelisted by this list, while 56% and 35% of the ad-related requests are blacklisted by EasyList and
EasyPrivacy, respectively.

Overall, we find that 18% and 1% (requests and bytes) of the total traffic at our vantage point relates
to ad traffic. This share of ad traffic is distributed across different infrastructures, including content
and cloud providers and CDNs. However, these infrastructures are concentrated in a few Autonomous
Systems. The most prevalent Autonomous Systems include the expected players, e.g., Google (which
dominates the list in terms of requests and bytes). We further observe that some ad-tech companies opt
to either deploy their infrastructure in clouds or rely on CDNs, while others choose to manage their own
AS, e.g., AppNexus and Criteo. Moreover, our data suggests that often the same infrastructure serves
ad content as well as regular content, although some servers do indeed only serve ad-related content.

Finally, we also show that ad-related requests typically involve more back-end functionality than non-ad
requests. This complexity results in higher observed response times for ad objects than non-ad objects.
These latency inflations suggest the presence of real-time bidding within ad exchanges as well as CDN
back-office activity, which motivates the next chapter of this dissertation.
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4
Back-office Web traffic: Content delivery,

real-time bidding, and crawling

Having learned that a number of Web flows experience an inflation of the HTTP response times due
to front-end servers communicating with back-end servers (see §3.6), in this chapter, we now focus on
studying back-office Web traffic. Front-office traffic has long been studied, e.g., [66, 90, 103, 139, 142,
216,243]. In contrast there is less related work on back-office traffic. There are studies which focused on
such traffic in specific environments, e.g., in cellular networks [269] and within data centers [87,88,160].
Liang et al. [150] studied security-related aspects arising from CDN back-end communication, and Gao
et al. [151] characterized DNS traffic between name servers. This chapter’s focus is the study of back-
office Web traffic on the public Internet that serves to realize Web content delivery, monetization, and
search.

The reason why previous work has focused mainly on front-office traffic is that end-user Quality of Ex-
perience (QoE) can be analyzed by observing front-office traffic, but back-office traffic is often opaque.
However, more and more Web services also depend on some back-office communication over the public
Internet, e.g., to assemble Web pages, to perform search queries, to place advertisements, to conduct
database transactions, to dynamically generate personalized content, etc. Thus, the back-end architec-
ture and its performance can affect the perceived quality of a service. This dependency makes measuring
and characterizing back-office traffic challenging but necessary.

Among the difficulties faced in studying back-office traffic is that it is rarely present on the network
links connecting end users to the Internet. Instead, back-office traffic can generally only be observed
on backbone or inter-domain links. However, existing studies of inter-domain and/or backbone traf-
fic [152, 203, 249] have not distinguished between front- and back-office Web traffic. Indeed, the back-
office traffic component for any individual link depends highly on whether the link is on any of the
routes between the servers engaging in a back-office communication. Thus, observing this traffic re-
quires a variety of vantage points. In this chapter we analyze data collected from two IXPs, multiple
links of a Tier-1 ISP, and a major CDN. In such vantage points we may be able to observe back-office
traffic resulting from Web content delivery, search, and advertisements. Recall, Web content delivery is
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responsible for a significant fraction of all Internet traffic, while advertisements (and in particular those
in response to search) are responsible for a significant fraction of Internet revenues.

Given this state of affairs, we argue that back-office Web traffic is one fundamental yet largely unex-
plored component of the Internet’s Web traffic. The contributions of this chapter are:

1. We introduce the notion of back-office Web traffic and show that its contribution ranges on aver-
age from 10% to 30% per vantage point and can even exceed 40% for some time periods. The
vantage points include two major IXPs, multiple backbone links from a major ISP, and a number
of server clusters from a major CDN. We explore the reasons that different levels of contributions
are seen at different vantage points.

2. Our methodology allows us to identify and classify different types of back-office traffic including
that generated by proxy services, Web crawlers, and ad-exchanges.

3. Our analysis demonstrates that back-office traffic characteristics differ from those of front-office
traffic. Hence, it is possible to identify individual services based on their traffic patterns. We find,
for example, that at one of the IXPs auctioneers have a 22% share of the back-office requests but
only 1% of the bytes, while crawlers contribute respectively roughly 10% and 15% to both.

4. Our analysis of data from a major CDN confirms what we observe in the wild: CDNs deploy
sophisticated back-office infrastructures. We further characterize back-office traffic for this par-
ticular CDN and show how this traffic has multiple purposes.

5. Given the volume of back-office traffic on the Internet and its importance for end-user QoE, we
identify implications of our analysis on network protocols design and co-location strategies.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section §4.1 we describe possible scenarios where
an Internet’s host generates back-office Web traffic. Section §4.2 enumerates the vantage points and
datasets used in this chapter. We present our methodology for identifying back-office Web traffic in
Section §4.3, which we use in Section §4.4 to characterize various aspects of such traffic across multiple
vantage points. We present a in-depth study of back-office Web traffic at a CDN in Section §4.5. Finally,
we conclude this chapter in Section §4.6.

4.1 Background

In this section we provide a brief overview of the typical (i.e., expected) communication patterns of
Web services that create back-office traffic. Hereby, we distinguish four different cases: (a) prox-
ies/intermediaries, (b) CDN services, (c) auctioneers, and (d) crawlers. Figure 4.1 provides an illus-
tration of the expected exchange of HTTP messages. Note, however, that our analysis (Section §4.4.5)
unveils richer and more complex communication patterns than those shown in the figure.

1. Proxies/Intermediaries: An intermediary is a network entity that acts as both a client and a
server. As shown in Figure 4.1(a), a Web proxy is an intermediary that acts as a client with the
main purpose of forwarding HTTP(S) requests. Thus, Web proxies send and receive requests in a
temporally correlated fashion. Forward and reverse Web proxies evaluate requests, check if they
can be satisfied locally, and contact a remote server only if necessary. When intermediaries act
as clients, they create back-office traffic, but when intermediaries act as servers, the traffic they
create can be either front- or back-office traffic. We describe how to differentiate these two cases
in Section §4.3.
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Figure 4.1: Back-office Web Traffic: typical HTTP requests made by Web proxies, CDNs, ad-
exchanges, and crawlers.

2. CDN Servers: CDNs typically operate front-end servers (i.e., reverse proxies) close to the end
user as well as back-end servers. Back-end servers either host the content in data centers or are
closer to the origin content server, depending on the CDN’s deployment and operation strategy
(see §2.1.1). If the front-end does not have a requested object available locally, it fetches the
object from another front-end, a back-end, or the origin server.

3. Ad Exchanges – Auctioneers and Bidders: As shown in Figure 4.1(c), advertisement exchanges
consist of (i) publishers that sell advertisement space (ad space) on their Web pages, as well as
(ii) advertisers that buy ad space on these Web pages. Hence, if real-time bidding (RTB) is used
to place ads on a website, the visit of a Web page by an end user may trigger a large number of
requests in the background. The final advertisement content is typically delivered via CDNs [72].
We note that today’s Web advertisement ecosystem is complex and may involve many different
types of back-office traffic, caused by a variety of different actors. In this thesis, we solely focus
on RTB-related activity, i.e., back-office traffic as a result of auctioneers interacting with bidders.

4. Crawlers: Indexing involves requesting the Web page as well as following embedded links [99,
189]. Web crawlers typically issue an order of magnitude more Web queries than regular end
users. Best practices among the major search engines ensure that crawlers have appropriate
reverse DNS entries along with well-specified user agents in order to avoid being blocked by
Web sites.

Hereafter, we refer to back-office Web traffic as all Web traffic that is not exchanged between end
users and servers. This includes traffic exchanged between intermediaries and Web servers (e.g., traffic
between a CDN front-end server and a back-end server or between a Web proxy and a Web server), as
well as traffic exchanged between automated hosts such as crawlers or auctioneers and any other Web
server.

4.2 Vantage points and datasets

For our study we rely on measurements collected at a diverse set of vantage points. This diverse set of
traces allows us to study back-office traffic in a variety of locations, including inter-domain links, back-
bone links, and links connected to a major CDN’s infrastructure. Table 4.1 summarizes the properties
of our data sets.

1. IXPs: Packet-sampled traces collected at two Internet eXchange Points (IXPs), which allow us
to study back-office traffic in an inter-domain environment, as exchanged between hundreds of
networks [64]. The IXP traces are collected from the public switching infrastructure at two Euro-
pean IXPs. This includes a large IXP (L-IXP) with around 500 members and a medium-sized IXP
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Type Name Daily traffic Collection Period % TCP % Web of TCP

Exchange L-IXP 11,900 TB sFlow (1/16K) 37th week 2013 84.40% 78.27%
M-IXP 1,580 TB sFlow (1/16K) 4th week 2014 97.22% 92.22%

Transit BBone-1 40 TB sampled (1/1K) 5-12 Feb. 2014 86.30% 64.58%
BBone-2 70 TB sampled (1/1K) 4th week 2014 73.87% 78.74%

Content CDN 350 TB Server logs 24-25 Apr. 2014 95% 95%

Table 4.1: Summary of the vantage points and collected traces to study back-office Web traffic.

(M-IXP) with around 100 members. Among the member ASes there are many CDNs, Web host-
ing services, cloud providers, and large commercial Web sites. We collect sFlow records [267]
with a 1 out of 16K sampling rate. sFlow captures the first 128 bytes of each sampled Ethernet
frame, providing us access to full network- and transport-layer headers and some initial bytes of
the payload, allowing for deep packet inspection (DPI).

2. ISP: Anonymized packet-sampled traces collected at two transatlantic links in the backbone of a
large European Tier-1 ISP, providing a view of back-office traffic on long-distance links. These
links carry mainly transit traffic. We collect anonymized packet traces with a random packet
sampling rate of 1 out of 1K.

3. CDN: Web server logs from multiple servers in different locations within a large commercial
CDN. These logs give us an inside view of back-office traffic created by a CDN. The logs from
the large commercial CDN encompass the activity of all servers at one hosting location in each of
five large cities. Each log entry contains TCP summary statistics including endpoint IPs, number
of bytes transferred, and initial TCP handshake round-trip latency. In addition, we received a
complete list of all IP addresses used by the CDN infrastructure.

4. Active measurements: Probes of IP addresses and DNS reverse lookups to identify Web servers.
We also use active measurement data from the ZMap Project [134]. This data set contains a list
of IPs, i.e., servers, that are responsive to GET requests on port 80 (HTTP) and SSL services on
port 443 (HTTPS), spanning the time period from October 2013 to January 2014. In addition,
we also make use of the data made public by the authors of [105,278] that disclose the set of IPs
used by the Google infrastructure. When combining Google IPs with one of our packet traces,
we use the snapshot of the Google IPs that corresponds to the last day of the trace.

4.3 Methodology: Web endpoints-based classification

Given the above characteristics of back-office Web traffic (§4.1), we next describe how we identify a
significant fraction of it within our data sets. Our methodology involves three steps. First, we classify all
IPs based on whether they are involved in any Web activity. Second, we classify their activities as either
Web client, Web server, or both—client and server. Finally, we identify auctioneers and crawlers among
the clients, bidders among the servers, and Web proxies among those that are acting as both clients and
servers.

We focus only on those IPs for which we see Web activity in our traces, meaning either HTTP or HTTPS
activity. For this we rely on well-known signatures to detect HTTP requests (GET, POST) and responses
(HTTP/1.{0,1}) on any TCP port. For HTTPS we use signatures to match packets to/from port 443
that contain a SSL/TLS hand-shake, i.e., Client Hello and Server Hello messages [91]. We
focus on IPv4, since IPv6 traffic accounts for less than 1% of the traffic across all data sets.
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Name #IPs Method Client-only (%) Server-only (%) Dual role (%)

L-IXP 45.79M
DPI 96.90 2.74 0.36
DPI+ZMap 93.85 2.74 3.40

M-IXP 1.9M
DPI 95.15 4.62 0.24
DPI+ZMap 92.86 4.62 2.52

BBone-1 1.1M
DPI 92.26 7.56 0.18
DPI+Zmap 86.62 7.56 5.82

BBone-2 4.5M
DPI 95.54 4.36 0.09
DPI+ZMap 93.97 4.36 1.67

Table 4.2: Web activity of IPs: client-only, server-only, or both (dual) across vantage points.

The result is a set of Web server endpoints, i.e., tuples that contain the IP address and the corresponding
port number, as identified using the above-mentioned signatures. We then refer to all packets that are
sent to/from one of the Web endpoints as Web traffic. Our methodology ensures that in the case of
server IPs also hosting other applications on different ports (e.g., email), only their Web-related traffic is
considered. Table 4.1 shows the percentages of Web traffic within our different data sets. As expected,
this traffic constitutes a large fraction of the TCP traffic, ranging from 64% to 95% in each data set.

Given that we have identified Web server endpoints, we next classify the Web activity of IP addresses
to be client-only, server-only, or both (referred to as dual behavior in the following). We say that an
IP address acts only as server if all of its traffic is related to its previously identified server-endpoint(s)
(typically on port 80). If we see this IP address acting only as client, i.e., sending requests and receiving
replies from other server-endpoints, it is classified as client only. If we see an IP address both acting as
client and as server i.e., it runs a server on a specific port but also issues requests towards other servers,
we classify its behavior as dual.1

Depending on the vantage point however, one may not see all Web activity a host is involved in. For ex-
ample, a proxy server might exhibit only client-only activity when monitored in the core of the Internet,
and only server-only activity when monitored in an access network. To tackle this limitation, we rely on
a combination of passive and active measurements to uncover more IPs with dual-behavior as follows:
we obtain a list of client IPs via DPI from our traces and then use the ZMap data set to check if these
IPs respond to HTTP(S) queries. The ZMap data set provides lists of IPs that answer to a GET on port
80 or to an SSL handshake on port 443. Thus, if we see an IP address acting only as client, but we find
it in the ZMap data set, we classify its behavior as dual.

Table 4.2 shows the classification of IPs when only relying on DPI (first row for each vantage point), as
well as after taking the ZMap data set into account (second row for each vantage point). We make three
observations. First, with only DPI, roughly 90% of IPs are classified as client-only across all data sets.
Second, a significant fraction of the server IPs also show client behavior e.g., with DPI we see in the
L-IXP trace that 11% of the total number of servers also act as clients. Third, adding more information
for identifying dual behavior helps e.g., with DPI+ZMap we see in the L-IXP trace that 55% of the
servers behave also as clients. Indeed, the fraction of IPs acting both as clients and servers increases
significantly across all vantage points when combining active and passive measurements.

There are two main caveats when using this classification approach, which likely result in some over-
counting of dual hosts on the one hand, as well as some undercounting on the other hand. One factor
contributing to possibly overcounting dual hosts derives from the usage of dynamically assigned IP
addresses. If a dual host is assigned different IP addresses at different times, then each of those IP

1Recall that requests are typically issued with ephemeral source port numbers.
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addresses may be classified as a dual host, even though at other times the same IP addresses act only as
servers or, more commonly, only as clients. Dynamically assigned IP addresses are typically found in
residential networks. Due to bandwidth limitations, these addresses do not serve a significant fraction of
Web traffic or a significant fraction of Web requests. Nevertheless, to minimize the impact of dual hosts
with dynamically assigned addresses on our statistics, we only count as servers IP addresses that appear
in two consecutive snapshots of the ZMap data set, i.e., they replied to HTTP requests issued two weeks
apart. On the other hand, our methodology may undercount dual hosts because is not able to detect more
complex cases of dual behavior, e.g., if a server has multiple interfaces and thus sends/receives traffic
from multiple IP addresses, each acting only as a client or server. Furthermore, while we can uncover
the server activity of a host that acts only as a client in our traces using the ZMap data set, we lack the
tools to uncover the opposite case i.e., to uncover the client activity of a host that acts only as a server
in our traces.

Along with the methodology previously described, we also exploit a list of servers provided to us from
a large CDN. Henceforth, we distinguish three different classifications of IP addresses, IPs-CDN, IPs-
DPI, and IPs-ZMap, based on our confidence in their accuracy. We are most confident in the accuracy
of the classifications of the CDN addresses. Based on the DPI performed on a trace, we can also be very
sure that an IP at that point in time was used in the identified fashion. The ZMap data set comes with the
largest degree of uncertainty, but covers a wide range of IPs. Note that the same IP address may appear
in more than one of these sets of classifications.

First indicators of back-office activity. Figure 4.2(a) shows a scatter plot for all IPs seen in the L-IXP
trace, where we plot each IP according to the number of sampled Web requests it sent vs. received on a
log-log scale. This plot highlights the different classes of IPs. The server-only IPs only receive requests
and are scattered along the y-axis. The client-only IPs are scattered along the x-axis. The dual-role
IPs are scattered across both axes. While the IPs with significant activity in both roles are likely to be
intermediaries/proxies, we first take a closer look at some of the other heavy-hitters, i.e., those that only
act as clients.

Figure 4.2(b) shows the cumulative percentage of the number of sampled GET and POST requests issued
per IP, sorted by the number of observed requests. The most striking observation from this plot is that
less than 1% of all the IPs are responsible for more than 30% of all requests across the IXP and backbone
vantage points. Indeed, we estimate from the sampled data that the IP that contributes most requests
at the L-IXP contributes more than 5M requests per hour on average, while at BBone-2 this number is
roughly 310K requests per hour. These are unlikely to be humans — rather this behavior points towards
a crawler, a proxy, or an auctioneer.

Accordingly, Figure 4.2(c) shows for each IP the number of sampled requests it sent vs. the number of
IPs to which these are sent, namely the fan-out, on a log-log scale. While some of these clients contact
a huge number of servers, there are also clients that send an enormous number of requests to a rather
small set of server IPs (bottom right). As shown in Table 4.3, when inspecting the types of the requests
we find an unexpectedly large number of POST requests. These can be attributed to the intensive use of
protocols for Web services (e.g., SOAP). Closer inspection shows that for clients with an extraordinary
high number of requests the fraction of POST requests is larger when compared to clients with low
numbers of requests. Based on these observations, we now differentiate between proxies, auctioneers,
crawlers, and bidders.
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(a) Scatterplot: # sent vs. received re-
quests sampled per IP in the L-IXP trace.

(b) Cumulative sum: # of requests sam-
pled per IP, ranked by activity.

(c) Scatterplot: # sampled sent requests
vs. fan-out per IP in the L-IXP trace.

Figure 4.2: Web IP activity: request frequency and fan-out.

Name Total GETs POSTs CHellos

L-IXP 76.36M 71.6% 11.5% 16.9%
M-IXP 2.65M 78.9% 3.7% 17.4%
BBone-1 1.81M 88.3% 5.2% 6.5%
BBone-2 2.92M 58.1% 8.2% 33.7%

Table 4.3: Web IP activity: sampled HTTP/HTTPS requests.

4.3.1 CDNs, proxies and other intermediaries

Typical examples of dual-behavior hosts are proxies such as those deployed by some institutions and
forward and reverse proxies such as those operated by CDNs and content providers (CPs). However,
intermediaries can, in fact, serve many other purposes. For instance, there are many kinds of proxies in
the wild that affect a significant number of connections [303] and which are not operated by CDNs or
CPs. In addition, intermediaries at hosting or cloud service provider networks may not necessarily op-
erate for the single purpose of request forwarding. While keeping this in mind, we focus on identifying
some of the intermediaries that are operated by CPs or CDNs, which we hereafter refer to as Content
Delivery Proxies (CDPs).

These are the steps we follow to classify CDPs. Along with the IPs in the IPs-CDN set, we select as
potential candidates those intermediaries for which we sampled more than 5 requests (heavy-hitters).2

We then check the origin AS of the corresponding subnet, and manually inspect if the WHOIS infor-
mation reveals that the address is registered to a known CP or CDN. Since this check is not sufficient
to reveal cases in which front-end servers and caches are embedded in ISP networks and use the ad-
dress space registered to those networks, e.g., Akamai and Google Global Cache, we also check for
DNS host-names and use the techniques reported in [105, 278] to attribute IPs to content providers and
CDNs.

Based on the previous manual identification, we are able to classify among the list of intermediaries
some of the front-ends of 8 well-known organizations such as Google, Akamai, Limelight or EdgeCast.
We find more than 36K (15K) IPs in the L-IXP (M-IXP) traces. We also find CDPs that are active on
the transatlantic links i.e., 9K and 19K for the BBone-1 and BBone-2 traces.

2Note that 5 sampled requests correspond to an estimated number of roughly 80K requests per week for the IXP traces and to
5K requests per week in the BBone links, respectively.
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4.3.2 Real-time bidding: Auctioneers and bidders

The bidding process between auctioneers and bidders is generally done using Web services, such as
Google AdExchange or Facebook Exchange. Bidders register with the auctioneer and provide a URI on
which they accept offers from the auctioneer and reply with their corresponding bid after a maximum
time threshold, often around 100ms [22].

Thus, one of the distinguishing characteristics of auctioneers is that they typically send their offers via
POST to the potential bidders. The bidders, in turn, receive a large number of POST requests from
a relatively small number of hosts (the auctioneers). This fits nicely with our earlier observation that
there are many more POST requests in today’s Internet than were observed in the past. In particular,
an examination of traces from L-IXP over the past three years shows that the fraction of requests of
type POST has increased by 80% over that time. Indeed, for each user request which involves an
advertisement there may be multiple bidders contacted.

Given that the market for real-time bidding (RTB) is heavily concentrated among a relatively small
number of players accounting for the major share of the RTB activity [307], prime candidates for auc-
tioneers are IPs sending large numbers of requests to a comparably small set of IPs (bidders), which in
turn receive a large number of requests from a relatively small number of IPs. As bidders can provide
customized URIs to auctioneers, we cannot identify auctioneers and bidders in a straightforward manner
using payload signatures. Instead, we identify auctioneers and bidders based on partially available URL
strings as follows: we first obtain a list of partial URLs sent by the heavy-hitters and select those IPs
whose HTTP requests contain in the absolute path and/or query parts of the URL strings such as ad,
bid, or rtb. Then, for each of these IPs, we check if its corresponding subset of requests has a fixed
structure, i.e., we observe many repetitions of the same partial URL (only the value fields in the query
part change), and we mark these IPs as candidates for potential auctioneers. We then manually vali-
date that these IPs are operated by organizations offering RTB services by relying on meta-information
such as reverse DNS, WHOIS, and publicly available API documentation of some ad exchanges. Hav-
ing a list of auctioneers, we now inspect the corresponding destination IPs, further manually verify the
corresponding URL strings to be bidding-related, and mark these IPs as bidders.

With this method we are able to manually identify 316 IPs used by auctioneers and 282 IPs used by
bidders in the L-IXP trace. We were not able to identify bidding activity in the M-IXP trace, and also
did not identify any ad exchanges co-located at M-IXP. Nor did we find any bidding activity in the
backbone traces, perhaps because of the high delay in transatlantic links.

4.3.3 Crawlers

One of the distinguishing characteristics of Web crawlers is that they issue many Web queries and then
upload their results to the search infrastructure. The queries constitute a large number of GET requests
sent to a diverse set of servers belonging to different organizations.

For each data set we use the heavy hitters, in terms of GET requests, as candidates. Specifically, we
pre-select IPs for which we sample at least five queries and then try to verify that they are Web crawlers
as follows. It is a best common practice to make crawlers clearly identifiable by setting up reverse DNS
entries and including an appropriate user-agent with each request.3 Thus, we search for host-names that
include indicative strings such as bot, crawl, spider and select those that can be either automatically

3See, for example Google https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/80553?hl=en, and for Mi-
crosoft Bing http://www.bing.com/webmaster/help/how-to-verify-bingbot-3905dc26
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Name CDPs Bidders Auctioneers Crawlers Other

L-IXP 36054 282 316 3920 151095
M-IXP 15116 0 0 541 4417
BBone-1 9330 0 0 81 1214
BBone-2 19890 0 0 894 2669

Table 4.4: Back-office: IP classification.

validated via the user-agent or validated with a manual inspection of the corresponding reverse DNS
entry.

With this method, we identify 3920 and 541 crawlers in the L-IXP and M-IXP traces. Surprisingly,
we also find crawlers in the backbone traces: 81 and 894 for the BBone-1 and –respectively– BBone-2
traces. We see activity from well-known search engines e.g., Google, Bing, Yandex, and Baidu, as well
as from smaller search engines and research institutions. To put these numbers into perspective, we use
the ZMap reverse DNS data set (i.e., all IPv4 PTR records) and search for host-names of crawlers be-
longing to three major search engines, which are well-defined in publicly available documents provided
by these engines. The percentage of crawler IPs for which we see activity in the L-IXP trace is 7%,
23%, and 51% for three of the major search engines.

4.4 Characterization of back-office Web traffic

After identifying IP addresses that can create back-office Web traffic, we next discuss them in more
detail. Then, we investigate the characteristics of the traffic they generate.

4.4.1 Characterization of IP addresses

We find that most IPs that are part of the Web ecosystem are clients, but there are a substantial number
of Web intermediaries across the vantage points e.g., just by inspecting the L-IXP trace with DPI, we
find that 11% of the Web servers also act as Web clients. However, after combining our passive data
with active measurements, we discover that many of the client IPs in the traces also act as servers,
which is not visible when purely relying on passive data. As a consequence, the number of IPs with
dual behavior increases e.g., for the L-IXP trace more than 50% of the server IPs exhibit also client
behavior. As shown in Table 4.4, after we inspect the heavy-hitter IPs, we are able to find activity from
content delivery proxies, ad auctioneers, ad bidders, and crawlers in the L-IXP trace, as well as crawling
and intermediary activity as seen from the other vantage points. To better understand which players are
involved in back-office services, we next take a closer look at its components in the L-IXP trace.

Auctioneers and bidders. We identify more than 300 IPs that are auctioneers. These IPs are operated by
four different organizations that offer real-time bidding: Two search engines, an online social network,
and a major Web portal. Each of these organizations operates at least one AS and the IPs are hosted in
the corresponding AS. With regards to the number of IPs per AS we see a rather uneven distribution:
The top one hosts 83% of the IPs. The same holds for the distribution of the number of requests: the top
organization is involved in 55% of the bids, the others in 32%, 10%, and 3%.

These auctioneers communicate with a rather small set of bidders (282 IPs). The IXP data shows
that many of the auctioneers are co-located with the bidders (both the AS of the auctioneer and the
AS hosting the bidder are members of the IXP), with the bidders residing in 42 different ASes. This
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confirms that bidders are following the recommendations by the auctioneers to locate their servers close
by in order to adhere to the strict deadlines of auction-based advertisements. Bidder IPs are typically
contacted from all four identified auctioneering organizations. Thus, bidders do not use different IPs for
different auctioneers and often cooperate with all of them. The likely motivation is that advertisers try
to maximize their bidding opportunities (i.e., receiving offers from all organizations). Moreover, at first
glance the number of bidders may appear small but this is mainly due to aggregation. Indeed, most IPs
belong to advertisement aggregators.

With regards to the ASes that host the bidders, we find, surprisingly, that a very large hosting service
provider dominates with a share of 34%. Indeed, even the remaining bidders are mainly located in
the ASes of other Web hosting providers. This finding indicates that today’s major players in the Web
ecosystem often do not operate their own infrastructure either in terms of an AS or in terms of a data
center. They rely instead on cloud services and Web hosting companies. The second AS with the most
bidders belongs to, surprisingly, a company that operates a search engine. Indeed, this search engine is
involved in all services: it is a search engine, an auctioneer, and even bids on other ad-network auctions.
This finding illustrates the complexity of the advertising ecosystem, where different types of business
relationships exist between organizations that offer multiple services to both advertisers and publishers,
and who may also partner with some of them.4

Crawlers: We identify more than 3K crawler IPs from 120 different ASes. Among the ASes, there are
two hosting more than 72% of the crawler IPs. These are related to two popular Web search engines.
We also see crawlers of 3 other well-known search engines, each with roughly 100 crawlers. Then there
is a gap with regards to the number of crawlers per AS as the remaining crawler IPs are hosted in many
different ASes. Inspecting the user agent and the reverse DNS entries allows us to conclude that these
are mainly associated with specialized search engines.

With regards to the number of requests, the four top contributors all belong to major search engines.
The top three/four account for 94/96% of the requests. The fourth accounts for only 2% of the requests.
Even though the crawling activity is directed towards more than 4.2K ASes, a single AS receives more
than 43% of the requests — a Web hosting provider. The second most popular AS is another hosting
provider and both are members of the IXP. Overall, the members account for more than 80% of the
received crawling requests. In terms of request popularity, the first AS that is not a member of this IXP
is yet another hosting provider and receives roughly 1% of the requests. Overall, the top crawling search
engine AS and the top receiving hosting provider AS account for more than 20% of all crawling-related
requests.

Content delivery proxies: We identify more than 30K intermediary IPs from 8 well-known CPs and
CDNs, scattered across hundreds of different ASes, interacting with IPs from more than 1K different
ASes. The CDPs are responsible for roughly 17% of the requests from heavy-hitter IPs. While one
expects many of the front ends to be located in ISP networks, a close inspection of destination IPs
reveals that some of the back-end servers are also located within the ASes of ISPs, and not in the AS
of the CDN. In fact, we observe requests for the content of a major online social network (OSN) where
both source and destination IPs are operated by a major CDN, but neither of the endpoints is located
within the AS of the CDN or OSN. We also find other more typical scenarios, such as CDNs fetching
content directly from OSNs and from large-scale hosting provider ASes.

Other intermediaries: The rest of IPs in the intermediary list (roughly 151K) are located in more than
7K ASes. They contact 399K servers in 10K different ASes. While we strongly suspect that most of
these are indeed Web proxies, we cannot be certain. Indeed, on the one hand, one of the heavy-hitters

4For an example of such a complex relationship see http://ir.yandex.com/releasedetail.cfm?releaseid=
828337
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IPs in this set — an oddball — is hosted in an unexpected AS. This oddball IP is serving both ad-related
images to a CDN and acting as a Web auctioneer. On the other hand, we see several organizations that
use resources from cloud services to set up their own virtual CDNs. A close analysis of which ASes are
hosting the heavy hitters shows that most of these ASes are hosting and/or cloud service providers (8 out
of 10). There is, however, more diversity in the destination ASes: we find hosting providers, CPs, OSNs
and CDNs. We see that a single hosting/cloud service provider is responsible for 21% of the requests
issued by IPs in this set. This observation highlights the importance of cloud service providers in the
back office of the Web ecosystem once again.

4.4.2 Quantification across vantage points

The methodology presented in Section §4.3 allows us to classify IPs as Web crawlers, auctioneers,
bidders, and intermediaries such as CDPs. Thus, we can now quantify the amount of back- and front-
office Web traffic. For a packet to be classified as back-office traffic, we require that both the source as
well as the destination were previously identified as part of the back-office ecosystem. More specifically,
we require that the source IP address was previously identified as belonging to an intermediary, crawler,
or auctioneer, and the destination IP:port pair matches one of our identified Web server endpoints. We
then tag this packet as back-office traffic, issued by the source, namely a crawler, auctioneer, CDP, or
other intermediary.

Recall from Section §4.3 that we rely on passive and active measurements to uncover intermediaries,
as well as on manual identification of crawlers and auctioneers, and lastly on a list of CDN servers.
To account for the varying degrees of certainty when using these data sets, we distinguish between
three different classes when quantifying back-office traffic. In particular, we consider back-office traffic
caused by servers in our CDN data set (IPs-CDN), caused by servers we identified using DPI and manual
inspection (IPs-DPI+Manual) and the back-office traffic caused by servers identified using the ZMap
data set (IPs-ZMap).

Figure 4.3(a) shows the percentage of back-office traffic of the total Web traffic for each vantage point
as a stacked bar plot. Thus, we depict the volume of back-office traffic found with the different meth-
ods: (a) information from the CDN only (the bottom bar), (b) information from the IPs-CDN and
IPs-DPI+Manual (the sum of the bottom and the middle bar), (c) all information including ZMap (the
sum of all bars). Across all vantage points we see at least 5% back-office Web traffic using the IPs-CDN
and IPs-DPI+Manual set of IPs, confirming that back-office Web traffic is a significant contributor to
today’s Internet Web traffic. Even when only using the IPs-CDN data set, we see at least 4% back-office
traffic at all vantage points except for L-IXP. This does not mean that the CDN is not active here but
most of its traffic is front-office traffic. In terms of requests, the fraction of requests associated with
back-office traffic is even larger with a minimum of 9% when using the IPs-CDN and IPs-DPI+Manual
sets. This points out that some components of back-office traffic are associated with smaller transac-
tions. But asymmetric routing—meaning the forward and return path do not use the same link— are
likely the explanation for the extreme difference at BBone-1, where we see a huge number of back-office
requests but only a relatively small percentage of back-office bytes. When we include the ZMap server
IPs, the percentages of back-office traffic increases to more than 10% across all vantage points.

We next dissect the back-office traffic by type of activity using the IPs-DPI+Manual and the IPs-ZMap
information. We illustrate our findings in Table 4.5, where we attribute back-office traffic to the entity
that acts as client. We find that CDPs contribute 11% and 12% to the back-office requests and bytes in the
L-IXP trace. The crawlers contribute 15% and 10% to the back-office requests and bytes, respectively.
Surprisingly, the auctioneers are the big contributors to the number of requests with a share of 22% but
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(a) % of Web traffic which is back-office across vantage
points.

(b) % of Web traffic which is back-office over time (IPs-
ZMap).

Figure 4.3: Fraction of back-/front-office Web traffic across vantage points.

Name % of CDPs Auctioneers Crawlers Other

L-IXP Bytes 12.1% 1.1% 10.3% 76.5%
Requests 11.8% 22.5% 15.1% 50.6%

M-IXP Bytes 73.3% - 1.5% 25.2%
Requests 65.7% - 3.2% 31.1%

BBone-1 Bytes 50.7% - <0.1% 49.2%
Requests 95.3% - <0.1% 4.6%

BBone-2 Bytes 93.6% - <0.1% 6.3%
Requests 73.7% - 4.3% 22%

Table 4.5: Classification of back-office Web traffic.

only 1% of the bytes. The rest of intermediaries contribute more than 76% and 50% of the back-office
bytes and requests. The situation differs for the other vantage points, where CDPs clearly dominate the
share of bytes and requests with at least 50% of the bytes and 65% of the requests.

Figure 4.3(b) shows how the percentages of back- and front-office bytes change over time using time
bins of one hour. The percentages never decrease below 5% but can even exceed 40%. While some
traffic is triggered by end-user action, activities such as crawling and cache synchronization are not.
We see that, particularly for the two IXPs, the percentage of back-office traffic increases during the
off-hours. The percentage of back-office traffic for BBone-2 increases on the third day of the trace by
more than 10%. This increase may be due to (a) a routing change or (b) a change in the operation of
the application infrastructure or (c) a change in the popularity of a Web application. In addition, we see
more variability for the individual backbone links than for the IXPs. A likely explanation for this is that
the IXPs aggregate the information from thousands of different peering links. Similar observations hold
for the percentages of back-/front-office requests and responses (not shown).

4.4.3 Inter-domain traffic at an IXP

The two backbone traces illustrate that there can be notable differences in terms of percentages of
back-office bytes and requests on different links, suggesting that links should be examined individually.
Hence, we now take advantage of our ability to dissect the traffic seen on hundreds of individual AS-AS
links at L-IXP.

Figure 4.4(a) shows the fractions of back-office traffic per AS-AS link (of the total traffic carried over it),
where we sort them by the fraction of back-office Web traffic. We see that the fractions vary drastically
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(a) ECDF: fraction of back-office traffic—per link. (b) Fraction of back-office traffic—per member AS.

Figure 4.4: Back-office traffic across peering links at the L-IXP trace.

from 100% to 0%. Indeed, 18.2% (10.9%) of the peering links carry more than 15% (7%) back-office
bytes when relying on the IPs-ZMap + IPs-DPI+Manual (IPs-DPI+Manual) data set. On the other
hand, 25.5% (40.8%) of the peering links carry no back-office traffic at all. In order to get a better
understanding of the most important AS-AS links, we inspect more closely the top-10 traffic-carrying
links that have a fraction of back-office traffic larger than 95%. We find four links between cloud
providers and content providers, three links between search engines and hosting providers, two links
between CDNs and content providers, and one link between a content provider and an online advertise-
ment company. This analysis illustrates the diversity of the players contributing to the back-office Web
traffic.

If we aggregate the information to the level of IXP member-ASes, the overall observation does change a
bit, as shown in Figure 4.4(b). We do not see member ASes that exchange only back-office Web traffic.
They all have at least 20% front-office Web traffic. Nevertheless, most have some fraction of back-
office traffic. There are 19.2% (18.0%) of the members with more than 15% (7%) back-office bytes for
the IPs-ZMap + IPs-DPI+Manual (IPs-DPI+Manual) data set. Among the networks with the highest
share of back-office traffic are cloud providers, hosting providers, a search engine, and an advertisement
company.

4.4.4 Spatiotemporal characteristics

Temporal characteristics. To illustrate the temporal characteristics of some of the key players in the
Web back-office, Figure 4.5 provides a time series plot of the number of requests seen at L-IXP and
issued by content delivery proxies (CDPs), auctioneers, and crawlers, where we normalize the number
of issued requests by the average number of crawler requests.

On the one hand, crawlers display rather constant activity throughout the week, which is the reason
we use them for normalization. This constancy is to be expected because the request activity is not
triggered by humans. The request patterns of the CDPs and auctioneers, on the other hand, display a
diurnal pattern due to their connection to end-user activity. Interestingly, the rate of decrease between
peak and off hours is larger for the auctioneers than for the CDPs. A possible explanation for the larger
decrease is that the bidding process is a multiplicative factor of the end-user activity, i.e., one page visit
triggers an auction involving multiple bidders. In terms of traffic volume (not shown), both CDPs and
auctioneers exhibit typical diurnal variation while crawlers do not. While crawlers and CDPs dominate
in terms of traffic contribution, auctioneers only contribute a tiny share of traffic. This is expected, as
the bidding process involves numerous, but small, transactions.
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Figure 4.5: Time series: requests per hour by CDPs, auctioneers, crawlers (normalized by crawler
requests).

Spatial characteristics: Request forwarding. Noticing that many HTTP requests include the Via
header, we next take a closer look at Web request forwarding. There are two HTTP header fields that
are especially relevant for proxies: Via and X-Forwarded-For. The former indicates if a request
has been forwarded through a proxy or a gateway; multiple Via field values represent each host that
forwarded the HTTP request. The X-Forwarded-For field contains the IP address of the original
client, followed by the IP addresses of the proxies on the path to the server. Thus, if present and correctly
set, this header includes the original client IP as well as all proxy IPs that forwarded the request. This
allows us to elucidate the complexity of the back-office by showing how far requests are forwarded and
via how many Web proxies.

Inspecting these headers requires the ability to inspect the complete payload of a packet. We have full
payloads for the BBone-1 and BBone-2 traces, and we extract from them the requests according to the
previous IPs-CDN+IPs-DPI+Manual classification. Recall that a significant fraction of the requests in
these traces are issued by IPs in IPs-CDN. Thus, the following analysis may be biased by the behavior
of this particular CDN.

The Via header field indicates that while 12% of the requests traversed one proxy, another 77% tra-
versed two proxies. We even observed a few requests that traversed seven proxies. With the X-Forward
ed-For header field we now reconstruct the paths of the requests, i.e., for each request we extract the
list of proxy IPs and append the destination IP at the end. Perhaps surprisingly, we find many private
IP addresses among the IPs in the X-Forwarded-For headers, suggesting that either (a) end users
use proxies on their premises and/or (b) proxies are located within data-center networks, where private
IP address space is used. We argue that the second case dominates as the first IP in the list is typically
publicly routable, e.g., belonging to an end user.

Out of the 1M requests we consider, we find 766K different client IPs appearing in the first position of
the reconstructed paths. These IPs map to 7.9K different ASes, and around 94% of these IPs appear
only once. The last IP in a reconstructed path may be an origin server or another proxy. We observe
5.9K different IPs appearing in this position, and they map to 350 ASes. Note that an observed request
may be further forwarded. Finally, for the subset of IPs that do not appear at the beginning or end of a
path (i.e., forwarding proxies), we find 16.5K different IPs scattered across 885 ASes. Notably, around
2.7K of the IPs are not publicly routable, yet they sum up to 40% of the occurrences.

To conclude this section, we take a look at the geographical characteristics of request forwarding. For
this exercise we focus on the subset of requests detected via the IP-CDNs set. We then use validated in-
formation about the geographical coordinates of these CDN servers and rely on this CDN’s commercial
geolocation product to geolocate end users. We observe the following typical scenario for CDN activity,
as seen from these backbone links: an end user issues a request to a front-end server (at 10 to 1000 km
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Figure 4.6: IP characteristics: Content delivery proxies (CDPs), crawlers (CRA), auctioneers (AUC),
and bidders (BID) — L-IXP.

distance), this front-end contacts a back-office server within a CDN cluster (0 km distance). This back-
office server in turn forwards the request to another back-office server that is still on the same continent
(10-1000 km). Then, this proxy forwards the request to an origin server or to another back-office proxy
across the Atlantic.

4.4.5 Communication patterns

Next, we return to examine the activity of the IPs in the L-IXP trace. Figure 4.6(a) shows, for the
crawlers, auctioneers, bidders, and CDPs, a box plot of the number of sampled back-office HTTP/HTTPS
requests we observed. Note that we only analyze back-office traffic characteristics here, and do not, for
example, consider any requests related to the front-office activity of CDPs. We separate sent and re-
ceived requests on the left and right sides of the plot. Accordingly, Figure 4.6(b) shows the observed
fan-out (i.e., to how many different hosts were requests sent) and fan-in (i.e., from how many hosts were
requests received). Figure 4.6(c) shows the number of sampled bytes received/sent.

Auctioneers and bidders. Auctioneers are the most active in terms of number of requests sent. From
our sampled data we estimate that the average number of bid requests/hour issued by these IPs is
roughly 232 million. This estimate implies that an average auctioneer IP issues more than 700K bid
requests/hour. Overall, auctioneers also contribute significant numbers of bytes in both directions. In-
deed, as Figure 4.6(c) shows, the number of bytes sent and received are of the same order of magnitude.
This balance is reasonable given the underlying bidding protocol (e.g., [22]). Note, that the auctioneers
only contact a limited set of servers, as highlighted in Figure 4.6(b). Correspondingly, the bidders are
also contacted only by a limited set of auctioneers. However, in terms of received requests, not all bidder
IPs are equally active – some of them receive just a few bidding requests while others see more than
450K sampled requests. Indeed, many bidders receive requests from different organizations simultane-
ously. Given the sampling ratio of this vantage point, we estimate that the most active bidders receive
more than 42 million requests for bids per hour!

Crawlers. Crawler IPs are the second most active group of IPs in terms of requests sent. We estimate
that, at this vantage point, crawling accounts for roughly 155 million requests/hour and that the most
active crawlers issue up to 910K requests/hour. Naturally, the number of bytes received is larger than the
number sent. Overall, we estimate that all together crawlers fetch roughly 3.8 TB per hour. However,
not all are equally active, and we even see some fetching content from only a single IP.
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Content delivery proxies. On average, the proxies show the lowest activity per individual IP. This
observation applies to both bytes and traffic. However, due to their large number, they contribute signif-
icantly to back-office traffic. This category of IPs exhibits the largest variation in behavior, and some of
the heavy hitters in this category compete with those in the other categories.

4.5 A CDN’s perspective

Until now, we have analyzed back-office Web traffic from our vantage points in ISPs and IXPs. In
this section, we present a complementary perspective provided by vantage points inside a commercial
CDN. A CDN can be viewed as a high-bandwidth low-latency conduit that facilitates data exchanges
between end users and different points of origin. As we have seen in §4.4.2, CDNs are one of the major
contributors to back-office Web traffic on the Internet. This section delves into the details of a data set
provided by a large commercial CDN to further characterize back-office Web traffic in the context of
content delivery.

4.5.1 Dataset

Our analysis is based on server logs from the CDN’s edge, or front-end, servers. Each log line records
the details of an exchange of data where the edge server is one of the endpoints. Thus, the logs capture
the interactions between the edge server and the end users, i.e., front-office Web traffic, as well as the
interactions with other CDN servers and origin servers, i.e., back-office Web traffic.

We obtained the server logs from all servers at one cluster in each of five different cities: Chicago,
Frankfurt, London, Munich, and Paris.5 Note that there may be multiple clusters at each city, and we
selected only one of the larger clusters in each city. CDNs also deploy multiple servers at each cluster,
e.g., for load-balancing, and servers at each cluster offer a diverse set of services ranging from Web-site
delivery to e-commerce to video streaming. We selected clusters of servers configured to handle Web
traffic, and our logs measure Web traffic of more than 350TB in volume.

4.5.2 Front-office vs. back-office traffic

The primary focus of a CDN is to serve content to the user as efficiently as possible. Therefore, one
should expect CDN front-office traffic to dominate CDN back-office traffic in volume. As not all content
is cacheable [66], up to date, or popular, some content has to be fetched from other servers. Moreover,
many CDNs, e.g., Akamai [273], create and maintain sophisticated overlays to interconnect their edge
servers and origin servers to improve end-to-end performance, to by-pass network bottlenecks, and to
increase tolerance to network or path failures. Hence, a CDN edge server may contact, besides origin
servers, other CDN servers located either in the same cluster, with back-office Web traffic routed over
a private network, or in a different cluster at the same or different location, with the back-office Web
traffic routed over a private or public network.

With the knowledge of the IP addresses used by the CDN’s infrastructure, we can differentiate the intra-
CDN Web traffic from the traffic between the CDN servers and end users (CDN-EndUsers), and CDN
servers and origin servers (CDN-Origin). Furthermore, within the class of intra-CDN Web traffic, we
can differentiate the traffic between servers in the same cluster from that between servers in different

5A small fraction of servers at each location did not respond to our requests to retrieve the logs, but this should not affect the
analysis.
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(a) Traffic volumes. (b) CDN-EndUsers Fan in, Others Fan uut.

Figure 4.7: Front-office and back-office traffic at a large CDN.

clusters; traffic between servers in the same cluster uses high-capacity low-latency links and is routed
over a private network (Intra-CDN/Private). We note that this traffic does not qualify as back-office Web
traffic routed over the public Internet, which is the main focus of this chapter. But in order to properly
account for the publicly-routed back-office traffic that we are interested in, we must be able to separate
out the Intra-CDN/Private traffic. Note also that since this category of back-office Web traffic is not
routed via the public Internet it does not accrue any peering cost or hosting cost. Our classification
scheme partitions the Web traffic identified via the logs into four categories: (1) CDN-EndUsers, (2)
Intra-CDN/Public, (3) Intra-CDN/Private, and (4) CDN-Origin.

Figure 4.7(a) shows the proportion of traffic observed in each of the above four categories at the five
different locations (or clusters). Not surprisingly, we see that most traffic is, as expected, CDN-EndUsers
traffic. We still observe at least 25% back-office traffic at each location. Of the five clusters, Paris is
the most efficient from the perspective of the content provider, with more than 70% of the traffic in the
CDN-EndUsers category, and CDN-Origin traffic very low (around 1%).

Frankfurt is an oddball. At Frankfurt, the end-user traffic accounts for less than 12%. After discussions
with the CDN operator, we learned that servers in the Frankfurt cluster cache content from origin servers
for other edge servers in nearby clusters. The high-volume of Intra-CDN/Public traffic (about 55%) is
indicative of this role for the servers in the Frankfurt cluster. Besides reducing the latency involved
in fetching the content from the origin servers, this practice limits the number of servers that have to
fetch content from the origin servers. The traffic at other locations show significant volumes in both the
Intra-CDN/Public and Intra-CDN/Private categories. These statistics are indicative of the reliance on
cooperative caching with the CDN.

Recall from Section §4.4.4 that there is a wide range of diversity in the number of hops over which
an HTTP request is forwarded, as well as the distances to the final server. Using the actual locations
of each CDN server as ground truth, we computed the distances for all Intra-CDN data exchanges.
Figure 4.8 plots the resulting ECDF of the distances for the Intra-CDN/Public traffic weighted by the
content size. The cluster in Frankfurt, in addition to serving end-user traffic, acts as a caching hub, as
explained previously. Figure 4.8 provides further evidence of Frankfurt’s role as a caching hub. About
20% of the traffic to the cluster in Frankfurt is being transferred over trans-continent links.6 Contrast this
with the cluster in Munich which receives around 2% of it’s intra-CDN traffic via trans-continent links;
discussion with the CDN operator confirmed that Munich does not serve as a caching hub. Figure 4.8
also reveals that a substantial fraction of the traffic travels only a short distance. This is expected, since

6We assume that distances of 6000 km or more indicate trans-continent links.
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Figure 4.8: Content volume by distance (Intra-CDN) at a large CDN.

in large metropolitan areas, like those selected for our study, edge servers are located at multiple data
centers in the same city.

4.5.3 A deeper look at the CDN’s back-office

Previously, we observed that the hosts’ fan out, i.e., the number of hosts contacted by a host, can vary
significantly. Accordingly, we may ask if fan out varies among the different classes of back-office CDN
traffic. Not surprisingly, it turns outs that the number of unique end-user addresses to which the edge
servers deliver content, i.e., the fan in, is larger than the combined number of CDN and origin servers
from which they fetch content, i.e., the fan out.

Figure 4.7(b) shows the number of unique connections observed in the different traffic categories at
each location. From the figure, we see that the number of unique connections in the back-office traffic
categories (Intra-CDN/Private, Intra-CDN/Public, and CDN-origin) is two orders of magnitude less
than that in the CDN-EndUsers category; note that the y-axis is plotted using a log scale. Moreover, the
Intra-CDN/Private category mainly captures intra-cluster data exchanges and thus the fan out is even
smaller. Finally, although the number of unique connections in the CDN-Origin category is smaller, it
is equivalent in order of magnitude to the connection count in the Intra-CDN/Public category.

Aggregating the traffic volume by server addresses in both the CDN-Origin as well as the Intra-CDN/Pu
blic category reveals that the traffic is not uniformly distributed across all servers; rather there are heavy
hitters. 20% of the origin servers contribute to more than 96% of the content delivered to the CDN’s
edge servers. A similar trend manifests in the Intra-CDN/Public category; 20% of the CDN’s servers
account for over 94% of the traffic volume moved from different servers in the CDN’s infrastructure to
the front-end, or edge, servers. These figures hint at the impact of the varying popularity and cacheability
of content on the traffic patterns within the CDN infrastructure.

4.6 Summary

The Web and its ecosystem are constantly evolving. In this chapter we realized a first step towards
uncovering and understanding one component of this ecosystem that is increasing in complexity, but
remains understudied: back-office Web traffic. There is an entire ecosystem of automated infrastructure
necessary to support how users interact with the Web today. This infrastructure, and by extension the
traffic it generates, supports Web content delivery, monetization and search. By using a diverse set of
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vantage points, we have shown that back-office traffic is responsible for a significant fraction not only
of today’s Internet traffic but also today’s Internet transactions.

We find a significant percentage of back-office Web traffic in our traces and that it varies from van-
tage point to vantage point. Indeed, the back-office traffic carried over the backbone links is mostly
dominated by content delivery proxies (CDPs). The picture differs when looking at IXPs, where we
can monitor multiple links at once. While most of the back-office traffic there is also due to CDPs
and other intermediaries, real-time-bidding and crawling also contribute a significant share of bytes and
Web requests. Our analysis illustrates that a significant part of the back-office traffic is not triggered by
end users. We see that besides the expected players such as CDNs, search-engines and advertisement
companies, cloud service providers and Web hosting providers are also responsible for a large fraction
of back-office Web traffic. In fact, these companies provide the resources needed to build complex
and scalable Web services, which often require communication between multiple servers to operate.
Our analysis illustrates how back-office traffic is present in multiple links on the AS-level, revealing a
complex ecosystem of players in support of the Web.

In more detail, we observe that real-time bidding is very prominent and relies on many small transactions
involving a fairly small set of organizations and hosts. As each end-user request may trigger multiple
bid requests, RTB significantly contributes to the number of back-office transactions. Crawling, on the
other hand, happens on a coarser-grain time scale and is executed by a limited number of organizations
that constantly fetch content from a diverse set of mainly Web hosting providers. Finally, while CDPs
have a diverse profile, our analysis illustrates that a single end-user request to a CDN front-end server
can involve a chain of proxies. These connections remain entirely hidden to the end users. We confirm
our observations using data from a large CDN and further characterize back-office Web traffic at this
service provider.

At the same time we showed that back-office traffic is responsible for a significant fraction of today’s
Web traffic, we offer two key reasons to explain this phenomenon: i) sustained deployment of front-end
servers close to end users, and ii) substantial data exchanges conducted by service providers as part of
their operations viz., coordination and synchronization of components of their distributed infrastructure.
With the increasing trend to offload “computations” to the cloud to support enterprise applications [270]
or desktop application, e.g., the new release of Microsoft Office, Apple iCloud, and DropBox [133], it
is clear that the volume of back-office Web traffic will continue to increase. First, application servers at
different data centers will have to exchange data with each other for data synchronization and replication.
Second, as edge servers attempt to offer more services [145, 206], viz., personalized Web experiences
for end users, they will need to communicate with other edge servers and back-office servers, at different
locations, to retrieve relevant content for the end users.

In Chapters §3 and §4 of this dissertation we have studied how three enablers for today’s Web –content
delivery, monetization, and search– manifest in Internet’s traffic, i.e., as front- and back-office Web
traffic. From this perspective, Web usage is subject to network conditions, e.g., connectivity loss, con-
gestion. Operational decisions concerning the Internet’s infrastructure and protocols can thereby impair
how users interact with the Web. In the next part of this dissertation we study two aspects thereof: i)
QoE degradations due to over-sized packet buffers, and ii) the Internet’s transition to IPv6.
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5
Connectivity: Transition to IPv6

The past two chapters of this thesis are centered on three fundamental enablers for today’s Web: i)
content delivery, ii) search: crawling to index content, and iii) monetization via advertisements. In
particular, we show how these functions result in traffic at multiple vantage points on the Internet. In
turn, given that Web is a distributed system that runs on top of the Internet [286], decisions regarding
Internet infrastructure can alter the way users interact with this information system. We investigate one
of them in this chapter: the Internet’s transition to IPv6.

The Internet Protocol (IP) is the Internet’s network layer protocol. The initial and widely deployed
version 4 of the Internet Protocol has a fundamental resource scarcity problem (see Section §2.2.1).
IPv6, which offers a vastly larger address space was intended to replace IPv4 long before the scarcity
of IPv4 address blocks began. However, after almost two decades of IPv6 development and consequent
efforts to promote its adoption, the current global share of IPv6 traffic still remains low. Urged by
the need to understand the reasons that slow down this transition, the research community has devoted
much effort to characterize IPv6 adoption, i.e., if ISPs and content providers enable IPv6 connectivity.
However, little is known about how much this is actually used, i.e., which factors determine if two parties
exchange data over IPv4 instead of IPv6.

Determined to investigate the reasons that refrain the increase of IPv6 traffic on the Internet, we tackle a
smaller but more feasible challenge and study this problem from the perspective of 12.9K subscribers of
a dual-stack ISP. This vantage point presents a unique opportunity for analyzing the interactions between
subscribers and service providers, and how they influence the share of IPv6 traffic. Our main findings
are the following:

1. Even though this ISP supports IPv6 connectivity, a large number of subscribers are not yet pre-
pared for IPv6. While in some cases it is the ISP which does not provide IPv6 connectivity to its
subscribers, more often the CPE limits IPv6 connectivity.

2. Consequently, IPv6-ready services exchange a significant amount of traffic over IPv4. IPv4-only
speaking devices and fall-back mechanisms further increase the share of IPv4 traffic for these
services. Nonetheless, we observe a strong intent for IPv6 traffic that IPv4-only services are not
yet ready to correspond to.
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3. Due to dual-stack applications’ preference for IPv6, dual-stack networks have a high risk to ex-
perience a rapid and substantial increase of the IPv6 traffic share if a few major service providers
enable IPv6.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We describe our methodology and data set in §5.2 and in
Section §5.3 we present our findings. We discuss the implications and limitations of our work in §5.4.

5.1 Background

The initial and widely deployed version 4 of the Internet Protocol has a fundamental resource scarcity
problem: it reached the limit of available, globally unique, IP address space. As of today, IPv4 address
scarcity has become a global issue, forcing some ISPs to NAT large chunks of their customers or even
to buy blocks of remaining free IPv4 address space on address markets [212, 253]. IPv6, which offers a
vastly larger address space was intended to replace IPv4 long before the scarcity of IPv4 address blocks
began. However, despite initiatives by Internet governing bodies to promote IPv6 deployment [59], the
transition and deployment of IPv6 has been slow and challenging in production environments [61,118].
As of today, there is no clear consensus about when IPv6 will really “hit the breaking point”, i.e., when
IPv6 will become the preferred interconnectivity option on the Internet.

The research community has put substantial effort into measuring and tracking IPv6 deployment with
the goal of assessing this transition (e.g., [122]). Yet, anecdotal claims like IPv6 is here already to IPv4
will stay forever are typically motivated by two different measures of IPv6 adoption: connectivity and
traffic share. For example, while Google reports optimistic connectivity adoption rates as high as 11%
for end hosts [56], the IPv6 traffic share at major Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) still ranges between
1-2% [54]. This global low share of IPv6 traffic is not just the main cause for disappointment regarding
the pace of IPv6 adoption, but it has also fueled a different interconnection structure among ISPs. The
provider hierarchy in the IPv6 Internet shows vastly different properties compared to that of IPv4 [158],
i.e., the one ISP offering free IPv6 tunnels has the largest customer cone in the IPv6 Internet, whereas
Tier-1 ISPs with worldwide backbones are less prominent in this hierarchy. We refer the reader to
Section §2.2.1 for a summary of related work on IPv6-adoption.

5.2 Methodology and dataset

There is, indeed, a fundamental mismatch between IPv6 connectivity statistics and IPv6 traffic share. To
exchange data over IPv6, all components on the path from a source to a destination need to fully support
IPv6 (see Figure 5.1). This includes (i) end-user devices and operating systems supporting IPv6, (ii)
applications making proper use of the available connectivity options (see [287]), (iii) customer premises
hardware (CPEs) supporting and providing IPv6 to the home network [55,173,271], (iv) the ISP assign-
ing IPv6 to the subscribers CPEs [128], and finally (v) content providers enabling their services over
IPv6 [219].1 Moreover, even if all of the above conditions apply, i.e., all components support IPv6, a
second dimension of the problem is whether IPv6 will be preferred over IPv4 as modern applications
employ a technique named “happy eyeballs” to choose between IPv4 and IPv6 according to the current
network conditions [304].

Hence, a dual-stack ISP presents a unique opportunity to study the interactions of this ecosystem and
its influence on the share of IPv6 traffic. Central to our work is to identify why some octets of data are

1We consider only native IPv6 traffic in this work, i.e., we do not consider tunneling approaches such as Teredo (see, e.g., [262]).
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Figure 5.1: IPv6 traffic in dual-stack networks. Barriers are present at home networks (operating sys-
tems, applications and CPEs), ISPs (offered DSL connectivity), and at service providers.

encapsulated with IPv4 or IPv6 headers. To this end, we first need to discover the connectivity options
of the two engaged parties. Only with this information at hand we can reason about traffic exchanged
by dual-stack subscribers and services.

5.2.1 Measuring IPv6 connectivity

Customer connectivity. Broadband network providers typically rely on Remote Authentication Dial-
In User Service (Radius) to assign IP addresses to subscribers [255]. With this protocol, CPEs obtain
IP addresses, usually a single IPv4 address that multiplexes devices (NAT). This protocol specification
also supports the delegation of IPv6 addresses to subscribers [62,128,257]. If the CPE gets assigned an
IPv6 prefix, we say that the subscriber obtains IPv6 connectivity from the ISP. The raw traffic statistics
tell us later whether the subscriber’s devices make actual use of this IPv6 prefix.

Since not all devices within home networks support IPv6, the raw traffic statistics are necessary but not
sufficient to infer if a device within a subscriber’s premise can use IPv6. We use AAAA DNS requests as
an indicator for the presence of IPv6-speaking devices. Most dual-stack applications follow the happy-
eyeballs proposed standard (see [304]), and issue A as well as AAAA DNS requests. If the requested
service is available over IPv6 the device attempts to connect simultaneously to two addresses contained
in the DNS resource records (RRs); one being IPv6 and the other IPv4. An application that adheres
to the example implementation establishes then two TCP connections and uses the one that completed
the handshake faster. Some implementations introduce a preference towards IPv6. For example, Apple
devices issue an IPv6 connection immediately after a successful AAAA request if the A response did not
arrive already, or historical RTT data suggests a difference > 25 ms [264]. Given that most DNS clients
issue AAAA requests first [227], some dual-stack devices do not always attempt a connection on IPv4
and IPv6 although they issue requests for both RRs.

One important fact regarding IPv6-speaking devices is that many resolver libraries avoid suppressing
AAAA requests if there is no global —but just link-local—IPv6 connectivity. The rationale is that doing
so can lead to undesired situations [11]. Thus, we can use this information to further identify CPEs that
offer link-local IPv6 connectivity even if the ISP does not provide IPv6 connectivity to them.

Service connectivity. Assuming that the network that hosts a service supports IPv6 then a content
provider can make its service available over IPv6 by just updating its DNS AAAA and PTR resource
records (RRs) [219]. Henceforth, we can analyze DNS traffic to infer if a service is IPv6-ready by
looking for non-empty AAAA responses. However, as we may not be able to observe all AAAA RRs (e.g.,
if the clients are not IPv6 enabled), we complement passive data with active measurements.2

2We conducted these additional measurements shortly after the data collection.
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5.2.2 Measuring IPv6 usage

Once we are aware of the connectivity options of a service provider, we associate its services to traffic.
The main idea is to associate the DNS requests issued by an IP address to the network flows it generates,
i.e., reproduce the mapping between host names and server IPs for each subscriber. This problem has
been already explored (see, e.g., [90, 226, 240]). It is important to notice that for dual-stack networks
the IP addresses of the flows and those of the DNS traffic are not necessarily the same. Therefore,
we cannot directly use the source IP of a DNS request as a rendezvous. Instead, we keep track of the
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses assigned to each subscriber. Another caveat (as reported in related work) is
that we need to update this mapping according to the TTL values of the DNS response RRs. We are
aware that related studies have reported violations of the TTL field by clients [106, 226]. For example,
Callahan et al. [106] observe that 13% of the TCP connections use expired addresses and attribute it
to security features present in modern Web browsers. In this work we opt for a conservative approach
and strictly use the TTL expiration values. In addition, we do not consider negatively cached responses,
e.g., a service without a AAAA RR. Our rationale is that although negative answers should, in principle,
be cached according to the SOA record [71], some resolvers do not respect this [204]. The immediate
consequence is that at times we will not observe a AAAA request for services without AAAA RR and may
mis-attribute it to devices that do not support IPv6.

Annotation of flows. Following the aforementioned approach gives us the ability to annotate network
flows with the following information: i) the ISP has delegated an IPv6 prefix to the subscriber’s CPE,
and when possible also ii) the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) associated with the flow, and
iii) the subscriber issued an A and/or a AAAA DNS request. After collecting the trace we extend this
annotation with the following information: iv) the subscriber makes use of the IPv6 prefix, and iv) the
connectivity options for the FQDN, i.e., the service is available over IPv4 and/or IPv6.

5.2.3 Dataset

Having described our methodology, we next describe how the trace was collected and annotated. We
employ a custom tool built on top of the libtrace library [68] to produce two streams of data from raw
network data. The first stream consists of packet summaries. In particular, for every IP packet, this tool
reports the packet size, the protocol number, the SRC and DST IP addresses, and where applicable, the
port numbers. For TCP packets, it also records the flags (e.g., SYN), the SEQ, and ACK numbers. The
second stream consists of full-sized packets of DNS traffic (UDP port 53). At the same time we process
this stream, we obtain from the first one flow-level statistics. Namely, we aggregate the packet sum-
maries into the 5 tuple and expire inactive flows after 3600 s. For TCP flows we also compute the time
difference between a SYN packet and the packet acknowledging it.3 Given the location of our monitor
within the aggregation network, these “handshakes” only the capture wide-area delays (backbone RTTs)
and they do not include delays introduced by the access and the home network. Finally, we remark that
the data set was collected, processed, and analyzed at an isolated and secured segment infrastructure
of the ISP. The toolset operates in an automated fashion and anonymizes line ids and addresses before
writing the annotated flows to the disk. Table 5.1 summarizes the dataset collected for this study.

DNS transactions. We process 141.9M DNS transactions, each transaction being an A or a AAAA
request and a valid response.69.6% of these entries are of type A. 0.6% and 36.0% of the A and -
respectively- AAAA could not be resolved (empty response). The highest ratio of AAAA is because some
content is still not accessible over IPv6 (see §2.2.1). 39% of the A requests were over IPv6, and 28%

3We exclude from this computation flows accounting with retransmissions of packets with SYN flag set.
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Trace Total TCPv4 TCPv6 UDPv4 UDPv6

#bytes 64.5T 80.5% 10.7% 7.4% 1.1%
#flows 356.2M 53.1% 4.7% 18.2% 21.7%

Description: 45 h trace collected during winter 15/16 (12.9K DSLs)

Table 5.1: Dataset overview. Dissection of IP traffic by IP version and transport protocol

of the AAAA over IPv4. 91.1% of the requests are routed to a name server within the ISP (53% of them
over IPv6). The rest is distributed among different DNS providers.

Flow-level statistics. Table 5.1 shows the overall contribution of UDP and TCP traffic by IP version.
Unsurprisingly, TCPv4 dominates in terms of traffic volume. However, the share of IPv6 is substantial
(11.9%) specially when compared to older measurement studies at other vantage points [122,262]. Web
traffic sums up to 86.6% of the trace volume (13.5% over IPv6).4 We find that QUIC contributes 2.8% of
the overall trace volume (39.5% over IPv6). In terms of flows percentage, the share of UDPv6 flows is
well above the UDPv4 share. This is a bias introduced by DNS traffic: in this vantage point DNS
accounts for 71.0% of the UDP flows (75.3% of it over IPv6).

Classification coverage. We are able to associate up to 76.1% of the traffic to services (84.1% if
we consider just Web traffic). While our coverage statistics are consistent with the base results reported
in [226], we remark that ours are lower than related methods because our method i) does not use a warm-
up period to account for already cached DNS RRs, ii) relies on each subscriber’s own DNS traffic, and
iii) adheres to the TTL values included in DNS responses.

5.3 A dual-stack ISP perspective

5.3.1 Subscribers

We can find three classes of DSLs among the 12.9K subscriber lines of this vantage point: i) IPv4-only:
lines that do not get IPv6 connectivity from the ISP (17.3%), ii) IPv6-inactive: lines provisioned with
IPv6 connectivity but no IPv6 traffic (29.9%), and iii) IPv6-active: lines with IPv6 connectivity as well
as IPv6 traffic (52.9%).

IPv4-only subscribers. This set of lines corresponds to subscribers for which the ISP has still not
activated IPv6 connectivity (e.g., old contracts). They contribute to 12.0% of the overall trace volume.
26.6% of their traffic is exchanged with services that are available over IPv6. We notice that some
devices issue AAAA DNS requests, most likely because some CPEs create a link-local IPv6 network. In
fact, for 11.6% of the traffic related to IPv6 services we observe a AAAA request. This first observation is
relevant for IPv6-adoption studies, as it indicates that in some cases DNS traffic may not well reflect the
actual connectivity. In fact, it underlines that many devices are already prepared to use IPv6 connectivity
waiting for the ISP to take proper action.

IPv6-inactive subscribers. For 36.1% of the DSLs we do not observe any IPv6 traffic, despite the
CPEs get assigned IPv6 prefixes. One explanation is that some CPEs provision IPv6 connectivity, but
i) IPv6 is not enabled by default for the local network, or ii) the user disabled it. Other (less likely)
explanations are that none of the devices present at premises during the trace collection support IPv6
(e.g., Windows XP), or they do not contact services available over IPv6. This is unlikely, as 24.1% of
the traffic is exchanged with IPv6-ready services. We find that only 1.7% of the traffic can be associated

4TCP traffic on ports 80 and 8080 (HTTP), 443 (HTTPS), as well as UDP traffic on port 443 (QUIC).
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Service Subscribers Sum
IPv4-only IPv6-inactive IPv6-active

IPv4-only 5.4% 20.1% 22.4% 47.9%
IPv6-ready 3.2% 9.2% 15.4% 27.8%
IPv6-only 0.0% 0.0% < 0.1% < 0.1%
Unknown 3.4% 8.8% 12.1% 24.2%

Sum 11.9% 38.1% 49.8%

Table 5.2: Traffic contribution per subscriber and service provider according to their connectivity. In
contrast to IPv6-active DSLs, IPv6-inactive also provision IPv6 connectivity but do not gen-
erate IPv6 traffic.

with a AAAA request, probably because most devices suppress AAAA requests in the absence of a link-
local IPv6 address. Hence, in contrast to the previous category of subscribers, we cannot estimate the
amount of traffic that could be exchanged over IPv6 once the ISP grants them IPv6 connectivity.

IPv6-active subscribers. The share of IPv6 traffic for the rest of subscribers, those with IPv6 connec-
tivity and traffic, is almost twice (21.5%) that of the overall trace. If we only consider traffic exchanged
with services available over IPv6 the ratio is even higher (69.6%) probably because happy eyeballs dom-
inate and prefer IPv6. Indeed, 85.1% of the traffic exchanged with these services and annotated with an
A and a AAAA request is IPv6. This is important for service providers and operators, as it implies that
enabling IPv6 can increase the share of IPv6 traffic from/in dual-stack networks rapidly.

5.3.2 Service providers

We next shift our focus to service providers. For 76.1% of the traffic that we can associate to services,
63.2% is available only over IPv4, 36.6% over both operational versions of the IP protocol, and the
remainder apparently only over IPv6. Accordingly, we report in Table 5.2 the cross-product of the
different subscriber and service provider categories and their corresponding contribution to the traffic.
In the following, we elaborate on the characteristics of these three classes.

IPv4-only services. As expected, this set of services dominates the share of traffic (47.9%). How-
ever, for 36.2% of this traffic, we observe a preceding AAAA request, which implies that traffic has the
potential to be served over IPv6 if the corresponding providers enable IPv6.

IPv6-only services. We find around 500 services that appear to be available only over IPv6. They
account for less than 0.1% of the traffic. Manual inspection of these services reveals that most of them
are connectivity checkers. In addition, some service providers add specific strings to the host names,
which may appear to us as an IPv6-only service, e.g., both host.domain.org and hostv6.domain.org have
a AAAA RR, but only the former has an A RR.

IPv6-ready services. These services generate a non-negligible amount of traffic (27.8%). However,
having learned that many subscribers from this dual-stack network cannot use IPv6 it is not surprising
that the actual share of IPv6 traffic for these services is “just” 38.6%.

5.3.3 IP traffic

Table 5.2 reveals two upper bounds for the IPv6 traffic share. While IPv6-active subscribers contribute to
49.8% of the overall trace traffic, IPv6-ready services account for 27.8%. Not only these two percentages
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Figure 5.2: Barriers and intent for IPv6 traffic in a dual-stack ISP.

are well above the actual trace’s IPv6 share (11.9%), but also, their cross product is above it (15.4%).
Fueled by these observations, we proceed to study the root causes that lead to this situation.

IPv6 barriers. Figure 5.2(a) illustrates why traffic related to IPv6-ready services is exchanged over
IPv4. On the top of the Figure, we show a bar regarding all traffic in the trace according to the service
availability. As previously stated, 27.8% of the traffic relates to services available over IPv6. Never-
theless, most of it (61.4%) is actually exchanged over IPv4 (see middle bar). With the third bar we
illustrate why data is exchanged over IPv4 instead of IPv6. Most of this traffic (70.5%) is IPv4 because
the subscribers do not use IPv6 connectivity (IPv4-only and IPv6-inactive). We make two observations
for the remainder of this traffic (which is generated by IPv6-inactive subscribers). Most of it has no
associated AAAA request. This can be for two reasons. First, the device does not support IPv6. Sec-
ond, the application did not respect the TTL (see §5.2.2). For 40% of the IPv4 traffic from IPv6-active
subscribers to IPv6-ready services we observe a AAAA request. These are likely happy-eyeballs falling
back to IPv4.

IPv6 intent. Figure 5.2(b) illustrates how even though many devices are IPv6 ready, the service
providers cannot supply the demand of IPv6 traffic. We focus on traffic from IPv4-only services (top
bar). While the bar in the middle depicts how much of this traffic they exchange with each subscriber
category, the bottom bar shows the traffic characteristics for the IPv6-active subscribers. In particular,
we observe that clients issue AAAA requests for 62.5% of this traffic. We remark that the remainder
of this traffic is not necessarily generated by IPv4-only speaking devices, as negative caching for long
periods of times may bias our observations (§5.2.2).

Happy eyeballs. Having realized that parts of IPv4 traffic can be attributed to (un-)happy eyeballs, we
now study two metrics concerning dual-stack applications and devices, i.e., the RTT estimates and the
DNS resolution times (see [264]). Our RTT estimate corresponds to the backbone RTTs (§5.2.3). For the
DNS resolution time, we only consider transactions with non-empty responses and for which there are
just one request and one response in the same UDP flow. We aggregate these per host name and compute
the median only for those host names with at least 10 samples. We plot the ECDF for both metrics in
Figure 5.3. Generally, dual-stack services offer similar conditions, i.e., around 80% of the values are
within a range of 10 ms. Under such conditions, happy-eyeball implementations likely select IPv6, as
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indicated by our earlier results. This observation is important for service providers transitioning their
services, as it implies that with proper provisioning for IPv6 they can expect a significant increase of
IPv6 traffic if dual-stack consumer networks create most of their traffic. We also note that the final choice
of connectivity is subject to how different implementations adapt to network conditions [60,178,179].

5.3.4 Case studies

We next describe two case studies: a large content provider and a large CDN, which nicely illustrate
two opposite facets of the transition to IPv6. These providers contribute together to 35.7% of the overall
and 73.1% of the IPv6 traffic. Both providers operate various Autonomous Systems (ASNs) as well as
caches inside ISPs. To identify their traffic we rely on the origin ASN as derived from the IP addresses
in the flows. To identify traffic from caches, we obtain a list of the Fully Qualified Domain Names
(FQDNs) associated with IPs managed by these ASNs. We then search for flows within the ISP ASN
that have associated FQDNs in the list.

A large content provider. Our first case study is a content provider that actively supports and promotes
IPv6. 37.6% of its traffic is IPv6, and it alone contributes 69.9% of all IPv6 traffic in the trace. After
annotating 91.8% of the traffic with FQDNs, we corroborate that almost all content requested by users
at this vantage point is available over IPv6 (98.7%). IPv4-only and IPv6-inactive subscribers generate
74.1% of the IPv4 traffic while the share of IPv6 traffic for the IPv6-active subscribers is 70.5%. This
observation suggests that for this content provider the connectivity of the subscribers is the main obstacle
for the increase of IPv6 traffic.

A large CDN. We annotate 84.7% of this CDN traffic with FQDNs, and find consistent behavior
for data exchanged between IPv6-ready services and IPv6-active subscribers: the share is in this case
83.4%. However, only 2.5% of the traffic is IPv6; as only 3.3% of this CDN traffic relates to IPv6-ready
services. This implies that here the bottleneck for IPv6 is the server-side, since only 2.1% of the content
requested with a AAAA is actually exchanged over IPv6.

Transition to IPv6. Service providers willing to transition their services to IPv6 need to update the
corresponding DNS RRs. To illustrate the potential impact of this process on the share of IPv6 traffic,
we next concentrate on IPv4-only services. We present in Figure 5.4 an upper bound for the share
of IPv6 traffic when the top contributing FQDNs in terms of traffic enable IPv6. We produce two
estimates. The first one assumes that there are no changes in the subscribers connectivity. The second
one assumes that all subscribers become IPv6-active. Note, we do not take into consideration 24.2% of
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the bytes in the trace as we cannot associate them with a service. Enabling IPv6 connectivity for all
subscribers immediately doubles the upper bound for the IPv6 traffic share; but most important is that
if 10K services enable IPv6 at the same time, almost all data could be exchanged over IPv6. However,
as described earlier in this chapter, IPv4-only devices and happy-eyeballs fall-backs to IPv4 can reduce
this share.

5.4 Summary

We are very well aware that our vantage point is not representative of the Internet as a whole. While
this particular ISP promotes IPv6 connectivity, others opt to additionally deploy Carrier Grade NATs
to face IPv4 addresses scarcity. However, we argue that our observations most likely apply to other
dual-stack ISPs (e.g., [167]) as well. Hence, these observations can help operators and providers by
providing guidance on how to provision for IPv6 or insights on traffic dynamics during this phase. For
example, IPv4-only service providers could exchange up to 30% of their traffic over IPv6 if they enable
IPv6. By contrast, although 53% of the IPv4 traffic to IPv6-ready services involves subscribers whose
CPE most likely does not provide IPv6 connectivity to its home network, happy eyeballs usually choose
IPv6 over IPv4 (85%). We posit that IPv6 traffic shares will be subject to sudden increments in the
advent of virtualization techniques at the edge of the Internet [49]. Virtual CPEs [108] will make easier
for operators to transition their subscribers to IPv6 and troubleshoot IPv6-related problems. Avenues
for future work include a closer investigation of issues specific to devices and applications as well as a
characterization of happy-eyeballs fall-backs to IPv4.

The fundamental importance of the Internet’s transition to IPv6 is strongly reflected in the continuous
efforts within the research community to measure IPv6 adoption across the Internet. In this work, we
make a step further and study a less-known aspect thereof: IPv6 usage. We reveal obstacles hampering
IPv6 traffic in dual-stack ISPs, including applications falling back to IPv4, CPE configurations or the
broad lack of IPv6 support among service providers. In spite of such obstacles, we report a pronounced
increase, intent, and potential for growth regarding IPv6. We expect that the increasing IPv6 traffic
shares will eventually lead to provision proper IPv6 infrastructure, establish genuine interconnectivity,
and finally make IPv6 the first-class citizen on the Internet.

Our results show that a significant fraction of Web services are not available over IPv6, which has two
consequences. First, native IPv6 clients need to rely on mechanisms that grant them the ability to reach
Web content that is available only over IPv4. Second, as content providers transition to IPv6, subscribers
in dual-stack networks may experience different network conditions when browsing the Web, depending
on which IP protocol version they use. This observation motivates the next chapter: how large delays
introduced by over-sized buffers impair the Quality of Experience of an end-user.
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6
Transport: Impact of buffering on QoE

Improving Web performance has triggered the deployment of highly complex distributed systems on
the Internet. See for example the CDNs as described in Section §2.1.1. Sometimes these optimizations
can not help to counter certain bottlenecks, e.g., at the congested links of an under-provisioned access
network. While ISPs rely on traffic engineering to reduce the load on their networks and thereby improve
end-users Quality of Experience (QoE), network infrastructure components still require mechanisms to
mitigate transient congestion originating from TCP’s congestion control design. Packet buffers are, to
this end, widely deployed in routers. Their purpose is to “absorb” transient bursts and thereby reduce
packet loss at the cost of higher latencies.

Despite decades of operational experience and focused research efforts, standards for sizing and config-
uring buffers in network systems remain controversial. An extreme example of this is the recent claim
that excessive buffering –buffer bloat– can severely impact Internet services e.g., the Web browsing ex-
perience. The goal of this chapter is to evaluate the impact of buffer-sizing choices on QoE to pave the
way for more informed sizing decisions.

Unlike previous studies that consider Quality of Service (QoS) metrics (e.g., packet loss or through-
put) our study focuses on end-user Quality of Experience (QoE). The use of standardized QoE metrics
enables estimation of end-user perceived quality without involving human subjects. By using QoE met-
rics rather than conducting user studies, we are able to assess quality in an extensive sensitivity study
involving a broad range of buffer size and workload configurations. More precisely, we evaluate these
metrics over a wide range of end-user applications, (i.e., Web browsing, VoIP, and RTP video streaming)
and workloads in two realistic testbeds emulating access and backbone networks. Each application type
is analyzed over Internet-like traffic scenarios—without isolation in separate QoS classes—and over a
range of buffer sizes.

Our main observations are the following:

1. We mainly find network workload, rather than buffer size, to be the primary determinant of end-
user QoE. As intuitively expected, sustainable congestion impacts both QoS and QoE metrics by
keeping the queue of the bottleneck buffer filled. Large (bloated) buffers amplify this effect. In
the absence of congestion, however, (even bloated) buffer sizes impact QoS metrics, as observed
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by previous studies, e.g., [83], but affect QoE metrics only marginally. The good news for net-
work operators is that limiting congestion, e.g., via QoS or over-provisioning, can yield more
immediate QoE improvements than efforts to optimize buffering.

2. We show the perceptual (QoE) perspective on buffering to differ from the known QoS perspec-
tive. This further emphasizes the use of application specific and perceptual metrics in Internet
measurements. In this regard, the insights gained in this chapter serve as an example of the use
of QoE metrics for measurement studies.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section §6.1, we review buffer sizing schemes.
We present a passive measurement analysis on the prevalence of buffer bloat in Section §6.2. While in
Section §6.3 we present our methodology to investigate QoE degradations, we discuss our experimental
results in Section §6.4. Finally, we summarize our results in Section §6.5.

6.1 Background

The rule-of-thumb [181, 293] for dimensioning network buffers relies on the bandwidth-delay-product
(BDP) RTT ∗ C formula, where RTT is the round-trip-time and C is the (bottleneck) link capacity.
The reasoning is that, in the presence of few TCP flows, this ensures that the bottleneck link remains
saturated even under packet loss. This is not necessary for links with a large number of concurrent TCP
flows (e.g., backbone links). It was suggested in [293] and convincingly shown in [73, 83] that much
smaller buffers suffice to achieve high link utilizations. The proposal is to reduce buffer sizes by a factor
of
√

n as compared to the BDP, where n is the number of concurrent TCP flows [73]. Much smaller
buffer sizes have been proposed, e.g., drop-tail buffers with ≈ 20 − 50 packets for core routers [138].
However, these come at the expense of reduced link utilization [83]. This problem has been addressed by
a modified TCP congestion control control scheme that aims to maintain high link utilizations in small
buffer regimes [161]. For an overview of existing buffer sizing schemes we refer the reader to [294].

While the above discussion focuses on backbone networks, more recent studies focus on access net-
works, e.g., [130, 196, 218, 284], end-hosts [10], and 3G networks [169]. These studies find that exces-
sive buffering in the access network exists and can cause excessive delays (e.g., on the order of seconds).
This has fueled the recent bufferbloat debate [154, 302] regarding a potential degradation in Quality of
Service (QoS). Indeed, prior work has shown that buffer sizing impact QoS metrics. Examples include
network-centric aspects such as per-flow throughput [246], flow-completion times [205], link utiliza-
tions [83], packet loss rates [83], and fairness [296]. Sommers et al. studied buffer sizing from an
operational perspective by addressing their impact on service level agreements [274]. However, QoS
metrics and even SLAs do not necessarily reflect the actual implications for the end-user. A first step
towards investigating the impact of buffering on gaming QoE has been made in simulations for Poisson
traffic [266]. In the remainder of this chapter, we present a QoE centric study that broadly investigates
the impact of buffering and background traffic by using realistic testbed hardware and Internet like traffic
scenarios.

6.2 Buffering in the wild

Before investigating the impact of buffering on QoE, we first motivate our study by investigating the
occurrence of buffering in the wild. Our analysis is based on snapshots of Linux kernel level TCP
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statistics for 430 million randomly selected TCP/HTTP connections captured at a major Content Distri-
bution Network (CDN). The data was collected at different vantage points, located primarily in central
Europe, over a period of five months in 2011. All flows were established by end-users to retrieve con-
tent from the respective CDN caches, thus they capture typical Web browsing activity. This data corpus
represents a significant sample of Internet users. It includes 81 million unique IP addresses originating
from 22,490 autonomous systems (roughly 60% of the total advertised ASes when capturing the trace),
located in more than 220 countries. Due to the vantage point locations, 56% of the IPs are located in
central Europe.

We build our evaluation on smoothed RTT (sRTT) information reported in the data set. Smoothed RTT
values are estimated by the TCP stack using Karn’s algorithm and are provided by the kernel level TCP
statistics. For each TCP connection, the data set reports (i) the minimum sRTT, (ii) the average sRTT,
(iii) the maximum sRTT, and (iv) the number of samples. To evaluate the variability due to queuing,
we focus on flows that have at least 10 RTT samples. The distribution (PDF) of the logarithm of the
minimum, average, and maximum RTT is shown in Figure 6.1(a). The plot highlights that the average
and maximum RTT deviate significantly from the minimum RTT, which is one indicator of possible
queuing. Figure 6.1(b) underlines this intuition by showing the relationship of minimum and maximum
RTT per flow in a 2D histogram. The figure shows that the maximum RTT significantly differs from the
minimum RTT per flow, which further suggests the presence of queuing.

We estimate the queuing delay by evaluating the sRTT range (i.e., max-min) for each connection with
at least 10 RTT samples. The implicit assumption is that the minimum RTT accounts for an empty
queue and that queuing is the only source of delay variations. In general, additional factors such as
route changes and layer 2 delays—particularly prominent in wireless networks—also contribute to delay
variations. Since we cannot distinguish these factors from queuing delays, our estimation overestimates
queuing and thus yields an upper bound on the magnitude of queuing.

We show the PDF of the logarithm of the estimated queuing delay in Figure 6.1(c). Based on WHOIS
and DNS information, we split the complete data set into ADSL, Cable, and FTTH users and show their
respective queuing delay distribution. Using this scheme, we associate 70% the flows to ADSL users,
1.4% to Cable users, and 0.02% to FTTH users. Most of the user flows experience a modest amount of
queuing; 80% of all the flows experience less than 100ms of delay variation. Only 2.8% (1%) experience
excessive queuing delays of more than 500ms (1000ms). This corresponds to only 2.5% (2%) of the
observed hosts. We also consider user proximity to the CDN caches. Specifically, we examine flows
with minimum RTT ≤ 100ms. In this setting, even more flows experience modest amounts of queuing:
95% (99.9%) of all connections have a queuing delay of less than 100ms (1sec), respectively.

Recently, the issue of buffer bloat has attracted significant attention. The debate is based on observa-
tions (e.g., [196]) showing that bufferbloat can happen, rather than it does happen. Despite this lack of
empirical evidence, the bufferbloat argument has been used to motivate engineering changes in Internet
standards (e.g., [153]) and to motivate new AQM approaches (e.g., CoDeL [232]). Two very recent
studies examined the magnitude of the problem based on data from 118K [69] and 25K hosts [115],
respectively and concluded that the magnitude of bufferbloat is modest. Our results, based on a much
large data set of 80M hosts that is representative for a significant body of Internet users, further substan-
tiate these findings. We empirically study whether Internet users at large experience excessive delays
and we conclude that these do indeed occur, but only for a small number of flows and hosts. Thus—
despite what is often claimed by the bufferbloat community—our findings further confirm the modest
magnitude of excessive queueing delays. One explanation is that uplink capacity in the access, where
bufferbloat has been found, is seldom utilized.
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Figure 6.1: Occurrence of queuing in the wild

Our study of buffering in the wild is the starting point for our evaluation of the impact of buffering
on QoE, including the case of excessive buffering (bufferbloat). While we estimate the magnitude of
bufferbloat to be modest, its implications on QoE are largely unknown. For instance, a single delayed
flow can severely degrade the QoE of an entire HTTP transaction. To shed light on the QoE impact of
buffering, we first briefly introduce QoE, and then conduct a multi-factorial testbed study covering a
wide range of end-user applications, buffer configurations, and traffic scenarios.

We use a testbed driven approach to study the impact of buffer sizes on the user perception (QoE) of
common types of Internet applications: i) Voice over IP, ii) RTP/UDP video streaming as used in IPTV
networks, and iii) Web browsing.

6.2.1 Testbed setup

We consider two scenarios: i) an access network and ii) a backbone or core network. Each scenario is
realized in a dedicated testbed as shown in Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b). We use a testbed setup to have full
control over all parameters including buffer sizes and generated workload.

As most flows typically experience only a single bottleneck link, both testbeds are organized as a dumb-
bell topology with a single bottleneck link, configurable buffer sizes, and a client and a server network.
The hosts within the server (client) network on the left (right) side act as servers (clients), respectively.
In the backbone case we configured the bandwidth and the delays of all links symmetrically. For the
access network we use an asymmetric bottleneck link. In the backbone case we only consider data
transfers from the servers to the clients. For the access network we also include data uploads by the
clients—as they mainly triggered the bufferbloat debate [154].

The access network testbed, see Figure 6.2(a), consists of two Gigabit switches, four quad-core hosts
equipped with 4 GB of RAM and multiple Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. Moreover, two hosts are equipped
with a NetFPGA 1 Gb card each. The hosts are connected via their internal NICs to the switch to realize
the client/server side network. The NetFPGA cards run the Stanford Reference Router software and
are thus used to realize the bottleneck link. Thus the NetFPGA router and the multimedia hosts are
located on the same physical host. As the NetFPGA card is able to operate independent of the host,
it does not impose resource contention. The right NetFPGA router acts as the home router, aka DSL
modem, whereas the left one acts as the DSLAM counterpart of the DSL access networks. To capture
asymmetric bandwidth of DSL we use the hardware capabilities of the NetFPGA card to restrict the
uplink and downlink capacities to approximately 1 respectively 16 Mbit/s. We use hardware to introduce
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(a) Testbed for the access network

(b) Testbed for the backbone network

Figure 6.2: Testbed design for studying the impact of excessive buffering on QoE.

a 5 ms respectively 20 ms delay between the client (server) network and the routers. The 5 ms delay
corresponds to DSL with 16 frame interleaving or to the delays typical for cable access networks [78].
The 20 ms account for access and backbone delays. While we acknowledge that delays to different
servers vary according to a network path, a detailed study of path delay variation is beyond the scope
of this dissertation. This is also the reason we decided to omit WiFi connectivity which adds its own
variable delay characteristics due to layer-2 retransmissions. Instead, we focus on delay variations
induced by buffering.

To be able to scale up the background traffic to the backbone network, see Figure 6.2(b), we include
eight hosts, four clients and four servers. Each has again a quad-core CPU, 4 GB of RAM, and multiple
Gigabit Ethernet network interfaces. The client/server networks are connected via separate Gigabit
switches, Cisco 6500s, to backbone grade Cisco 12000GSR routers. Instead of using 10 Gbit/s and
soon to be 100 Gbit/s interfaces for the bottleneck link, we use an OC3 (155 Mb/s nominal) link. The
reason for this is that we wanted to keep the scale of the experiments reasonable, this includes, e.g., the
TCPDump files of traffic captures. Moreover, scaling down allows us to actually experience bufferbloat
given the available memory within the router. We use multiple parallel links between the hosts, the
switch, and the router so that it is possible for multiple packets to arrive within the same time instance
at the router buffer. With regards to the delays we added a NetPath delay box with a constant one-way
delay of 30 ms to the bottleneck link. 30 ms delay roughly corresponds to the one-way delay from
the US east to the US west coast. We again note, that the path delays in the Internet are not constant.
However, variable path delays are beyond the scope of this dissertation. Instead we focus on delay
variability induced by buffering. Moreover, we eliminate most synchronization potential by our choice
of workload (see §6.3.1). To gather statistics and to control the experiments we always use a separate
Ethernet interface on the hosts as well as a separate physical network (not shown).
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Uplink Downlink
Buffer Size Delay Scheme Delay Scheme

8 98 ≈ BDP 6 min
16 198 12
32 395 24
64 788 49 ≈ BDP

128 1,583 97
256 3,167 max 195 max

Table 6.1: Access-network testbed: Buffer
size configurations(in packets) and
corresponding maximum queuing
delay (in ms)

Buffer Size Delay Scheme

8 0.6 ≈ TinyBuf
28 2.2 Stanford

749 58 ≈ BDP
7490 580 10× BDP

Table 6.2: Backbone-network testbed: Buffer
size configurations(in packets) and
corresponding maximum queuing
delay (in ms)

6.3 Methodology: Testbed-driven measurements

6.3.1 Traffic scenarios

We use the Harpoon flow level network traffic generator [275] to create a number of congestion scenarios
which range from no background traffic (noBG) to fully overloading (short-overload) the bottleneck
link. Congestion causes packets from both the background traffic as well as the application under study
to be queued or dropped just before the bottleneck link. Depending on the fill grade of the buffer, the
size of the buffer, and the link speed, this will increase the RTT accordingly (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2).
Overall, we use 12 scenarios for the access testbed and 6 for the backbone. We consider more for the
access to distinguish on which links (i.e., upstream, downstream, or both) the congestion is subjected
to.

In terms of the traffic that imposes the congestion we distinguish two different kinds of scenarios (see
Tables 6.3 and 6.4): (i) long-lived TCP flows (long) and (ii) long-tailed file sizes to be able to resemble
self-similar traffic as seen in today’s networks (e.g., in core networks). For the latter, we choose Weibull
distributed file sizes with a shape of 0.35 as their mean and standard deviation are finite as opposed to
those of the often used Pareto distributions with a shape > 2. The generated traffic results in a mixture of
bursty short-lived and long-lived flows with a mean of 50 KB. As the number of short flows dominates
the number of long flows we refer to these scenarios as “short”.

For scenarios with long-lived flows (long) we use flows of infinite duration. In this case the link utiliza-
tion is almost independent of the number of concurrent flows. For long-tailed file sizes the workload of
each scenario is controlled via the number of concurrent sessions that Harpoon generates. A session in
Harpoon is supposed to mimic the behavior of a user [275] with a specific interarrival time, a file size
distribution, and other parameters. We used the default parameters except for the file size distribution.
In addition, we rescaled the mean of the interarrival time for the access network, as Harpoon’s default
parameters are geared towards core networks with a larger number of concurrent flows. For the access
network we distinguish between few and many concurrent flows which results in medium and high load
for the downstream direction and high load for the upstream, see Table 6.5. To impose different levels
of congestion we adjusted the number of sessions for the backbone scenario to result in low, medium,
high, and overload scenarios which correspond to link utilizations as shown in Table 6.6.

We checked that all hosts are using a TCP variant with window scaling. Due to the Linux version
used the background traffic uses TCP-Reno in the backbone and TCP BIC/TCP CUBIC for the access.
However, note that this does not substantially impact the QoE results as the applications VoIP and video
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Scenario Workload type Flow Interarrival File Size # Sessions
Distribution Distribution Up Down

noBG No bg. traffic – – – –

short-few
Upstream

exp(λ = 1
2 ) weibull(k = 0.35, λ = 10039)

1 –
Bidirectional 1 8
Downstream – 8

short-many
Upstream

exp(λ = 1
2 ) weibull(k = 0.35, λ = 10039)

1 –
Bidirectional 1 16
Downstream – 16

long-few
Upstream

– ∞
1 –

Bidirectional 1 8
Downstream – 8

long-many
Upstream

– ∞
8 –

Bidirectional 8 64
Downstream – 64

Table 6.3: Workload configurations for the access network testbed

Scenario Flow Interarrival File Size # Sessions #flows
Distribution Distribution Up Down

noBG – – – – –

short-low exp(λ = 1) weibull(k = 0.35, λ = 10039) – 3*10 18

short-medium exp(λ = 1) weibull(k = 0.35, λ = 10039) – 3*30 49

short-high exp(λ = 1) weibull(k = 0.35, λ = 10039) – 3*60 206

short-overload exp(λ = 1) weibull(k = 0.35, λ = 10039) – 3*256 2170

long exp(λ = 1) ∞ – 3*256 675

Table 6.4: Workload configurations for the backbone network testbed

Scenario Workload Type Link Utilization [%] Packet Loss [%]
Mean Sd

Up Down Up Down Up Down

noBG – – – – – –

short-few
Upstream 98.9 0.3 0.7 0.1 34.7 0
Bidirectional 95 8.5 5.6 15.2 58.6 0.7
Downstream 27.8 44.1 13.7 25.1 1.4 3

short-many
Upstream 98.9 0.3 0.7 0.1 33.1 0
Bidirectional 93.3 10.7 4.3 20.1 60.9 1.3
Downstream 53.8 78.7 12.8 23.5 4 4.5

long-few
Upstream 99 0.2 0.7 0.1 33.1 0
Bidirectional 71.9 83.1 8.9 12.6 41.7 0.6
Downstream 39.5 99.9 1.9 0.6 0.1 0.5

long-many
Upstream 98.9 0.3 0.7 0 14.4 0
Bidirectional 83.8 61.8 11.2 26.4 60.7 0.2
Downstream 68.5 99.6 3.9 4.9 0.03 9.3

Table 6.5: Traffic statistics for the access network testbed under workload using the BDP rule-of-thumb
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Scenario Link Utilization [%] Packet Loss [%]
Mean Sd

Up Down Up Down Up Down

noBG – — – – – –

short-low – 16.5 – 11.6 – 0

short-medium – 49.5 – 18.8 – 0

short-high – 98 – 6.5 – 0.2

short-overload – 99.7 – 2.2 – 5.2

long – 99.7 – 0.1 – 3.8

Table 6.6: Traffic statistics for the backbone network testbed under workload using the BDP rule-of-
thumb

rely on UDP and the Web page is relatively small. Moreover, since the results are consistent it suggests
that using a TCP variant optimized for high latency does not change the overall behavior even when the
buffers are large.

6.3.2 Buffer configurations

One key element of our QoE study is the buffer size configurations. Buffers are everywhere along the
network path including at the end-hosts, the routers, and the switches. The most critical one is at the
bottleneck interface, the only location where packet loss occurs. Therefore we focus on these and rely on
default parameters for the others. For the bottleneck we choose a range of different buffer sizes, some
reflect existing sizing recommendations, some are chosen to be small other large in order to capture
extremes. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize the buffer size configurations in terms of number of packets
and shows the corresponding queuing delays.

For the access network we choose buffer sizes of powers of two, ranging from 8 to 256 packets. 256
is the maximum supported buffer size by the Stanford Reference Router software. For our choice of an
asymmetric link (recall 1 Mbps uplink/16 Mbps downlink) the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) corre-
sponds to roughly 8 and 64 packets, respectively. Since this set of buffer sizes yields delays up to buffer
bloat, we consider the buffer configurations to approximate home router behavior.

For the backbone network we use i) the same minimum buffer size of 8 packets, which resembles the
TinyBuffer scheme [138], depending on the largest congestion window achieved by the workloads. In
addition, we use ii) 749 full-sized packets which corresponds to the BDP formula given an RTT of 60 ms,
iii) 28 packet which corresponds to the Stanford scheme [73], i.e., BDP/

√
n, where n = 3 ∗ 256 is the

maximum number of concurrent for short-low, short-medium, short-high, and long (see Table 6.4),
and iv) 10× BDP packets an excessive buffering scheme.

6.4 Experimental results

After having designed the testbeds and corresponding workload and buffer configurations, we proceed
to study the impact of excessive buffering on QoE. In this section, we first provide a brief QoS study,
and continue with three different applications: Web, VoIP, and RTP video-streaming.
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Figure 6.3: Mean queuing delay (in ms) for the access networks testbed with different buffer size (x-
axis) and workload (y-axis) configurations. Delays that significantly degrade the QoE of
interactive applications (ITU-T Rec. G.114) are colored in red.

6.4.1 QoS

To highlight the potential importance of the buffer configuration on latencies, network utilization, and
packet loss—the typical QoS values—we start our study with a detailed look at the background traffic.
While the story is relatively straight forward for the backbone scenario, it is more complicated for the
access network as the number of concurrent flows is smaller and there are subtle interactions between
upstream and downstream.

To illustrate how the workloads and buffer sizes effect real-time applications, we conducted experiments
to measure the latency introduced by the buffers. For this purpose we use the detailed buffer utilization
statistics of the FPGA cards. Figure 6.3 shows the corresponding mean delays as heatmaps. We use
three different heatmaps: one each for downstream/upstream workload only and one for combined up-
and downstream workload. Each heatmap has two subareas—one for upstream at the top and one for
downstream at the bottom. Each heatmap cell show the mean delay for a specific buffer size config-
uration and workload scenario, measured over two hours. The color of the heatmap cells correspond
to categories of the ITU-T Recommendation G.114 which classifies delays based on their potential to
degrade the QoE of interactive applications: green (light gray) is acceptable, orange (medium gray)
problematic, and red (dark gray) causes problems.

In principle, we see that larger buffers sizes can increase the delays significantly independent of the
workload. For the downlink direction the maximum delay is less than 200 ms. However, this can differ
for the uplink direction. In particular, we observe delays of up to three seconds for larger–over-sized–
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Figure 6.4: Link utilization for an asymmetric access link with various buffer sizes. The uplink and the
downlink are simultaneously congested by 8 and 64 long-lived TCP flows, respectively.

buffers when the upstream is used for the uplink direction. This is almost independent of the workload.
Overall, these delays are consistent with observations by Gettys [302] which started the bufferbloat
discussion. Given these high latencies, we investigate the link utilization. Figure 6.4 shows a boxplot
of the link utilization for the various buffer sizes in the scenario with simultaneously downloads and
uploads (bidirectional workloads). The left/right half focuses on the downlink/uplink utilization. The
uplink utilization is almost 100% while the downlink utilization ranges from 20% to 100%. Consistent
with related work, we see that very small buffers can lead to underutilization while very large buffers
can lead to large delays.

Comparing these link utilizations to those with no upstream workload (not shown) we find that, for
bidirectional workloads, the buffer configurations below the BDP do not always fully utilize the down-
link direction. Buffer sizes that correspond to the BDP yield full downlink utilization in the absence
of upload workload, but not with concurrent download and upload activities. This phenomena can be
explained by the queuing delay introduced by bloated uplink buffers that virtually increase the BDP thus
rendering the downlink under-buffered. Related work coined the problem of bidirectional TCP flows
that influence each other data pendulum [172]. In contrast to related work, our analysis highlights inter-
dependencies between buffers and suggests that buffers should not be sized independent of each other.
The phenomenon of low link utilization can be mitigated by counter-intuitively “bloating” the downlink
buffer. Considering the delays observed in Figure 6.3(b), the BDP increases beyond the initial buffer
size of 64 to 835 full sized packets. Note, that we can get full link utilization for buffers of smaller than
835 packets as we have a sufficient number of concurrent flows active.

In summary, the latency introduced by the buffers in home routers, aka, the uplink, might not only
i) harm real-time traffic applications (due to excessive buffering), but also ii) drastically reduce TCP
performance (due to insufficient buffering) in case of bidirectional workloads in asymmetric links. In
effect it invalidates the buffer dimensioning assumptions due to the increase in RTT.

6.4.2 Web QoE

We next move to Web browsing, our first application under study. The Web browsing experience (We-
bQoE) can be quantified by two main indicators [135]. One is the page loading time (PLT), which is
defined as the difference between a Web page request time and the completion time of rendering the
Web page in a browser. Another one is the time for the first visual sign of progress. In this chapter we
consider PLT of information retrieval tasks, for which there exists an ITU QoE model (i.e., G.1030 [45])
to map page loading times to user scores.
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Figure 6.5: MOS scale for video and Web

We note that WebQoE does not directly depend on packet loss artifacts, but rather on the completion time
of underlying TCP flows. Thus, factoring in various workloads and buffer sizing configurations—which
influence the TCP performance—is particularly relevant for understanding WebQoE from a network
only perspective. Given that the PLT as measured in a browser can be approximated from flow comple-
tion times as parameter, is sometimes considered as a QoS parameter. Since the applied G.1030 model
logarithmically maps PLT to QoE, it can be misbelieved QoS parameters can (always) be mapped to
QoE. We therefore note that other QoE models are of higher complexity as different input parameter
are used that cannot be directly derived from a QoS parameters, e.g., speech signals as used in Sec-
tion 6.4.3.

Approach

To evaluate the WebQoE, we map the PLT to a user score z by using the ITU Recommendation
G.1030 [45] specified for Web information retrieval tasks. We consider the one-page version of the
ITU model, which logarithmically maps single PLT’s to scores in the range z ∈ [1, 5] (i.e., 5: excellent,
4: good, 3: fair, 2: poor, 1: bad, as shown in Figure 6.5. This mapping uses six seconds as the maxi-
mum PLT, i.e., mapping to a “bad” QoE score. The minimum PLT—mapping to “excellent”—is set to
0.56 (0.85) seconds for access (backbone) scenario, due to different RTTs.

We remark that WebQoE research has advanced beyond factors captured in the applied ITU G.1030 [45]
model. This concerns the impact of distraction factors such as noise or traffic on quality percep-
tion [166], task and content dependent factors [279], or task completion times and loading pattern [280].
These advances have, however, not yet converged to a revised model that is applicable in this study. Be-
yond additional factors, WebQoE research addresses the need for interactive Web use that goes beyond
information retrieval tasks which follow request response pattern [136]. We remark that no QoE models
fully addresses interactive Web usage (such as AJAX requests), which is why we must leave this as-
pect for future work. For the information retrieval scenario considered in this section, however, recent
findings suggest the logarithmic dependency of waiting time and QoE [136, 280]—as used in applied
G.1030 model—to remain valid. We thus stick to using ITU Recommendation G.1030 [45] as the cur-
rent standard for assessing WebQoE.

To measure the PLT’s, we consider a single static Web page, located in one of the testbed servers, and
consisting of: one html file, one CSS file, and two medium JPEG images (sized to 15, 5.8, 30, and
30 KB, respectively). The Web page is loaded within 14 RTTs, including the TCP connection setup and
teardown. Choosing a relatively small Web page size was inspired by the frequently accessed Google
front page designed to quickly load. To retrieve this Web page we use the wget tool which measures
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Figure 6.6: WebQoE Backbone: Median MOS (color) and page loading times (text) with different buffer
size (x-axis) and workloads (y-axis).

the transfer time. wget is configured to sequentially fetch the Web page and all of its objects in a single
persistent HTTP/1.0 TCP connection without pipelining. We point out that, as static Web pages have
constant rendering times, it suffices to rely on wget rather than on a specific Web browser.

To further analyze the page retrieval performance, we rely on full packet traces capturing the HTTP
transactions. We analyze the loss process of the captured TCP flows using the tcpcsm tool estimating
retransmission events. We further measure the RTT during each experiment. We denote PLTs as RTT
dominated if a significant portion of the PLT consists of the RTT component expressed by 14 ∗ RTT .
Similarly, we denote PLTs as loss dominated if the increase in PLT can be mainly attributed to TCP
retransmissions.

Backbone networks results

The median PLT and the corresponding QoE scores in the backbone setup are shown as a heatmap in
Figure 6.6. As in the access scenario, the heatmap shows buffer sizes on the x-axis and the workload
configuration on the y-axis. Each cell is colored according to the MOS scale from Figure 6.5 and
displays the median PLT of 500 Web page retrievals.

The baseline results (noBG) show median page loading times of ≈ 0.8 seconds. These loading times
are mainly modulated by 14 × RTT (RTT = 60 ms, see § 6.2.1) needed to fully load the page (RTT
component), making them higher than in the access network scenarios that has lower RTTs. In this
scenario, the distribution of page loading times generally yields a slightly better performance for buffer
sizes greater than or equal to the BDP; for these buffer configurations Web pages load up to 200 ms
faster (80th percentile not shown in the figure). The short-low scenario yields similar results despite the
existence of background traffic.

We observe the first PLT degradations in the short-medium scenario for the 8 and 28 packets buffer
configurations. In these cases, PLTs are affected by packet losses causing TCP retransmissions, while
the 749 (BDP) and 7490 packet buffers absorb bursts and prevent retransmissions. As in the previous
case, Web pages load up to 200 ms faster (80th percentile not shown in the figure). The degradations in
PLT are, however, small and only marginally affect the QoE score.

Degradations in the short-high scenario are twofold; while packet losses mainly affect the QoE for
the 8 and 28 packets buffers, queuing delays degrade the QoE for the larger buffers. This effect is more
pronounced in the short-overload and long scenarios that impose a higher link load. In these scenarios,
the degradations for the 8 and 28 buffers are mainly caused by packet losses. The 749 and especially
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Figure 6.7: WebQoE Access: Median MOS (color) and page loading times (text) with different buffer
size (x-axis) and workloads (y-axis).

the large 7490 buffer affected flow by introducing significant queuing delays; while the RTT doubles
for the 749 buffer configuration, it increases by a factor of 10 for the 7490 buffer. Comparing short-
overload to long for the 8, 28 and 749 buffer size yields a higher number of retransmissions in the long
scenario, degrading the PLT. Concerning the PLT, short buffers of 8 and 28 packets show faster PLT for
the short-high, short-overload, and long scenarios. However, improvements in the PLT do not help to
generally improve the QoE as the PLTs are already high, causing bad QoE scores.

Our findings highlight the trade-off between packet loss and queuing delays. While larger buffers pre-
vent packet losses and therefore improve the PLT in cases of less utilized queues/links, the introduced
queuing delays degrade the performance in scenarios of high buffer/link utilization. In the latter, shorter
buffers improve the PLT by avoiding large queuing delays, despite the introduced packet losses. The
“right” choice in buffer size therefore depends on the utilization of the link and the buffer.

Access network results

Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) show heatmaps of the median Web browsing quality (MOS) for the access
network. Each cell in the heatmap shows the median PLT of 300 Web page retrievals per buffer size
(x-axis) and workload scenario (y-axis) combination. The heatmap is colored according to Figure 6.5.

The baseline results, namely the ones without background traffic, are shown in the bottom row of each
heatmap part, labeled noBG. The fastest PLT that can be achieved in this testbed is ≈ 0.56s. As all of
the cells are green (light gray), we can conclude that in principle each scenario almost supports excellent
browsing quality and that any impairment is due to congestion. In this respect, it turns out that, even
without background traffic, the WebQoE can be degraded by (too) small buffers, e.g., 8 packets. Due
to packet losses causing retransmissions, the PLT is increased to 1 second thereby changing the user
perceived quality.

Download activity. Figure 6.7(a) focuses on the scenarios when there is congestion on the downlink.
For the short-few scenario the downlink is not fully utilized, thus most scores do not deviate much from
the baseline results. With this type of moderate workload browsing can benefit from the capacity of
large buffers to absorb transient bursts and reduce packet losses. For instance, configuring the buffers
size to 256 packets reduces the PLTs to the baseline results (as opposed to PLTs of 0.8s for the smallest
buffer configuration). Likewise, for the short-many scenario, which involves more competing flows
and imposes a higher link utilization, big buffers generally reduce PLTs. As the queueing delays for
these scenarios are not excessive, i.e., they are bounded by 192 ms, see Tables 6.1 and 6.2, large buffers
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do in fact improve the QoE by limiting the loss rate. Bufferbloat is visible for the long-few scenario,
where the median PLT increases with the buffer size, as the PLT is dominated by RTTs caused by large
queuing delays. As for the previous scenario, the effects of various buffer sizes are clearly perceived by
the end-user (yet in a different manner).

In contrast, the buffer size does not change the WebQoE in the long-many scenario. The larger number
of competing flows reduces the per-flow capacity and lets the PLT increases beyond the users’ accep-
tance threshold. Therefore, the perceived QoE, in contrast to the previous configuration, can not be
improved by adjusting the buffer size. Nevertheless, from a QoS perspective, configuring an appropri-
ate buffer size can let Web pages to load 2 seconds faster. This is not as straightforward since it involves
considering the trade-off between small buffers (packet losses) and large buffers (combined effect of
packet losses and large RTTs).

Upload activity. Figure 6.7(b) focuses on the scenarios when there is congestion on the uplink.
As expected, congesting the uplink seriously degrades the link overall performance and thereby also
the WebQoE. The perceived quality is degraded to the minimum for every buffer size configuration
of the scenarios short-many, short-few, and the long-many. The only scenario where the browsing
experience is slightly more acceptable is the long-few scenario if buffers are small. Such configuration
reduces the median PLT from 20 to 1.3 seconds, which maps to a fair quality rating. From a QoS
perspective, the figure shows that the PLT and the buffer size are strongly correlated to the QoE. A wise
decision on the dimensioning of the buffers can reduce the PLT from 24.4 to 3.8 seconds (long-many).
However, and in line with the previous observations, such reductions do not generally suffice to change
the user perceived (bad) quality.

Combined upload and download activity. In the case of workloads in both, the uplink and downlink
direction (not shown), the QoE is dominated by the upload activity. However, due to lower overall
link utilization and shorter queueing delays (see §6.4.1), the median PLT are less than for the scenarios
involving only uploads. The resulting scores generally map to bad quality scores; only the long-few
workload shows better QoE for buffers ≤ 128 packets.

Key findings

Our observations fall into two categories: i) When the link is low to moderately loaded, larger buffers
(e.g., BDP or higher) help minimizing the number of retransmissions that prolong the page transfer time
and thus degrade WebQoE. ii) When the link utilization is high, however, this increases RTT and thus the
page transfers become RTT dominated. Also, loss recovery times increase. Therefore, smaller buffers
yield better WebQoE despite a larger number of losses. However, the impact of the buffer size on the
QoE metric page loading time is ultimately marginal, although the QoS metric page loading time sees
significant improvements. While this may seem weird at first, let us consider a twofold improvement of
the page loading time from 9 seconds to 5 seconds. This improvement is large for the QoS metric, but
it is insignificant for the QoE metric, as both 9 and 5 seconds map to “bad” QoE scores regardless the
QoS performance.

6.4.3 Voice over IP (VoIP)

In IP networks speech signals can be impaired by QoS parameters (e.g., packet loss, jitter, and/or delay),
talker echo, codec and audio hardware related parameters, etc. Regarding QoS parameters, packet
losses directly degrade speech quality as long as forward error correction is not used as is typical today.
Network jitter can result in losses at the application layer as the data arrives after its scheduled play-out
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time. Moreover, excessive delays impairs any bidirectional conversation as it changes the conversational
dynamics in turn taking behavior.

Approach

We use a set of 20 speech samples recommended by the ITU [44] for speech quality assessment. Each
sample is an error-free recording of a male or female Dutch speaker, encoded with G.711.a (PCMA)
narrow-band audio codec, and lasts for eight seconds. Each of the 20 samples is automatically streamed,
using the PjSIP library, over our two evaluation testbeds, see § 6.3 and subjected to the various work-
loads. PjSIP uses the typical protocol combination of SIP and RTP for VoIP. We remark that we do not
consider other situational factors such as the users’ expectation (e.g., free vs. paid call) [224] which can
also affect the perceived speech quality (see § 2.3.2). For the VoIP QoE assessment, we separately eval-
uate speech signal degradations and conversational dynamics, using two widely used and standardized
QoE models: PESQ and E-Model. Individual scores are combined to the final QoE score.

Speech signal degradations. To assess the speech quality of each received output audio signal,
relative to the error-free sample signal, we use the Perceptual Speech Quality Measure (PESQ) [42]
as standardized model. PESQ takes as input both the error-free audio signal and the perturbed audio
signal, and computes the QoE score z1. Note that while z1 is influenced by loss and jitter, the QoE
estimation is signal based and not a function of QoS parameters. The influence of loss and jitter on z1
can therefore not be quantified.

Conversational dynamics. The PESQ model only accounts for the perceived quality when listening to
a remote speaker but does not account for conversational dynamics, e.g., for humans taking turns and/or
interrupting each other. This can be impaired by excessive delays and thus can degrade the quality of the
conversation significantly [188, 224, 250, 263]. Thus, according to the ITU-T recommendation G.114
one-way delays should be below 150 ms (or at most 400 ms). Therefore, we measure the packet delay
during the VoIP calls. We now use the delay impairment factor of the ITU-T E-Model [43] to get a
score z2. We remark that even though z2 is computed using a standardized and widely used model, it
is subject to an intense debate within the QoE literature as there is a dispute about the impact of delay
on speech perception [137,188,250]. Among the reasons is that the delay impact depends on the nature
of the conversational task (e.g, reading random numbers vs. free conversation) as well as the level of
interactivity required by the task [188]. Thus, there can be mismatches between the quality ratings of
the E-Model and tests conducted with subjects.

Overall score. The range of the score z1, which captures loss and jitter, is [1, 5]. We remap it to
[0, 100] according to [281]. The range of the score z2, capturing the delay impairment, is [0, 100]. Note,
the semantics of z1 and z2 are reversed: a large value for z1 reflects an excellent quality; however, a
large value for z2 reflects a bad quality, and vice-versa. We combine the two scores to an overall one
as follows: z = max {0, z1 − z2}. Thus, if z1 is good (i.e., due to negligible loss and jitter), but the
z2 is bad (i.e., due to large delays), then the overall score z is low, reflecting a poor quality and vice-
versa. Finally, we map z to the MOS scale [1, 5] according to the ITU-T recommendation P.862.2, see
Figure 6.8; in the end, low values correspond to bad quality and high values to excellent quality.

Backbone networks results

Similar to the access network scenario, we show the voice quality in the backbone network scenario as
a heatmap in Figure 6.9. The heatmap shows the median MOS for unidirectional audio from the left to
the right side of the topology per buffer size (x-axis) and workload scenario (y-axis). Each cell in the
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Figure 6.9: VoIP Backbone: Median Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) for voice calls with different buffer
size (x-axis) and workload (y-axis) configurations.

heatmap is based on 2000 VoIP calls. Here, each speech sample is send 100 times which is possible as
the total number of scenarios is smaller. Notice, the bottom row label noBG shows the baseline results
for an idle backbone without background traffic.

While the effects of the buffer size are less pronounced, the nature of the background traffic (long
vs. short-*) and the link utilization (short-low to short-overload) are more significant. The type of
workload can drastically degrade the quality score. Concretely, low to medium utilization levels as
imposed by the scenarios short-low and short-medium, respectively, are close to the baseline results.
In contrast, more demanding workloads such as the scenarios short-high and long, leading to higher
link utilizations, and result in more than 1 point reductions in the MOS scale. Further, the aggressiveness
of the workload further decrease the quality; the median MOS for the short-overload workload is 1.5
and thus significantly lower than for short-high and long that also lead to high link utilizations.

In general, the quality scores are, on a per workload basis, fairly stable across buffer-configurations
below the BDP (749 packets). In these cases, we only observe small degradation of 0.4 points for the
scenario long workload for the smallest buffer configuration. However, buffer configurations larger
than the BDP, i.e, 7490 packets, lead to excessive queuing delays, which in turn lead to significant
quality degradations of the z2 delay impairment component. For example, the scores corresponding to
the scenarios long and short-overload workloads have MOS values of almost half of their counterpart
with the BDP configuration.

Access networks results

Figures 6.10(a) and 6.10(b) show heatmaps of the median call quality (MOS) for the access networks.
Each cell in the heatmap shows the median MOS of 200 VoIP calls (each speech sample is send 10
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Figure 6.10: VoIP Access: Median Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) for voice calls with different buffer
size (x-axis) and workload (y-axis) configurations. The heatmaps for the access networks
include inbound calls (user listens) and outbound calls (user talks).

times) per buffer size (x-axis) and workload scenario (y-axis) combination. The heatmap is colored
according to the color scheme of Figure 6.8. The heatmap is divided into two parts (i) when user talks
(upper part) and (ii) when the user listens to the remote speaker (bottom part).

The baseline results, namely the ones without background traffic are shown in the bottom row of each
heatmap part, labeled noBG. They reflect the achievable call quality of the scenarios. As all of them are
green, we can conclude that in principle each scenario supports excellent speech quality and that any
impairment is due to congestion and not due to the buffer size configuration per se.

Download activity. Figure 6.10(a) focuses on the scenarios when there is congestion in the downlink.
As there is no explicit workload in the uplink, one may expect that only the “user listens” part is effected
but not the “user talks” part. This is only partially true as the “user talks” part of the heatmap shows
deviations of up to 0.8 MOS points from the baseline score. These degradations are explained by the
substantial number of TCP ACK packets, reflected by higher link utilizations (not shown). Recall, the
uplink capacity is 1/16th only of the downlink capacity.

The degradations in “user listens” part of the heatmap are, as expected, more pronounced then for the
“user talks” part. However, there are also significant differences according to the workload and the
buffer configurations. For instance, with buffers sizes of 64 packets the long-many workload yields a
median MOS of 2.8, whereas the long-few workload yields a median MOS of 3.5. Interestingly, even
though the short-few workload does not fully utilize the downlink, i.e., less than 50% (not shown), it
gets scores worse than a workload with higher link utilization, e.g., long-few. This is due to the higher
jitter that is imposed by the large changes in link utilization and thus in the buffer utilization. With
regards to buffer sizes we in general observe the worst scores for the larger buffer configurations, i.e.,
256 packets due to the added delays. However, the best scores only deviate by 0.7 MOS points from this
worst score (e.g., for the 8 packets buffer), suggesting that smaller buffers do not significantly improve
audio quality. We conclude that the level and kind of workload has a more significant effect than the
size of the buffer.

Upload activity. Figure 6.10(b) focuses on the scenarios when there is congestion on the uplink.
According to the above reasoning one would therefore only expect degradations for the “user talks”
part. This is not the case. The MOS in the “user listens” part of the heatmap decreases by 0.5 to 2 from
the baseline results for all scenarios with buffer sizes ≥ 64. The reason for this is that the delays added
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by the excessive buffering in the uplink also degrade the overall score due to the delay impairment factor
z2. Since this factor expresses the conversational quality, it does not only effect the “user talks” but also
the “user listen” part sent over the (non-congested) downlink. Excessive delays added by the buffers
also explain the significant degradation of MOS values from 4.2 to 1−1.4 for the “user talks” part. Due
to the congestion, packet loss is also significant for all scenarios. This is why the best MOS value is
limited to 3.2 even for short buffer configurations.

In the context of the bufferbloat discussion, Figure 6.10(b) corroborates that excessive buffering in the
uplink yields indeed bad quality scores. Reducing the buffer sizes results in better MOS and contributes
to mitigate the negative effects of the large delays introduced by the uplink buffer, e.g., the difference in
the MOS for an inbound audio can be as high 2.5 points (long-many workload).

Combined upload and download activity. Scenarios (plot not shown) with upload and download
congestion show similar results to scenarios with only uploads. Here as well the delays introduced by
the uplink buffer dominate in both “user talks” and “user listens” parts. However, with combined upload
and download activity, the “user listens” is slightly more degraded than with only upload activity. The
reason for this is additional background traffic in the downlink that interacts with the voice call. For
instance, with buffers configured to 16 packets, the long-few shows an additional degradation of 0.8
MOS points (thus mapping to a different rating scale). Limiting access congestion by isolating VoIP
calls in a separate QoS class—as often implemented for ISP internal services but not Internet-wide—is
therefore a good strategy.

Key findings

We find that VoIP QoE is substantially degraded when VoIP flows have to compete for resources in
congested links. This is particularly highlighted in the backbone network scenario, where low to medium
link utilizations yields good QoE and high link utilization (> 98%) degrade the QoE. In the case of the
latter, the congestion leads to insufficient bandwidth on the bottleneck link that affects the VoIP QoE.
For access networks we show that, due to the asymmetric link capacities, the different audio directions
can yield different QoE scores. For instance, in one direction (e.g., user talks) the speech quality might
be acceptable, while it is impaired for the other (e.g., remote speaker talks) or vice-versa. Moreover, the
speech quality is much more sensitive to congestion on the upstream direction than the downstream one.
Due to the light queuing delays introduced by bloated buffers in the uplink, maintaining a conversation
can be challenging in the presence of uplink congestion. For both access and backbone networks,
configuring small buffers can results in better QoE. However, our results highlight that this may not
suffice to yield “excellent” quality ratings. Thus, we advocate to use QoS mechanisms to isolate VoIP
traffic from the other traffic. This is already common for ISP internal services but not for ISP external
services.

6.4.4 Video-streaming with real-time protocol (RTP)

Next, we explore the quality of video streaming using the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) which is
commonly used by IPTV service providers. RTP streaming can be impaired by packet loss, jitter, and/or
delay. Again packet losses directly degrades the video as basic RTP-based video streaming typically
does not involve any means of error recovery. Network jitter and delays result in similar impairments as
with voice and include visual artifacts or jerky playback. However, they depend on the concrete error
concealment strategy applied by the video decoder.
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Figure 6.11: Median MOS (color) and SSIM (text) for HD and SD RTP video streams with different
buffer size (x-axis) and workloads (y-axis).

Approach

We chose three different video clips from various genres as reference. Each video has a length 16
seconds. They are chosen to be representative of various different kinds of TV content and vary in level
of detail and movement complexity. Thus, they result in different frame-level properties and encoding
efficiency; A) an interview scene, B) a soccer match, and C) a movie. Each video is encoded using H.264
in SD (4 Mbps) as well as HD (8 Mbps) resolution. Each frame is encoded using 32 slices to keep errors
localized. This choice of our encoding settings is motivated by our experiences with an operational
IPTV network of a Tier-1 ISP. We use VLC to stream each clip using UDP/RTP and MPEG-2 Transport
Streams. Without any adjustment VLC tries to transmit all packets belonging a frame immediately. This
leads to traffic spikes exceeding the access network capacity. In effect VLC and other streaming software
propagate the information bursts directly to the network layer. As our network capacity, in particular
for the access, is limited we configured VLC to smooth the transmission rate over a larger time window
as is typical for commercial IPTV vendors. More specifically, we decided to use a smoothing interval
(1 second) that ensures that the available capacity is not exceeded in the absence of background traffic.
The importance of smoothing the sending rate is often ignored in available video assessment tools such
as EvalVid, making them inapplicable for this study.

We note that Set-top-Boxes in IPTV networks often use proprietary retransmission schemes that request
lost packets once [174]. Due to the unavailability of exact implementation details we do not account for
such recovery. Our results thus present a baseline in the expected quality; however, systems deploying
active (retransmission) or passive (FEC) error recovery can achieve higher quality. We use two different
full-reference metrics, PSNR and SSIM, to compute quality scores from the original and the perturbed
video stream. While not considered as QoE metric, PSNR (Peak Signal Noise Ratio) enables a quality
ranking of the same video content subject to different impairments [193, 289]. However, it does not
necessarily correlate well with human-perception in general settings. SSIM (Structural SIMilarity) [300]
has been shown to correlate better with human perception [301]. We map PSNR and SSIM scores to
quality scores according to [309].
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Backbone network results

Similar to the previous access network scenario, we show the video quality scores obtained for the same
video C as a heatmap in Figure 6.11(b), both for SD and HD resolution. Each cell of the heatmap
shows the median SSIM score and is colored according to the corresponding perceptive MOS score, see
Figure 6.5. As in the previous scenario, the video was sent 50 times per buffer size (x-axis) and workload
(y-axis) configuration. We omit PSNR quality scores as they are similar to the SSIM quality scores. As
in the access network scenario, the bottom row labeled noBG shows the baseline results for an idle
backbone without background traffic. Similarly, workloads that do not fully utilize the bottleneck link,
i.e., short-low, lead to optimal video quality, as expressed by an SSIM score of 1. The reason is that
the available capacity in the bottleneck link allows streaming the video without suffering from packet
losses.

First quality degradations are observable in the short-medium scenario, where the quality decreases
with increasing link utilization. In this scenario, workloads achieve full link utilization for 749/7490
buffers more often than for the 8/28 buffer configurations. It results in higher loss rates for the video
flows lowering the quality and is more pronounced for the HD videos which have higher bandwidth
requirements. Workloads that sustainably utilize the bottleneck link, i.e., short-high, short-overload,
and long, yield bad quality scores due to high loss rates. These scenarios provide insufficient available
bandwidth to stream the video without losses. Increasing the buffer size helps to decrease the loss
rate, leading to slight improvements in the SSIM score. Comparing the obtained quality scores among
the three different videos leads to minor differences in quality scores. These differences result from
different encoding efficiencies that cause different levels of burstiness in the streamed video. However,
the quality scores of all video clips lead to the same primary observation: quality mainly depends on the
workload configuration and decreases with link utilization. Increasing the buffer size helps to lower the
loss rate and therefore to marginally improve the video quality.

Access network results

We show our results as heatmap in Figure 6.11(a). The heatmap shows the quality score for video C
sent 50 times per buffer size (x-axis) and workload (y-axis) combination. Each cell shows the median
SSIM score and is colored according to the corresponding MOS score (see Figure 6.5); a SSIM score
of 1 expresses excellent video quality, whereas 0 expresses bad quality. The upper and the bottom parts
of the heatmap correspond to the results of HD and SD video streams, respectively. We omit quality
scores obtained for the PSNR metric as they yield predicted scores similar to those obtained by SSIM.
Also, as we focus on IPTV networks where the user consumes TV streams, no video traffic is present
in the upstream. For this reason, we only show results for workloads congesting the downlink. To
show the achievable quality for all buffer size configurations in the absence of background traffic, we
show baseline results in rows labeled noBG. In these cases, the video quality is not degraded due to the
absence of congestion.

In the presence of congestion, however, the SD video quality is severely degraded, expressed by a “bad”
MOS score. This holds regardless of the workloads and the buffer configuration; the link utilization by
all of the workloads cause video degradation due to packet loss in the video stream. We observe that
even a low packet loss rate can yield low MOS estimates. Moreover, much higher loss rates (one order
of magnitude bigger) can yield the same estimates. For instance, although both scenarios, long-few and
long-many, have a similar SSIM and MOS score for buffers sized to 256 and 8 packets respectively,
they show different packet loss rates of 0.5% and 12.5%.
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In comparison to the SD video, degradations in HD videos are less pronounced although, in some cases,
the packet loss rate is higher. For instance, the packet loss rate for HD and SD video streaming is,
with the long-few workload and buffers sized to 256 packets, 2.6% and 1.3% respectively. However,
the HD video stream obtains a better MOS score. This interesting phenomena can be explained by the
higher resolution and bit-rate of HD video streams, which reduce the visual impact of artifacts resulting
from packet losses during video streams. In the case of UDP video streaming in access networks, what
matters is the available bandwidth, not the buffer size. Moreover, even though buffers regulate the trade-
off between packet losses and delay, they have limited influence on the quality from the perspective of
an IPTV viewer.

Key findings

Our results indicate a roughly binary behavior of video quality: i) when the bottleneck link has sufficient
available capacity to stream the video, the video quality is good, and ii) otherwise the quality is bad.
In between, if the background traffic utilizes the link only temporarily, the video quality is sometimes
degraded. This results in an overall degradation that increases with link utilization. Using HD videos
yields marginally better quality scores even though they use higher bandwidth. We find that the influence
of the buffer size is marginal as delay does not play a major role for IPTV. What mainly matters is the
available bandwidth. We did not include quality metrics relevant for interactive TV or video-calls.
We further note that our results represent a baseline quality achievable without error recovery. Error
recovery (e.g., retransmissions) will increase the overall quality.

6.5 Summary

The goal of our work is to elucidate the open problem of proper buffer sizing and to pave the way for
more informed sizing decisions. In this respect, this chapter presents a comprehensive study of the
impact of buffer sizes on Quality of Experience. By this we complement a large body of related work on
buffering with a first look at factors relevant to end-user experience. This is a relevant view since it has
implications for network operators and service providers, and by extension, device manufacturers.

To tackle this problem, we first evaluate the impact of buffering in the wild using a large data set from a
major CDN that serves for a large number of Internet users (80M IPs from 235 countries). Our analysis
shows that buffering is likely to be prevalent on a large scale. We also observe a rather modest amount
of potential buffer bloat. This motivates our further evaluation of buffer sizing including the impact of
very large buffers, i.e., buffer bloat.

The main contribution of this chapter is an extensive sensitivity study on the impact of buffer sizing
on Quality of Experience. This is based on a testbed-driven approach to study three standard applica-
tion classes (voice, video, and Web) in two realistic testbeds emulating access and backbone networks.
Our evaluation considers a wide range of traffic scenarios and buffer size configurations, including
bufferbloat.

Our main finding is that the level of competing network workload is the primary determinant of user
QoE. It is generally known and understood that buffer sizing impacts QoS metrics. In particular, it
is not surprising that sustainable congestion degrades network performance. Surprisingly, our results
show that in the absence of congestion, buffer sizing has a significant impact on QoS metrics, whereas
it only marginally impacts QoE metrics. The good news of this novel observation for network operators
is that limiting congestion, e.g., via QoS mechanisms or over-provisioning, may actually yield more
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immediate improvements in QoE than efforts to reduce buffering. There are, however, several subtle
issues that complicate buffer sizing.

Concretely, application characteristics and the level of congestion determine the potential impact of
buffer sizing choices. In the case of Web browsing, large buffers yield better QoE for moderate network
loads, while smaller buffers improve QoE for high network loads. This suggests load-dependent buffer
sizing schemes. Despite the potential for optimization, the impact of reasonable buffer sizes on QoE
metrics is marginal, while the impact on QoS metrics can be significant. This is relevant for network
operators, as it indicates that as long as buffers are kept to a reasonable size their impact is of marginal
relevance. Concerning the ongoing bufferbloat debate, our main claim is that only relatively narrow con-
ditions seriously degrade QoE, i.e., when buffers are over-sized and sustainably filled. Such conditions
indeed occur in practice, as our empirical evaluation and other recent studies confirm, but their occur-
rence is relatively rare. We remark that emulations are by definition an abstraction of live networks and
that predictive QoE models are abstractions of end-users. Thus our results should not be interpreted as
representative of any specific network deployment or specific end-user quality ratings. We do, however,
argue that our results accurately reflect the key interactions between buffer sizes and network traffic,
which is the objective of our study.

Observed discrepancies among network-centric QoS metrics and application/user centric QoE metrics
advocate a stronger use of application-centric metrics in measurement and performance evaluation stud-
ies. This is challenging since QoE is an application-specific measure and thus needs to be evaluated
individually for every application. To reduce the complexity of QoE assessment in network design and
network measurement, it appears appealing to aim for a general mapping of network performance (e.g.,
QoS metrics) to QoE. We believe this is possible for some QoE indicators, e.g., page-loading time in
specific scenarios. However, since QoS and QoE represent fundamentally different concepts that depend
on different parameters despite of common misconceptions QoE cannot be generally derived from QoS
metrics. Examples used in this chapter include speech QoE assessment based on audio signals or video
quality assessment based on decoded video frames. To simplify future QoE evaluations, this evaluation
exemplifies the use of QoE metrics for measurement studies.
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7
Conclusion and outlook

7.1 Summary

The World Wide Web has become the most used information system worldwide. It has fueled an un-
precedented commercialization of the Internet by turning a system designed for academic data exchange
into a widely used social medium. At the same time, the very same commercialization of the Web has
created a complex ecosystem of infrastructure on the Internet on which the Web builds. This dissertation
explores these two orthogonal aspects to complement the large body of literature that has focused on
understanding the Web, its ecosystem, and its relation to the Internet (Chapter §2).

This dissertation posits that there are three enablers for today’s Web: i) content delivery, which allows
to scaling up and serving content to end users worldwide fast, ii) content monetization, which provides
the economic resources needed to deploy such infrastructure and create content, and iii) content search,
which allows users to find resources efficiently on the Web without the need to navigate from node
to node. Consequently, in the first part of this dissertation we characterize Web traffic on the Internet
concerning these three enablers (Chapters §3 and §4). To this end, we examine traffic at multiple vantage
points on the Internet, including a residential broadband network, transit (long-haul) links of a tier-1
ISP, two European IXPs, and servers of a large CDN. Our analysis reveals two facets of Web traffic, for
which we coin the terms front- and back-office Web traffic. The term front-office traffic refers to traffic
exchanged between users and front-end servers. By contrast, the term back-office traffic refers to traffic
exchanged between automated hosts acting as clients and other servers, e.g., communication between
front-end servers and back-end or origin servers. This distinction within Web traffic is particularly
relevant for our understanding of the Web’s ecosystem. We argue that in the early days of the Internet,
there was a strong resemblance between the end-to-end argument (see [258]) and the Web’s application
protocol (HTTP) client-server model: both Web end points hold most of the logic. However, this has
faded away as shown by the increase of back-office Web traffic. Although the end-to-end argument
continues to hold, service providers increase the amount of logic in their front-end servers: Retrieving
a Web page or providing a Web service does not only involve a client fetching objects from multiple
servers, but also these servers may contact other servers as intermediaries for the client. Consequently,
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we provide a study about Web content delivery, monetization, and search while differentiating between
front- and back-office Web traffic.

In Chapter §3, we investigate front-office Web traffic, and more precisely, content monetization via the
advertisements that are displayed to the end users. We devise a methodology to identify ad-related traffic
as well as browsers using ad-blockers. We quantify the amount of ad-related traffic in one residential
broadband network with 19.7K subscribers of a major European ISP (around 18% of the requests).
We report the prevalence of ad-blockers at the same vantage point (22% of the most active users).
Furthermore, we comment on configuration settings and effectiveness of the acceptable ads initiatives
(see [3]). These observations are important in the context of content monetization because the current
business model relies on the implicit agreement that users view ads in exchange for “free” content.
We corroborate that not all users accept this status-quo, who perceive advertisements as intrusive and
because they impair Quality of Experience. Moreover, we show how to infer back-office Web activity
related to content delivery and monetization in front-office traffic.

In Chapter §4, we focus on back-office Web traffic. We devise a methodology that can identify this
traffic on data sampled at the core infrastructure of the Internet. Specifically, we search for back-office
Web traffic at two European IXPs with respectively 500 and 100 members as well as at two long-haul
links of a Tier-1 ISP. Our results suggest that back-office Web traffic represents not only a significant
fraction of today’s Internet traffic but also today’s Internet transactions. Its volume contribution ranges
on average from 10% to 30% per vantage point and can even exceed 40% for some time periods. We
further characterize it and put it into the context of the three fundamental functions aforementioned, i.e.,
crawling (to find and index Web content), real-time bidding (to make advertisements more effective),
and request forwarding (mainly used by CDNs to scale with demand and improve performance). We
find, for example, that at one of the IXPs auctioneers have a 22% share of the back-office requests
but only 1% of the bytes, while crawlers contribute respectively roughly 10% and 15% to both. We
corroborate our findings with an analysis conducted at one of the larger CDNs and characterize traffic
that supports content-delivery. Our observations highlight the amount of complexity hidden to end users
in support of content delivery, monetization, and search, and suggest that a significant amount of the
Internet’s infrastructure, traffic and interconnections is devoted to back-office Web traffic.

In the second part of this dissertation we investigate how choices concerning Internet infrastructure
affect Web usage. As an information system that runs on the Internet, the Internet’s infrastructure and
its communication protocols can alter the way Internet users interact with the Web.

We investigate Internet connectivity in Chapter §5. Without it, users cannot reach Web content hosted
on remote Web servers. One important issue regarding connectivity on the Internet is its transition from
IPv4 to IPv6. This transition is necessary due to the scarcity of IPv4 addresses [253]. Such scarcity
limits the deployment of new services and access networks on the Internet, and forces ISPs to explore
technologies that can mitigate this problem. Consequently, two versions of the IP protocol coexist today
on the Internet: IPv4 and IPv6. Related work shows that a large portion of the Web is not accessible over
IPv6 and that there are still differences regarding performance among both protocols when browsing the
Web. These two observations motivate our study on how the subscribers of dual-stack ISP use IPv4/IPv6
connectivity. We rely on passive measurements conducted at one of these ISPs, i.e., one residential
broadband network with 12.9K subscribers. We design a methodology that allows us to characterize
IPv6 usage and complement related work on IPv6 adoption. Namely, we investigate factors that hamper
the growth of IPv6 traffic on such networks, including configurations of customer premises equipment
(CPE), ISP connectivity, service availability (e.g., CDNs), and applications falling back to IPv4 due to
poor IPv6 performance.
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In fact, improving Web performance is one of the major goals among companies providing content
delivery as a service, i.e., CDNs. We study in Chapter §6 one particular issue that affects Web browsing:
large delays due to excessive buffering (buffer bloat). This phenomenon may occur when transport
protocols like TCP interact with over-sized buffers. We use data from a major CDN that serves a large
number of Internet users (80M IPs from 235 countries) to investigate when are buffers over-sized and
sustainably filled. Such conditions indeed occur in practice, as our empirical evaluation and other recent
studies confirm, but their occurrence is relatively rare. While the effects of buffering are understood in
terms of QoS metrics, the impact on QoE is not. We tackle this by devising a methodology that allows
us to approximate QoE degradations without the need of actual users. We perform a set of evaluations
on two testbeds emulating access and backbone networks. We mainly find network workload, rather
than buffer size, to be the primary determinant of end-user QoE. As intuitively expected, sustainable
congestion impacts both QoS and QoE metrics, and is further amplified by large (bloated) buffers. When
considering the opposite scenario (absence of congestion), we show that –even bloated– buffers impact
QoS metrics. However, our results suggest that their impact on QoE metrics is in fact only marginal.

As one of the largest and most used information systems ever built, the Web runs on top of the largest
computer network: the Internet. Fueled by its commercialization and the increasing number of services
relying on it, the Web has gained substantial complexity, as manifested by the increase of data exchanges
between automated hosts on the Internet. We show how these interactions occur at a large scale and also
show how they support the three enablers for today’s Web (Web content delivery, monetization, and
search); thus becoming an essential component of today’s Web. Finally, we also scrutinize how choices
concerning Internet infrastructure and its protocols ultimately affect the Web. For example, we show
how ad-blockers affect the application layer and block requests that support content monetization and by
extension content delivery and search. We study the conditions under which protocols in the transport
layer affect Web browsing performance; as well as protocols in the network layer affect the reachability
of Web content.

7.2 Future work

The Web and the Internet are constantly evolving. This dissertation takes a step forward towards improv-
ing our understanding of this ecosystem and its increasing complexity. Given the insights previously
discussed, we next discuss new research avenues.

Monetization. The rise of ad-blockers presents an unprecedented situation that affects they way content
is published and consumed on the Web. Without clear regulation guidelines, advertisers and publishers
may opt to deploy aggressive campaigns that increase revenue at the expense of user’s privacy and QoE.
This state of affairs calls for research in the QoE domain, traditionally focused on performance. In
particular, we argue for field studies with human subjects with the objective to find a balance between
effective advertisement strategies and low QoE impairments. Likewise, given the attention and concerns
regarding the use of privacy-intrusive technology to improve revenue, future work calls for advancing
techniques that enable privacy-respecting advertisement campaigns (e.g., [238]). In fact, a continuation
of passive measurements on this area will allow us to inform regulatory bodies and the ongoing debate
regarding online advertisements.

Search. Finding and indexing content hosted on the Web is a challenging task, as underlined by the
small number of organizations that do so. Most of them monetize their services with advertisements
(front-office Web traffic for content search). Thus, the arguments above also apply to them. That said,
in this work we do not investigate how users interact with search services in detail. While we enumer-
ate related work that reports on this topic (see §2.1.2), future work calls for a deeper investigation that
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complements this body of literature, e.g., how much content users consume via search results and how
much by navigating Web links. This has implications for Web performance as being able to predict a
user’s click-stream enables performing DNS lookups earlier and pre-fetching content (thereby reducing
page load times). Assessing potential performance gains is at the heart of this activity. The second
direction of research concerns the ongoing debate about “the right to be forgotten” [104]. From a tech-
nical perspective, the debate affects Web indexes dynamics and Web crawlers. It calls for investigating
how effective, when, and how some information is deleted from the Web and Web search services.
Such an investigation will make it possible to provide informed guidelines to regulatory bodies. Finally,
the advent of human-to-computer interfaces other than Web browsers (e.g., voice-commanded applica-
tions like Apple’s Siri), opens the door for new research opportunities. Such interfaces introduce more
complexity. For example, using these interfaces to implement e-commerce will require evolving the
structure of Web requests, responses, and the Web data itself. We envision that it will further boost
machine-to-server communication on the Internet. Perhaps, this ecosystem will lay the ground for the
long-time envisioned but yet unachieved semantic Web [268].

Content delivery. Throughout this manuscript, we show that the Web is evolving towards a “split-
architecture model”, with a front- and a back-office. This shift originated at the need to improve perfor-
mance and builds on the assumption that the network is the performance bottleneck. However, this is
not always the case and techniques to improve latency for content delivery can also be applied to end
hosts [100]. In fact, recent studies have already started to explore bottlenecks on the Web itself [229].
We suggest that there are even more research opportunities. For example, one opportunity involves revis-
iting the split-browser architecture [8, 148]. This architecture enables offloading parts of the browser’s
functionality to the edge of the network, thus avoiding the larger delays of access networks and also
expensive computations at the end user’s device. The ongoing deployment of cloud resources at the
edge of access networks provides indeed a unique opportunity to explore this avenue with at least two
objectives in mind. First, improve performance. Second, leverage virtualization to improve user’s secu-
rity and privacy. Indeed, network operators, i.e., ISPs, can supply CDNs or content providers with the
infrastructure that is specifically tailored to handle back-office traffic. For ISPs, this opens up additional
opportunities for monetization of services and also provide a better experience to their end users. But,
this comes at a cost: ISPs must invest in and enable micro data centers or virtualized services [49, 149]
in their networks to harness the opportunity. Thus, future work calls for investigation on the deployment
of such infrastructure, traffic engineering policies to better accommodate the two different classes of
traffic, and on SLAs targeted at organizations operating a back office.

Deployment of new protocols. Deploying new protocols or protocol variants may be very slow or even
infeasible if it requires changes in the core infrastructure of the Internet or all end Internet end systems.
For instance, consider the adoption of a new TCP variant or IPv6. However, restricting the change to
one organization makes this otherwise infeasible effort much easier. Indeed, most Web service compa-
nies have the ability to roll out updates to their infrastructure and upgrade it on a regular basis. Thus, if
end users connect only to the front-end servers and the front-end and back-end servers are managed by
a single entity, it is feasible to deploy changes rapidly and optimize back-office Web communications;
these changes are restricted to the servers involved in carrying the back-office traffic. Examples include
but are not limited to use of persistent TCP connections between servers, IPv6, multi-path TCP [147],
on-the-fly Web page assembly [206], object pre-fetching, delta encoding, and offloading of computa-
tions. Indeed, even the TCP version and parameters can be chosen according to the tasks [145], e.g., the
initial window size can be increased. Moreover, it is possible to adopt new networking paradigms, such
as Software Defined Networking [182], much more quickly to handle the back-office traffic. As most
end-user communication involves some back-office communication, these improvements can directly
affect the end-user experience. Lastly, more efficient use of the networking resources can also reduce
the cost of content delivery.
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Web performance and passive measurements. The immediate consequence of the Web becoming the
“narrow waist” motivates further studies on Web QoE. Standards like WebRTC [89] enables browsers
to engage in tasks other than fetching websites, e.g., voice calls, video chats, and even P2P file sharing.
This technology presents a unique opportunity to study performance for these Web-based applications.
We plan to further scrutinize Web performance issues using QoE metrics. At the same time, we advocate
for a continuation of passive measurement studies that can shed light on performance bottlenecks caused
by network conditions, e.g., by using traces collected at residential broadband networks we can gain
insights on performance degradations resulting from poor WiFi performance at home networks, faulty
or outdated CPEs, or misconfigured end-user devices.
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